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Olearnees in letter-writing depends chiefly on the
mental attitude of the writer toward what he is writing.
He must think clearly and then he will write clearly.
Andrew Oarnegie.

The writer wishes to extend thanks to the following
men for their interest and suggestions in the preparation
of this thesis: Prof. Cverett L, Oetchell, head of the
English Department of the School of Education of Boston
University, Prof. Roy Davis, Assistant Dean at the Col>
lege of Business Administration of Boston University,
Mrp Hiram N. Rasely, Correspondence Counselor and Vice
President of Burdett College, Boston, Mr. Clarence H.
Lingham of Ginn & Co.
,
Boston, and Dr. A. Charles Babea*
roth, now deceased, formerly Assistant Professor of Eng-
lish at Columbia University, New York, and to the business
firms which so splendidly cooperated with him in submit-
ting model letters to be used in this thesis.
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Part I.
I* The Heed of Busineee English in the High School Ourriculiui.

I ft The Heed of Busineee English in the High School Ourriculum .
The most logical place for a course in Basinese English
in the high school curriculum is in the senior year. The
first three years should form a foundation for the course
in Business English. During the first three years the
course would consist of oral and written themes and the
regular prescribed literature- It is necessary to have
a thorough preparation in rhetoric with a study of the
four forms of discourse: Narration, Description, Exposi-
tion, and Argument, and the four essential qualities of
composition: Unity, Coherence, Emphasis, Euphony or
Beauty. They are the ideals we seek in all our writing.
A complete understanding of them will tend to produce
"better letters."
A. What is Business English?
The diagram on page 3 will express clearly the idea
of how any special kind of English is Xnglish.
1. Its relation to every-day English .
Business English, then, is an adaptation of regular
English. The basic training for Business English should
be a broad and thorough preparation in English as offered
in any high school curriculum.
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BuslnesG English is all that regular English is, but
adapted to the use of Business.
"Business English is the effective use of English for
all kinds of business expression. (Hiram N. Rasely).
Language is a vehicle of thought. This adaptation
of regular English is, therefore, of direct value in the
writing and dictating of business letters, and in the
preparation of booklets, pamphlets, and advertising,
A Business English course is usually based on one
text, although several otber supplenaentary texts can
be used to good advantage. The order of the presentation
in the text can be changed to harmonize with the teacher's
plan of the year's work.

ENGLISH
Literary
ADAPTED
BuBinese Professional
and
Technical
T i i 1
I I t Itill
T J 1 •
• I I Itill
T 1 1 1
I t t t
I f t t
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B« Objectives in Teaching Business English .
Business means buying and selling » and English is the
name of our mother tongue. Business English is obviously
such English as is used in mercantile transactions.
Every one is ready to admit that the power of effective
expression is a financial asset. It helps the stenographer,
the salesman » the manager, the advertiser, the correspondent.
It makes for more responsible positions and advanced salaries.
Good selling-talk sells goods. Judicious explanations re-
move difficulties. Persuasive arguments reach buyers.
The books now on the college entrance requirement list
should be readjusted to suit the pupils in the commercial
courses. The themes written should not be entirely drawn
from books read, but should in all cases be directly con-
nected with the work that is being done along vocational
lines. The selection of topics for oral work should be
subject to the same severe restriction. The English that
is taught should be Business English .
Any high school course in English should have as its
foundation the study of recognized English classics, but
in addition to this there should be a fair proportion of
books which deal with American life of the present day.
In the books for supplementary reading there should
be, along with books of purely literary interest, some
IBS
J 1 \£l.\
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booke which give an Insight into the commerce and industry
of the modern world.
While the present types of written work required of
high school pupils afford excellent training in composi-
tion, and should form a large part of the course, yet
these exercises may profitably be supplemented by the
types of written work called for in modern business.
Business English lays its strongest emphasis upon
such elementary demands as neatness of manuscript, legibil-
ity of handwriting, correct spelling, correct forms of words,
correct sentence structure, business letters, good oral ex-
pression, and intelligent comprehension of the thought.
Thus analyzed it is apparent that Business English
is not different in kind from any other English; it simply
devotes more of its energy to persistent drill on principles
of the more elementary sort and on the elimination of common
errors in grammar. It is forced to employ more time be-
cause the school receives from the home no direct help in
English. The pupil has, on the contrary, unfortunately
received from his parents the heritage of ungrammatical
form and illiterate usage; he has lived a life entirely
alien to the atmosphere which books bring to the home; the
chances are that his natural mental powers in academic
lines are proportionately limited. All of these hin-
drances dictate the stress that Business English places
upon correct form.
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Pupils taking this course have a direct incentive urging
them to overcome these errors. Those preparing to become
stenographers or typists know perfectly well that they must
master the conventional forms for business letters; they must
learn to spell, to punctuate, and to paragraph; they must ac-
quire a larger vocabulary and learn the art of effectively
using the English language. Unless they become reasonably
proficient no firm will employ them; unless they attain special
skill no firm will ever pay them the salary which their am-
bitions have seto
It is significant, however, that pupils ambitious to
become stenographers are often more accurate in punctuation
and spelling than are those who are preparing for college.
Because many in this latter group lack the wage-incentive
and the more immediate goal, they therefore lack this di-
rect spur which urges quick attainment in accuracy.
The study of Business English in the schools gives
rise to a greater number of specific objectives. No ad-
equate analysis of these as yet exists. For convenience
they may be classified under three heads: (a) spoken or
oral English; (b) written English; (c) apprehended (heard
or read) English. Each one of these categories has its
own variety of special technique.
It is, of course, apparent that the drill necessary to
acquire a fair degree of skill in written and oral usage
cannot differ essentially from the drill the classical or
college group receives. The teacher places the stress
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where defects are most frequent and can make the most of
their appeal to practical ends. Letter-writing needs
particular emphasis with special attention to the selection
of a good quality of plain white or cream-colored stationery
for the friendly letter and the proper conventions in this
and the business letter.
To treat commercial correspondence too seriously at
the outset is a great mistake. The mechanical details,
of course, can be easily teught; but the real business of
a letter cannot be transacted unless the pupil actually
understands the transaction involved. This knowledge
pupils often lack at the time of their entrance into high
school. The various types of notes connected with their
school affairs may, however, be well taken up early in
the course. Excuses for tardiness and absence, requests
for permission to consult other teachers or visit the
library, etc., should be first taken up. Not only should
a standard form be decided upon by the Business English
teacher, but business technique should be insisted upon
in all ccuuaercial classes.
A classification based on the expected time of the
greatest functioning of these objectives is of utmost
importance in curriculum making. There are proper ob-
jectives of school education that are, or should be, truly
projective — that is, the power produced or knowledge
stored is not expected to function usefully until some
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tirae later in life. But there are other objectives that
grow out of the proper purposes of education to aid present
processes of growth or development.
The objectives in Composition as applied to Business
English might be classified as follows:
(1) The first aim in the teaching of composition is
to stimulate a thought basis for expression.
(2) The second aim is to teach pupils the laws of
expression, the standards of language. The pupil must
learn and obey the rules prescribed by legitimate usage,
by grammar, and rhetoric.
(3) The third aim of composition teaching is to
inculcate in the pupil the habit of employing in the ex-
pression of his ideas those laws and principles of compo-
sition that have been taught him.
The departmental teacher who teaches Business English
must communicate with his colleagues, tell them the specific
forms of speech that are being taught and thus secure their
cobperation by asking them to constantly correct the speech
of pupils in all subjects. Unless English teachers con-
sciously emphasize the application of the lessons of the
Business English period in all lessons, it would be better
to eliminate the formal teaching of this subject. The
mastery of the mother-tongue involves three elements:
(1) The ability of the individual to understand the
thoughts of others, whether spoken or written;
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(2) His ability to express his own thoughts adequately
through spoken or written words; and
(3) His ability to gain pleasure and profit through
his native literature.
Instruction in effective expression involves training
in grammar and rhetoric, as well as practice in composition.
Instruction in effective oral expression involves these also
and, in addition, elocution and practice in speaking.
Grammar is a reflective study of language for a variety
of purposes, of which correctness is only one, and a secon-
dary or subordinate one.
Grammar is a means of both giving the pupils some knowl-
edge of the facts of language and training them in the analy-
sis and structure of sentences. It is also an effective
agency (l) in perfecting oral and written speech, and (2)
in interpreting literature.
There is a realization on the teacher's part of the
fact that what he has on his hands in attempting to make
of a pupil a good writer is, first of all, a character, and
only secondarily an intelligence and an aptitude.
The least that the Business English teacher can do is
to keep informed as to what written work his classes are
doing in other classes in the commercial department, and
what problems in expression it presents.
It is important to establish uniform requirements in
all classes as to the form and quality of written work —
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paper and ink, headings, margins, indorsements, etc. Pupils
should not write what they think will please the teacher and
will jog with his views and whims, but what is a direct appli-
cation of their learning .
The highest function of the English course is to bring
the two elements of this synchronous growth — power in ex-
pression and power in thinking — to a quicker and higher
potency.
The Business English course aims to develop the maturity
of thought and expression by the work in composition and
letter writing. The constant problem of the Business Eng-
lish teacher is to keep before the expanding mind of the
pupil such literary selections as will day by day stimulate
a wholesome growth and still confine the writer and the pupil
easily within the realm of common understanding and common
sympathy of the business world.
The teacher should instruct and train the class toward
powers not already acquired in writing, reading, and speak-
ing standard English adapted to the needs of business. He
should acquaint the pupils definitely with the specific
defects and shortages in powers already partially acquired.
He must develop a means of cultivating appreciations and
ideals of, and interests in, good English language according
to the standards set up for every-day business.
Business English needs just the qualities of correct-
ness and clearness — and needs nothing more.
I
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The quality of style is very important in Business
English. Force is another word for effectiveness and
for emphasis. It does not differ in kind from force or
effectiveness in literary writing. It is only applied to
a different kind of subject and addressed to a different
kind of audience. Risiness English, however, does not
make so much of the quality of beauty as literary writing
does. It has its own kind of beauty — that of correct-
ness, clearness, and forcefulness — all of which qualities
constitute its beauty. Of the four qualities of style.
Business English makes the least use of the quality of
beauty. To sum up — Business English deals with objects
and facts, and aims at a practical result.
Hence, this subject uses no word that is not established
as a part of the language in the sense in which the business
world uses it, and no word that does not say what they wish
it to say so clearly as to be understood at once, and either
so strongly as to command attention or so agreeably as to
win attention. It puts every word in the place fixed for
it by the idiom of the language, and by the principles
which govern communication between man and man — the place
which gives the word its exact value in itself and in its
relations with other words. Moreover, Business English
uses no more words than is necessary and yet be an accepted
form for modern business writing.
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What does bueinese deaand of Englieh? Englieh that is
true, English that is virile, English that compels and impels,
English that is alive, personified, that impersonates the
person who speaks or writes.
After all. Business English has no conventions, no
hard-and-fast rules of syntax. It knows no idol-worship.
It has no literary form. It speaks today of the things
of today. Tomorrow a new invention demands a new ex-
pression.
Business English is exploitation. It makes you want
what it offers. It makes you pay for what you want. It
satisfies you with what you get. It makes you speak
your satisfaction, to others.
1b Aims and Ideals in English Teaching.
*The aim in the teaching of composition shall be to
help boys and girls of any particular grade to speak and
write, whether for entertainment or for business, as well
as they should at that stage of their development. This
implies at all times actual production for an actual
audience. So much, and only so much, of the principles
of grammar, composition, and vocel expression shall be
taught as are necessary to secure these ends. These
minimum requirements shall be carefully defined for each
grade and rigorously insisted upon.
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"The aim in the teaching of literature shall be to
help boye and girls to learn to enjoy literature and to
react independently and vividly to it. Most books, in-
cluding poetry, fiction, and the drama, shall be read for
enjoyment, A few, principally of an expository or argu-
mentative nature, shall be carefully analyzed and studied
in detail.
The final aim in teaching business letter-writing is
to teach principles rather than specific instances.
• Adopted by The Inland Empire Council, April, 1918.
Bulletin No. 37, English. Department of Education,
Olympia, Wash.
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C„ High Schools in Maeeachueette of over 500 Pupils offering
Business English and Allied Subjects
Intended for
pupils in
South Boston 4
CuDbridge 4
Fall River
(Journalism) 4
Leominster 4
Lowell
(News Writing) 3,4,5
New Bedford 3
Newton
(Correspondence) 4
Salem
(Business
Correspondence) 4
Westfield
Eng. I Bus* I
Eng. II Bus. 8
Eng. Ill Bus. 3
Weymouth 4
No, of
weeks if Total
Periods less than no. of
per week school year pupils
Z 117
5 258
5 60
5 34
5 19 14
4 20 52
5 107
5 20 10
5 102
5 65
5 35
4 51
MasBschusetts High School Survey, 1926-27. Report on
the Organization and Administration. Seventy-two High Schools
during this period had more than five hundred pupils.
^ _
c r
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Maeeachueette High School Survey 1928-39
Report on the Organization
and Adminietration
(68 High Schools had made returns up to March 11 » 1929)
Beverly
Vocational
English
High School
of Commerce
English V
Braintree
Commercial
English
Pupils
in
1-2
3-4
3
4
Periods
per
week
No. of
weeks
if less
than one
year
alternate weeks
5
5
39
39
Total
no, of
pupils
113
22
70
33
Cambridge
English IV
Commercial
Fall River
Journalism 3
4 40
250
37
Gloucester
Eng. Ill & CCI
« IV & ecu
Haverhill
Bus. Eng. Ill
H N IV
N "I
Lowell
NewBwriting
New Bedford
Newton
Corre epondence
Salem Classical
Bus. Corres.
3
3
3
4
1
3.4
3
4
4
1
1
1
5
4
19
or
38
20
5 20
83
31
71
31
109
10
31
83
71
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Pupils
in
Periods
per
week
No. of
weeks
if less
than one
year
Total
no. of
pupils
Waltham
Correspon-
dence 4 2 36
Bartlett High
Webster
Eng. Ill
Bus. Eng. 3 5 29
Weymouth High
East Weymouth 4 4 73
This list differs from the data presented for 1926-27
since the town of Webster has increased in population, plac-
ing the Bartlett High School in Group I.*
Several high schools up to March 11, 1929, have not sub-
mitted their returns. At this writing, only 68 schools
have sent in their report.
Not all the high schools record courses in Business Eng-
lish, which also accounts for a variance in the list of
schools for the two periods, 1926-27 and 1928-29.
Group I = High Schools having more than 500 pupils.
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Oompilation of answers to ten questionnaires sent out to
a group of Massachusetts High Schools offering Business
English courses .
lo How long is your course in Business English?
Three years Fitchburg
Haverhill
Two years Braintree
Gardner
Melrose
Wakefield
One Waltham
Weymouth
One half
year Salem
One quarter
year Greenfield
2o In which years do you offer it?
Sophomore. Junior. Senior Fitchburg
Haverhill
Junior and Senior Braintree
Gardner
Melrose
Wakefield
Senior Greenfield
Salem
Waltham
Weymouth
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3. For how many periods a week is Business English given ?
(5 English)
Seven ) Waltham
(2 Bus. Corres.)
Four or five if the course is part-time
in Senior Year Fitchtourg
Sophomore, one period a week
.
Junior and Senior, two periods
a week Haverhill
Five Braintree
Gardner
Greenfield
Melrose
Wakefield
Four Salem
Weymouth
4. Does more than one teacher have this subject?
Three Fitchburg
Two Haverhill
Salem
No Braintree
Gardner
Greenfield
Haverhill
Melrose
Wakefield
Waltham
Weymouth
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5 » What text do you use?
Hitchcock — Practice Book Fitchburg
Buhlig — Business English Fitchburg
Gardne r
Melrose
McClintock's Essentials in Busi-
ness English Fitchburg
Webster — English for Business Haverhill
Hotchkiss & Drew — Business English Haverhill
Salem
Greg|»e Applied Business English Haverhill
Sen. Herzberg's New Style-Book of
Business English Haverhill
Davis & Linghsm — Business English
and Correspondence Braintree
Gardner
Greenfield
Wakefield
Weymouth
Practical Exercises in English
(Davis) ' Braintree
Business English
(J. W, Ross) Braintree
Miles — English in Business Melrose
Woolley — Handbook in English Wakefield
The Business Letter-Writer's Manual
(Charles Edgar Buck) Waltham
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List of MuBsachusetts High Schoole of Over Five Hundred Pupils
That Are Using The High School English Book by Alfred M. Hitchcock
,
Arlington
Boston — 10 High Schools
Chelsea
Cohasset
Eve rett
Fall River — Evening High School
Fitchburg
Gardner
Haverhill
Lawrence
Leominster
Lowell
Lynn
Natick
Newton
North Adams
Northampton
Quincy
Revere
Salem
Watertown
Westfield
Winthrop
Worcester — South High
School
Classical High
School
North High
School
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Do *Data Resulting from Prof . Leverett S<, Lyon's Investigations ,
In many of the high schools an argument still persists
as to whether Business English belongs to the English De-
partment or to the Commercial Department. Leverett S. Lyon
has made certain investigations of the social-business
subjects which included Business English, The group com-
prised the following subjects:
Industrial History Commercial Law
History of Commerce Salesmanship
Economics Advertising
Commercial Geography Commercial Organization
Business English
This thesis is concerned only with the subject appear-
ing last in the list.
Professor Lyon sent out questionnaires regarding these
commercial subjects. One hundred and thirty-six schools
replied. The item in the questionnaire, "purposes and
methods employed", was asked relative to the courses in
Salesmanship, Advertising, Commercial Geography, and Bus-
iness English.
The findings are as follows:
• Education for Business. Pp. 408-426. Leverett S.
Lyon. The University of Chicago Press. Chicago, 111. 1925.
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Requiremente and Electivee of the Social-BusinesB Subject
,
Business English
Requiring Elective
Percent- Percent- Percent-
age of the age of age of
Number reporting those Num- those
Subject reporting schools Number offering ber offering
English 73 53.6 64 87.6 9 12.3
Note ; Business English is reported in slightly over
fifty per cent of the reporting schools. Business English
is required in more than three fourths of the schools where
it is offered.
The suDject, in nine per cent of the cases reported, is
taught for four years; in six per cent of the cases reported,
for three years; and in twenty- three per cent of the cases,
for two years. Twenty-seven per cent of the schools which
reported teach the subject in a one-year course, while thirty-
one per cent give a half-year's work.
Schools offering courses
of each length
Length of Percentage
course in of those
years Number reporting
Business English
(76 schools re-
porting) 4 7 9.2
3 5 6.5
2 18 23.7
1 1/2 1 1.3
1 21 27.5
1/2 24 31.5
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Methods of Directing Business English
Number and Percentage of Schools Reporting This Subject Di-
rected by ;
Sub-
ject
Business
English
No. of
schools
reporting
method of
direction No,
57
Commer-
cial
Dept,
Other than
Commercial
Department
Per Per
ecnt- cent-
age No. age
32 56.1 22 38.5
Combination of
Commercial and
Other Departm'ts
No.
Per-
cent-
5.8
Note : By the table above, it is clear that there is
disagreement as to the departments to which this subject
be longs.
Number of Teachers Giving Business English
Subject
Business
English
Number and Percentage of Schools Reporting
This subject taught by teachers of
No. of
schools
reporting
class
teachers
52
Commer-
cial sub-
jects only
No,
27
Percent-
age
51.9
Other sub-
j e ct s only
No.
21
Percent-Mi—
40.3
Both commerci-
al and other
subjects
Percent-
No^ age
4 7.6
Note
;
The teaching staff of Business English is rather
evenly divided. Slightly over half the teachers of this
subject are of the strictly commercial type. Forty per cent
teach other subjects only, presumably English in most cases.
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SchoolB Not Reporting Correlation Compared with Schools Which
Might Have Reported Correlation
Subject
Business English
Number and percentage
of schools not report-
ing Correlation
Number Percentage
41 52,5
Total number of
schools which
might have report-
ed correlation
78
Correlation of the Social-Business Subject, Business English
.
With Other Subjects
No. and percentage of schools reporting corre-
lation of commercial subjects with ;
Commercial
subjects
only
Noo of
schools Per-
reporting cent-
Subject Correlation No. age
Business
English 37 25 67.5
Other subjects
only
Percent-
No. age
13.5
Commercial
and other
subjects
Percent.
No. age
18.9
Note
;
Business English is correlated with business subjects
only, in 67,5 per cent of the schools that correlate it with
other work.
Many of the high schools in reporting the correlation
which they attempted gave specific instances of courses
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taught in combination. This combination was submitted
with the data:
Shorthand
Typewriting
Spelling
Office Procedure
Business English
In a comment on texts, no great amount of criticism
of existing texts was reported in connection with the dif-
diculties in teaching advertising and business writing.
If a similar survey were carried on for the state
of Massachusetts alone, similar results, in a smaller
proportion, would result.

What Kind of Literature Ought to be Included in
the Course?
T T
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II. What Kind of Literature Ought to be Included in the Course ?
It is through the pupils* study of good literature that
they will better their own style. Robert Louis Stevenson*
learned to write by imitating good writers — 'sedulous
aping" he called it. At the same time Stevenson was origi-
nal and he developed his own style.
Pliny the Younger in quoting Pliny the Elder once said:
"No book was eo bad but some good might be got out of it,"*
However, the teacher, as a guide, should encourage collateral
reading of a high standard and see to it that books to be
read for book reports be listed on approved school lists,
"The mind can rise only as it has words to express it-
self." The greater your vocabulary — the greater your
thinking power.
The greatest way to acquire style in business corres-
pondence is to read all kinds of literature.
A, Of Value in Spelling .
Usually, the pupil who is well-read is a good speller.
This ability, as well as building a worth-while vocabulary,
is developed through the right sort of reading and suffi-
cient practice in writing. The mastery of vocabulary,
Making Letters Talk Business. Sherman Perry. The
American Rolling Mill Co. Middle town, Ohio. 1926.
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ekill in the construction of sentences, care in pronuncia-
tion, and the succeeeful modulation of the voice are all
elements of high commercial value, Therefore, the lit-
erature of the Business English course as well as the books
for "outside reading" should be well chosen. (See 1928
Hartford Reading Lists and What to Read. (Bridgeport
List) ).
In planning the literature for the Business English
course these six facts ought to be considered:
1. Gooks designed for grammar grades may wisely be
read in the high schools.
2. Books read in the earlier years of the high school
should be transferred to the later years.
3. Books that recount the success of individual lives
make a special appeal.
4. Editions elaborately annotated —• especially with
long and philological comments — should not be chosen.
5. Literary selections with many mythological and
literary allusions prove unsatisfactory,
6. Volumes of short selections of prose and poetry
are of great value.
* The Teaching of English in the Secondary School.
Charles Swain Thomas. Chap, XIV. P. 383, Houghton Mifflin
Co. 1927.
The Teaching of English in the Secondary School.
Charles Swain Thomas. Chap. XIV. Pp. 387 and 388. Hough-
ton Mifflin Co. 1927.
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A Sample Test on a Novel to be Used in the Englieh Olaes .
lo Completi on
lo The story of Ivanhoe is laid in the twelfth century,
2. Rowena was the ward of Cedric the Saxon,
3o Ivanhoe was the son of CedriCo
4. Front de Boeuf was mortally wounded by Black Knight .
5. The Black Knight
»
s real name was Richard I.
6. The character of Locksley is based on the popular tales
about Robin Hood,
II. Association
1, Rowena 9. Templar
2. DeBracy 3. Disinherited Knight
3. Ivanhoe 4, King of England
4. The Black Knight 1. Heroine
5. Athelstane 5. Lord of Coningsburg
6. Rebecca 2. A Lover of Rowena
7. Cedric 7, Master of Rotherwood
8. Ulrica 8. Companion of Front de
Boeuf
9. Bois Guilbert
6. Daughter of Isaac
* Prof. Roy Davis, CB.A^, Boston University.
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Facing the Facts in the Teaching of English.
The job of a certain office manager is to check over
all the letters before they go back to the dictator for sig-
nature. He says:
"When we hire a stenographer we give two tests. The
first test consists of the dictation of two ordinary letters
of the kind that come up in our correspondence every day.
For the other test I have made up twenty-five sentences in
which the applicant is to fill in omitted words or insert
punctuation marks. In these twenty-five sentences there
are fifty distinct things for the applicant to do. Every
one of them involves a simple little matter of e very-day
English. have had some applicants who transcribed the
letters correctly, but we have never yet had anybody to get
all of these fifty things right. No one of them is hard
or unusual. Now, what's the answer?"
One of the very best things we can do is to bring the
pupils into contact with the serene and ennobling influence
of the great English stylists.
The more of the cultural value of good literature
that we have the better, always provided, however, we do
not neglect the greatest good of the greatest number.
That greatest good is tied up with the teaching of the
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mechanical facts of Englieh. Such teaching proceeds on
the same principles of intelligent, properly directed drill
that have been found resultful in other subjects involving
the formation of special habits. Business English then,
after all, has a real place in the high school curriculum.
The Rowe Budget, p, 10. February, 1929.
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Grener&l Reading for the Business English Course.
Beker. Boys' Book of Inventions.
Bok. The Americanization of Edward Bok.
Brigham. From Trail to Railway Through the Appalachians,
Bruce and Montgomery. New World.
Burns. The Story of Great Inventions.
Carnegie. Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie.
Cochrane. Modern Industrial Progress.
Drake. Making of the Great West.
Faris. Men Who Made Good.
Ferber. So Big.
Ford and Crowther. My Life and Work.
Gompers. Seventy Years of Life and Labor.
Gordy. American Leaders and Heroes.
Howells. The Rise of Silas Lapham.
Lane, Industries of Today.
Linde. Man and his Markets.
MacDougallo The Autobiography of a Business Woman.
McClure. My Autobiography.
Riis. The Making of an American.
Seitz. Joseph Pulitzer: His Life and Letters.
Tarkington. The Turmoil.
Wyckoff. The Workers.
Prof. Roy Davis. Business English. Chapter 16, p. 127.
Commercial Education in Secondary Schools.
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Additional Reading.
Coult. Letters from Many Pens. Macmillan.
Hubbard. A Meeeage to Garcia.
Hutchison. If Winter Comee.
Lewis. Babbitt.
Lewis. Main Street.
Meeker, Work of the Stock Exchange.
Parton, Captains of Industry.
Ripley. Main Street and Wall Street.
Smith, Adam. Wealth of Nations.
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Some Suggested Readings for the Senior Class in Business English .
Ten modern plays:
Ibsen Enemy of the People.
Shaw Saint Joan.
Barrie Admirable Crichton.
Galsworthy Justice
.
0' Casey Juno and the Paycock.
Synge Playboy of the Western World.
Rice Adding Machine.
Barker Madras House.
0*Neill Emperor Jones.
Megrue & Hackett
. . . « It Pays to Advertise.
Novels of Youth:
Thacke ray Pendenni s.
Dickens Nicholas Nickleby.
Meredith Ordeal of Richard Feverel.
Hardy Tess of the D'Urbervilles.
Butler Way of All Flesh.
Wells Tono Bungay,
A group of historical novels:
Scott Kenilworth.
Eliot Romola.
Thackeray Henry Esmond.
Dumas Three Musketeers.
Hugo Les Miserables.
Business
:
Deland Imagination in Business.
Chase The Tragedy of Waste.
Scott Influencing Men in Business.
Maxwell If I were Twenty-one,
Advertising:
Scott Psychology of Advertising.
Calkins The Business of Advertising.
Hall Writing and Advertising,
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1, Aims in Teaching Spelling.
The major aims* in teaching spelling as set out by
the Committee on Spelling in the Fourth Yearbook (1926)
of the Department of Superintendence of the National Edu-
cation Association are:
1. To make automatic the accepted sequence of letters
in words most commonly needed for expression of thought in
writing.
2. To develop the meaning and use of words to be spelled,
3. To develop what is termed a spelling consciousness;
i.e. , the ability to recognize almost instantly the correct
and incorrect spelling of words.
4. To develop a spelling conscience, an ardent purpose
or desire to spell correctly.
5« To develop a technique for the study of spelling.
A knowledge of the conventional spelling of words is
a social as well as a business necessity for every one.
"The only rational way to improve the pupil's spelling
is to take his vocabulary 'as is' and help him to eradicate
the misspellings, and then to let him pay attention to the
words that he adds to his vocabulary and is likely to mis-
spell.
The Rowe Budget. Published by the H.M, Rowe Co.
Baltimore, Md. P. 9. March, 1928.
* Business English. Roy Davis. P, 108. Commercial
Education in Secondary Schools. Ginn & Co. 1929.
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A short spelling lesson could well be given once or
twice a week in the Business English course — whether in
the sophomore, junior or senior year, or all three. The
Business Speller and Vocabulary by Edward H« Eldridge and
published by the American Book Company serves as about the
best guide for the teacher. A few definitions could be
called for as part of the short test. The class time con-
sumed for this feature is practically nil, and the papers
can be corrected in class.
Two sample lessons of business words are suggested
here
:
Group I,
remittance retail
inventory allowance
assets bonus
liabilities investment
consignment remuneration
consignor installment
consignee protest
mercantile management
manufacturing panic
factory expense
warehouse statistics
wholesale liquidate
commerce

Group II.
ocix&ry xrus tee
revenue acxua ry
pe rcen bdge C O ^Tl 1 AoL«ut7uii.xe
advance
DoycoxL QexinQuenx
usury facsimile
maturity sample
guarantee indorse
syndicate accrue
incorporate embargo
manifold foreclosure
ownership copartnership
arbitration

III. specific Phases.
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III. Specific Phases.
Ao Grrammar and Rhetoric.
A class in Business English should include a modern
treatise of grammar, common errors, and improvement in
style in modern business writing. If the class can study
this phase of the subject through sentences containing er-
rors thet others have made, all well and good. The pupils
are securing the necessary training and foundation work
that leads to the production of "Better Letters."
Unity, coherence, emphasis, and harmony are essential
elements that the pupils need to cultivate. The subject
ought to take on new vitality when rhetorical principles
are studied from a very practical point of view. When
teaching forceful expressions by which to gain emphasis
you are really presenting forceful langiaage that is simple .
The use of red ink, italics, common nouns with capitals,
can easily be overdone.
Numerous very practical exercises can be prepared by
the instructor, such as a poorly worded, poorly constructed,
and poorly punctuated business letter. One of these features
can be lacking or all three, depending, of course, on how
advanced the class is.
Many wide-awake pupils are ready to catch mistakes
that have been made in actual circular letters, advertise-
ments, and accounts in the newspapers. This is good
practice for them and carries over their training to
e very-day business literature.
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1» Direct Application to Business Writing as Shown in Exer-
cises on Grammar. Punctuation, and Revision of Rhetorical
Errors.
Grammatical Exercises submitted by a pupil in the Business
English Glass > Grammar should not be taught too formally
in the Business English Class, but enough to form a firm
foundation for effective letter-writing .
Lie. Lay, etc.
Lie
.
lay , lain — to rest; intransitive .
"The book lay unnoticed on the shelf for several
days." (past tense)
Lay , laid , laid —- to cause to lie; to place; transitive .
"She laid the report on Mr. Flower's desk." (past)
******
Sit
.
sat , sat — to rest; to remain in repose; intransitive .
"He sat in this very chair." (past)
Set
.
set
.
set — to cause to sit; to place; transitive .
••I always set it in its place." (present)
******
Rise , rose . risen — to ascend; appear, originate; intransitive .
"Prices have risen steaaily since the war." (p.p.)
Note : "Rise" may also be used as a noun.
"The rise in price was wholly unexpected."
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Raise , raised , raised — to cause to rise; elevate; transitive ,
"I raised the stone from the ground." (past)
Use some form of "lie" or "lay" in the following sentences:
1. My dog was lying at my feet while I lay there and
watched the clouds.
lying — participial form of intransitive verb "to lie.
lay — past tense of intransitive verb "lie."
2. In the evening I laid aside all cares and lay down
on the couch and read.
laid — past tense of tra.nsitive verb "lay."
Object : "cares.
"
lay — past tense of intransitive verb "lie."
3. The children have lain in bed since seven o'clock
and I believe they are lying there now.
lain — past participle of intransitive verb "lie."
lying — participial form of intransitive verb "lie."
4. He is laying his plans for the future.
laying — present participle of transitive verb,
"lay." Object: "plans."
Use some form of "sit" or "set":
5. Henry set the box on the floor and then sat on the
box.
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set — past tense of transitive verb "set", taking
for its object, "box."
sat — past tense of intransitive verb "sit."
6. Who set the lamp on that table where the four
people are sitting ?
set — pest tense of transitive verb "set", which
takes "lamp" for object,
sitting — participial form of intransitive verb "sit,"
7o Set the package down and sit down and rest.
set — present tense of transitive verb "set."
Object: "package."
sit — present tense of intransitive verb "sit."
9. While we were sitting there, the gardener was
setting out the plants.
sitting — present participle of intransitive
verb "sit."
setting — present participle of transitive verb "eet."
Object: "plants."
Use "rise" or "raise":
9o He quickly raised his head and looking out of the
window saw that the river had already risen end overflowed
its banks.
raised — past tense of transitive verb "raise,"
Object: "head."
risen — past participle of intransitive verb "rise."
>
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10. The cork had gone under but now it rose again to
the surface,
rose — past tense of intransitive verb "rise."
11. Please lay the book on the shelf where you found
it and let it lie there,
lay — present tense of transitive verb "lay."
Object: "book,"
lie — present tense of intransitive verb "lie."
12. Set the cover on the table and then sit down until
I call you,
set — present tense of transitive verb "set."
Object ; "cover.*
sit —. intransitive verb "sit."
13. Mary lay down until she was sufficiently strong
to raise herself.
lay past tense of intransitive verb "lie."
raise — infinitive form of transitive verb "raise,"
Object: "herself."
14. Our prices were set by Mr. Holmes who is now sitting
in his private office,
set — past participle of transitive verb "set."
Passive voice,
sitting — present pp.rticiple of intransitive
verb "sit,"
15. Laying his work aside, John rose , raised the
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curtain, and looked at the paper lying just outside the
window,
laying — present participle of transitive verb "lay."
rose — past tense of intransitive verb "rise."
raised — past tense of the transitive verb "raise."
Object: "curtain."
lying — present participle of intransitive verb "lie."
16. His attempt to effect a rise in prices was of no
avail since Mr. Black was determined to let the prices he
set stand,
rise — noun. Object of "effect."
let — to allow.
set — past tense of transitive verb "set."
Object: "which" understood.
* * 4> 4> <4i «
Insert some form of "lie" or "lay":
1. How long has Mr. Curry's report lain there?
lain — past participle of intransitive verb "lie."
2. The work lay exactly where he had left it.
lay — past tense of intransitive verb "lie."
3. Miss Wallace was certain that she had laid the
manuscript on his desk,
laid — past participle of transitive verb "lay."
Object: "manuscript'.'
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4. The doctor advised her to lie down for at least
an hour every afternoon,
lie — infinitive form of the intransitive verb "lie."
5. Please lay the rejected letters in this basket,
lay — present tense of transitive verb "lay,"
"Sit" or "Set":
6. Mr. Fletcher set the bag in the comer.
set —• past tense of the transitive verb "eat,"
Object: "bag."
7, The persistent reporter sat there waiting for
him at least two hours,
eat — past tense of intransitive verb "sit."
******
"Rise" or "Raise":
8, We regret to inform you that we are obliged to
raise our prices,
raise — infinitive of "raise,"
Object: "prices,"
9, There has been a general rise in the value of
this stock all over the country.
rise — used as a noun.
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10. Mot even the sun had risen when we started on
our journey,
rise — past participle of intransitive verb "rise,"
*****
"Lie" or »'Lay"
:
11. We looked high and low for the letter, finally
finding it lying on the table where Mr. Jones himself had
laid it yesterday.
lying — present participle of intransitive verb "lie."
lay — past participle of transitive verb "lay."
Object: "it,"
12. Lying on the floor was a check which had been
raised to ^500. 00,
lying — present participle of intransitive verb "lie."
raised — past participle of transitive verb "raise"
in passive voice.
13. Every morning Miss Jones laid Mr, Hunter's unanswered
mail on his desk where it lay until he found time to attend to
it.
laid — past tense of lay.
Object: "mail,"
lay — past tense of intransitive verb "lie,"
14. After setting tlK table, we sat on the porch and
watched the sun setting.
setting — past participle of transitive verb "set,"
Object: "table,"
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sat — past tense of intransitive verb "sit."
setting — It is used intransitively.
15. After having lain down for an hour or two, she
felt much better and attempted to raise her head.
lain — past participle of intransitive verb,
raise — present infinitive of transitive verb
"raise.
"
Object: "head."
• * » * *
1. Mr, Jenkins laid the check on Miss D' s desk,
laid — past participle of transitive verb "lay."
Object: "check."
2. Mr. James sat there speechless for fully an hour,
sat — intransitive verb "sit."
3. The will lay on the shelf unnoticed for several years,
lay — past tense of intransitive verb "lie."
4. Laying his other work aside, Mr. Cooper sat down
and studied the article before him.
laying — present participle of transitive verb "lay."
Object: "work."
eat — past tense of intransitive verb "sit."
5. Rising from the table, Mr. Mason announced that
a total of the $50,000 had been raised .
rising — present participle of intransitive verb
" rise.
"
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raieed — past participle of transitive verb "raise,"
Bassive voice.
6. Because of the rise in prices of raw materials,
the new prices we set will not be lowered.
rise — noun.
set — transitive verb "set."
Object; "prices."
7, The papers which you laid on the te^ble yesterday
are still lying here untouched.
laid — past tense of transitive verb, "lay."
Object: "papers."
lying — present participle of intransitive verb "lie."
* « 4t 4i * *
1. If Mr. Cunningham were given the privilege of
choosing his own office, he would surely prefer the first
one •
Contrary to fact.
2» ^ere your goods all you claim them to be, they
would be more popular.
Contrary to fact.
3. If the Smiths were invited, please let us know at
once.
Conditional clause — plural subject.
4. If that was the only way in which the matter could
be adjusted, why didn't you let us know before?
Admitted fact.
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5* If he were a just man, he would never approve of
such a method of procedure.
Contrary to fact,
6. If Mr. Butler was asked to speak, I can*t under-
stand why you weren't also.
Admitted fact.
7. If his secretary was present, he should have
asked her for a report —> not you.
Admitted fact.
8. If Miss Andrews were discharged, several of the
stenographers would leave also.
Contrary to fact,
9. If an answer to their letter of October 16 was
sent, we can expect a reply very soon.
Admitted fact,
10. If Mr. Dawson were allowed his way, no inexper-
ienced stenographer would be employed.
Contrary to fact.
* 4> * * »
Optional Group;
1. If Miss Thompson was unable to read her notes,
it is not surprising that she lost her position.
Admitted fact.
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2. Mr. ClRjk often wished that he were president of
the company.
Expression of wish.
3. If I were Miss Holden, I would never make Miss
Casey head stenographer.
Contrary to fact.
4. If it was my fault, I will willingly pay the
damages.
Admitted fact.
5. If it were my fault, I would willingly pay the
damage s
.
Contrary to fact.
6. If Mr, Babcock were our president, much more
would be accomplished.
Contrary to fact.
7. Were it possible to adjust that matter now,
I would do 60,
Contrary to fact.
8. If Miss Johnson was there, why didn't she send
in her report as she was asked to.
Admitted fact.
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"Shall" and "Will" — "Should" and "Would."
Future tense
Singular Plural
I shall
You will
He , she , it will
We shsll
You will
They will
Determinative tense
Singular Plural
I will
You shall
He, she, it will
We will
You shall
They shall
Rules
1. Use the future tense to express future time —
as
I shall probably finish my work at four o'clock.
2o Use the determinative tense to express promise,
determination, comnand, or threat — as
I will do what you sey.
3. With such words as pleased, glad, able, etc.,
the future tense is compulsory — as
I shall be glad to help.
4. In a question in the first person, always use
shall — as
Shall I go now?
Ill'
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5. In a question for the second and third persons,
use whatever ie expected in the answer — as
Shall you be glad to go?
Ans. — I shall (simple futurity).
Will you correct this for me?
Ans. — I will (promise).
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Of the Business English Course.
Give the plural of the following nouns:
1. glory ( glories)
2. two ( twos)
3. automaton ( automata)
4. cupful ( cupfuls)
5. folio ( folios)
6. ox ( oxen)
7. chimney- ( chimneys)
8. alumna ( alumnae
)
9. chief (chiefs)
10. knight-errant ( kni ght 6-e rrant
)
Give the possessive plural for the following:
1. Attorney-General * s ( Attorneys-General' s)
2. ally* s (allies'
)
3. Miss Brown's (The Misses Brown's)
4. soprano'
s
( sopranos'
)
5. wife'
s
(wives'
)
III. Principal parte of: to lay, to bid, to strive, to
spring, to rise, to teach, to drink, to bring, to know,
to burst.
LIBRARY OF
SCHOOL OF EDUCATIOK
BOSTON UNIVERSITY/
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Present Past Past Participle
± e 1 StVX(3 y laid laid
oCo uxQ. bid bid
w • ftt w<»O w X X Vw strove striven
Bpriug sprang sprung
5. riee rose risen
6. teach taught taught
7. drink drank drunk
8- bring brought brought
9. know knew known
10. buret burst burst
IVo Give the comparative and superlative of;
handsome (more handsome) (most handsome)
late later latest
little less least
well better best
horizontal (can't be compared)
old older oldest
small smaller smalleet
favorite (can't be compared)
quickly (more quickly) (mofet quickly)
slow slower slowest
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Suggeetive Test No, 2 to be Given During the First Term
Of the Business English Course .
I. Give the plural of the following nouns:
ox (oxen)
datum (data)
politics (politics)
deer (deer)
z (e's)
leaf (leaves)
chief (chiefs)
II. Give the possessive plural for the following:
1. Aid-de-Camp' s (Aids-de-Camp' s)
2. Miss Howard's (The Misses Howard's)
3. gentleman's (gentlemen's)
III. Give the principal parts of the following verbs:
Present Past Past Participle
lay laid laid
flow flowed flowed
burst burst burst
rise rose risen
drink drank drunk
To lay, to flow, to burst, to rise, to drink
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Give the comparative and superlative of
many (more) (most)
good (better) (beet)
square (can't be compared)
friendly (more friendly) (most friendly)
Fill in the blanks:
1. He is not eo strong as I,
("So" always follows "not".)
2. He is just as slow as I.
3. I shall go with whoever goes.
("Whoever" is subject of"goes";
"Whoever goes" is object of "with".)
4. Ethics i8_ (are) essential to good business.
("Ethics" takes singular verb). Underscore
the correct verb.
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Sxercises in Punctuation and Oapitslization.
what do I mean by the short ballot in literature
I mean quite literally that there are in the world less
than one hundred books that can seriously engage the
attention of the mature reader that there are other books
of value and interest I do not deny jolly books pretty
books tender books but I am here concerned with nothing
but the quintessential oil of literature attarized and
triple-distilled I contend that any man of favorable pre-
disposition can read these books with pleasure and inestim-
able profit in less than five years that by so doing he will
acquaint himself with the best that has been thought and
said in the world acquire a finer palate for truth establish
trustworthy bases of departure for his own contemplative
life and in short render himself immune from the miserable
plagues of popularizers outliners and book-a-month mongers
that infest the day.
* * * 4i «
they were interrupted at the fourth rhyme by a brief and
fatal movement among the gamesters the round was completed
and thevenin was just opening his mouth to claim another
victory when montigny leapt up swift as an adder and stabbed
him to the heart the blow took effect before he had time to
utter a cry before he had time to move a tremor or two con-
vulsed his frame his hands opened and shut his heels rattled
on the floor then his head rolled backward over one shoul-
der with the eyes wide open and thevenin pensetes spirit
had returned to him who made it.
* * * *
an optimist
two frogs in the belly of a snake were considering their
altered circumstances this is pretty hard luck said one
dont jump to conclusions the other said we ere out of the
wet and provided with board and lodgingwith lodging cer-
tainly said the first frog but I dont see the board you
are a croaker the other explained we are ourselves the board.
(Taken from Notes used by Mr, William H, Cunningham,
Head of English Department of Jamaica Plain High School,
in his Business English classes at the High School of
Commerce, Boston.)
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Exercises in the Revision of Sentences ,
1 — When the baby is through drinking, it should be discon-
nected and put in boiling water,
2 — If the car is in good working order, you can go anywhere
in it safely if you use care in driving.
3 — At the age of nine my grandfather passed away.
4 — It says in the book that Arnold was a traitor.
5 — He was born in Connecticut, but Paris was his home in
later years.
6 — Having taken our seats, the usher came and asked us for
our tickets.
7 — Stevenson found out after editing a paper that that was
not the kind of a writer he should be.
8 — The girl sitting on the porch with the white sweater is
the one from Chelsea,
9 — His rival handled cigars of better quality and having a
higher selling price.
10 - He wanted either legal success or to hold political office.
* * 4t * «
1 — E in englieh, he said, why there must be some mistake.
2 — "It's because the teachers ell have a grudge and dislike
for me," answered Izzy.
3 — The report card he had received was terrible.
4 — He figured that his father might as well see it now as
later.
5 — "Monitor, where is your report card," asked Bernard I.
Murphy's father on Tuesday March Ist.
6 — No matter how good his marks are he will look at somebody
else and say "Oh what a gip."
7 — "Well, let me see it," replied father.
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8 — McGuinea the curly headed Adonis was in flames.
9 — He had all intentions of seeing the Kid Brother at
the Star Theater.
10 - Paul McCarty was one of the wise guys of 40.
11 - Paul said to his father, "pa cen I go to the movies
tonight?"
12-1 guess that 6 the trouble alright.
13 - He gave a sigh for his wish didn't come true.
14 - But why did you get an E in English, I thought that
was your easiest subject.
15 - Has Mortimer gotten his report card?
* * « * «
1 — There was a lot of monkeys in the trees.
2 — Any one he could get in his power he always choked them
to death.
3 — Before mailing they should be glued together,
4 — Soap is not a modern product because the people of
Europe made soap a thousand years ago.
5 — He was considered by oeople to be a very honest man
intending to injure nobody.
6 — As he came along his long legs dangling against the
sides of his horse.
7 — There was a certain young officer who had under his
command a small platoon of soldiers and they were work-
ing on large logs which were to be placed under the
bridge for a foundation.
8 — He went several miles to pay back the few cents he had
charged her over.
9 — He found he had made the mistake by charging too much.
10 - He thought for a moment and then remembered he charged
the lady too much.
11 - He lived quite a distance from town and got home late
every evening.
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12 — Having no money to by his books a neighbor allowed
Lincoln to use his.
13 — While heating the red powder, some gae was given off,
14 — When he come home that night, his mother was glad,
15 — But nevertheless his mother prepared the meal.
16 — After the others ran away he climbed down from the tree.
17 — Sinbad was sold to P- very rich man who dressed him
rether rich for a slave.
* * 4> * «
1 — I told him to write to me at once and that he should
enclose his report,
2 — We are urging you to take out an insurance policy,
which is the only wise thing.
3 — The student body in large measure cast its vote for
John Parker.
4 — Your check arrived four days late and we cannot allow
you the discount.
5 — Passengers are warned not to get off the cars while in
motion.
*****
1 — Some persons are afraid that radio will extend the
influence of cheap forms of ainusement. Ministers
may preach sermons to thousands, and college profes-
sors may teach classes in distant towns.
2 — One should not go away without thanking the hostess
because he will be showing bad manners.
3 — Another example of this herd instinct is the family
one usually finds children belonging to the same
political parties as their parents.
4 — I tore it open hastily. A note saying that my chum
had eloped.
5 — The coal company did not like the idea at first.
They made it a part of the printed rules of the mine.
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6 — No other magazine carries to its readers a combination
of common sense and interesting materials as this one,
7 — He called to mind boyhood associates that he did not
know what had happened to them.
8 — She had traveled a great deal and could make delicious
pies.
9 — Our journey lasted three days. Days of real adven-
ture which I shall always remember.
10 - One day in April I went to Dallas shopping with a
friend of mine, and we shopped in Dallas all day in
a pouring rain.
(Taken from Notes used by Mr, William H. Cunningham,
Head of English Department of Jamaica Plain High School,
in his Business English classes at the High School of
Commerce, Boston.)
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B^, Telegrams.
WESTERN
He* York, Uay 10. 1927
John Brown & Co.
,
792 Bain St.. Springfield, 111.
Fifty five boxes shipped on eighth. Balance will follow tcDorrow.
E. S. Morris & Co.
MONET ORDERS BT TELEGRAPH AND CABLE
Towards the end of the course a few assignnaents or
class exercises can be given on the preparation of tele-
grams. It is worth while for the pupil to know how the
telegraphing of numbers is counted.
1st ( two words) —
10th (three words)
1000 (four words) -
10000 (five words) -
100000 (six words) —
first (one word).
— tenth (one word),
one thousand (two words),
- ten thousand (two words),
one hundred thousand (three words)
How to Write Telegrams Properly, Nelson E, Ross.
P. 8. Haldeman-Julius Publications, Grirard, Kansas.
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* Typical exercises of messages that can be re-worded
and sent as telegrams of not more than ten words each:
Ip "I will be at the North Central Station at five
o'clock in the afternoon next Saturday. Meet me and bring
any letters that I ought to see without delay.
£• "I cannot accept your offer of a position unless you
will give me a contract for a year. I will not accept a
salary of |100, as I am getting |115 in my present situation."
Then there is this type of assignment:
1. "Wire to Chicago to the ^Hotel, asking them
to reserve a room for you. Be specific."
2. "Write a telegram on any ordinary business subject,
such as an order for merchandise, the cancellation of an
order, or an inquiry concerning a delayed shipment."
Business Letter-Writing. Davis and Lingham
Ginn & Co. Pp. 232, 233, 234.
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C» "Telephone Salesmanship" — a Phase of Oral Work in the
Business English Class •
Such words as metabolism, asphodel, and colloid are
not in the ordinary vocabulary. A high school graduate
has 500 - 1000 words only at his command. A clear-cut
business vocabulary is essential for the efficient use of
the telephone,
A project that has vocational value is: Arrange for
the class to visit a local telephone exchange and then
have the pupils write a theme in the nature of a report
on the trip, describing, of course, how calls are put
through.
In instructing your class in the order in which to
proceed on a telephone conversation, present to them the
following order:
I. Who (is speaking)
II, Story
A . What
B. Why
C. Who (is concerned)
D. Where
E . When
Use of the Telephone in Business. Ronograph Library,
No, 25. The Ronald Press Co. , New York. 1924. By John
Chilton Scammell. And
Class Notes taken in Professor Scammell 's course, Busi-
ness Uses of the Telephone (E-51) at CB.A.
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The class should be trained so that they appreciate
the beginning point in a telephone message. They should
be taught how to proceed purposefully and systematically
in their story. Have them present the facts so that the
customer will understand them best.
In training the class on giving orders over the tele-
phone, these things should be considered:
1. State the general purpose of the order,
2. Present the details in the best sequence.
3. Ask your listener to repeat the details.
A, "Just read that off to me."
One of the most important factors in business contacts
over the telephone is to acquire the "You" point of view.
Just as the class learns this essential in their sales
letter writing, so they can see the correlation in their
oral telephone presentation.
D. Sources of Information.*
Various sources of information should be stressed to
the class. A few exercises could very well be built up
around this feature.
It is well at least to emphasize the following sources:
I. The large dictionary as a source of concise and
accurate information.
Business English. Roy Davis. P« 119. Commercial
Education in Secondary Schools. Ginn & Co. 1929.
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II, The encyclopedia as an epitome of human knowledge*
III. Poolers Index and other magazine indexes as keys
to the vast information in magazines.
IV. The public library catalogue,
V« Private business libraries.
VIo City, telephone, and trade directories.
VII. Compendiums of general information, such as the
World Almanac and the Statesman's Year Books,
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I. Exercise in Finding Proper Sources of Materialo
1 — A list of synonyms for "trite*'.
2 The date of birth and of death of Andrew Jackson.
3 — The characteristics of Gothic architecture.
4 — A description of one of Verdi's operas.
5 — The author of "A little leatrning is a dangerous thing."
6 — A few facts about Booth Tarkington.
7 — The population of Albany, N.Y.
8 — The names of the members of Hoover's cabinet.
9 — The story of Apollo and Daphne.
10 - The record of the Harvard football team for 1927.
11 - The meaning of "whilom."
12 - The number of Roman Catholic bishops in the United State
13 - The proper soil for cabbages.
14 - Some leading features of the Nicaraguan situation.
15 - The principal developments of the Nicaraguan situation
in 1927.
16 - The most recent books on radio in the library.
17 - Various recent estimates of Mussolini.
18 - The meaning of laissez-faire.
19 - A fairly full account of Simon Newcomb, the American
astronomer.,
20 - A good account of John Stuart Mill, a British philosophe
21 - The principal grocery stores in Lynn, Mass.
22 - An account of the Affair Dreyfus from the Jewish point
of view.
I
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SS — The story of the battle of Waterloo.
24 — An authoritative explanation of the doctrine of the
"Immaculate Conception."
25 — An account of Socrates' contribution to philosophyo
26 — Some facte about the life of Ramsay MacDonald, ex-premier
of Great Britain,
27 — Several words that rhyme with "child."
28 — Some slang equivalents for "intoxicated."
29 — The names of several authoritative books on George
Washington.
30 -- A few recent magazine articles on rubber.
31 — The principal newspapers in Portland, Maine.
32 — A list of the principal novels for 1927.
33 — The principal developments in the field of chemistry
for 1928.
34 . Whether potassium chloride is on the free list of
products imported into the U.S.
35 — What part of speech "if" is.
36 — The governor of Oklahoma.
37 — Exactly where Keokuk is.
38 — The members of the British Cabinet.
39 — A full account of the New England flood of 1927.
40 — What happened in France in 1789.
41 — The author of "Vice is a monster of such fearful mien," etc
42 — The dietary regulations of the Jews.
43 — The author of the opera "Samson and Delilah."
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44 — Babe Ruth's batting average for 1927,
45 — The prontmciation of "obligatory,"
46 — The population of Boise, Idaho,
47 — The names of the senators from Connecticut,
48 — The name of the secretary of state for Massachusetts.
49 — A brief account of Senator Reed of Missouri,
50 — The data on which to base a comparison of the death
rates of New York and of Kansas City.
51 — The name of the daily paper having the largest circu-
lation in Chicago.
52 — A description of the gypsy moth,
53 — The meaning of "dolce far niente."
54 — An account of the symbolic significance of the Mass.
55 The derivation of "psychology,"
56 — A complete history of the word "nice."
57 — A brief account of H. G. Wells (who is still very
much alive i)
58 — A list of the outstanding books on geology for 1926.
59 — The date of Lindbergh's arrival in Paris.
60 — The tuition charged at Yale,
(Taken from Notes used by Mr. William H. Cunningham,
Head of English Department of Jamaica Plain High School,
in his Business English classes at the High School of
Commerce , Boston.
)

IV« Bueiness Ethics.
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IV» Business Ethics.
A« Problems for Class Consideration .
Various ethical problems should be presented to the high
school class in Business English. A few suggestions are
offered:
Case A;
Mocha and Java is the trade name of high grade coffee,
presumably imported from the East Indies. A coffee impor-
ter sells a mixture of Santos and Colombian coffees —
grades costing much less and usually considered less desir-
able — under the name •M and J Coffee". The price asked
is less than that of Mocha and Java, but considerably above
that for Santos and Colombian.
Is this practice legal? Is it ethical!
Case B;
A certain sardine factory canned herring in cottonseed
oil and branded them as "French Sardines packed in Pure Olive
Oil". The larger fish were branded as brook trout and the
largest size packed as mackerel. Pure Food Laws finally
intervened on this business venture.
* Case A taken from The Fundamentals of Business Ethics.
Everett W. Lord. The Ronald Press Co. , New York, 1926.
* Class Notes taken in Dean Lord*s class in Elements of
Business Ethics (S->43) at C,B«A.
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The problem arises during proeperity of what employees
should receive. Ought a firm to raise wages? Should it
install a profit-sharing system?
In the field of advertising we have to know whether
the advertisements tell the truth. Do all advertisements
meet the requirements of the slogan, Truth", adopted by
the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World? The ethi-
cal standards are as high, if not higher, in advertising
than in any other phase of business.
The purpose of the Boston Better Business Commission,
Inc., located at 201 Devonshire Street, should be cited
to the classes in Business English in conjunction with
a study of business ethics.
The instructor in teaching this phase of the work
might well present several codes of ethics and ask the
classes to formulate codes. An illustration of the
Code of Business Ethics adopted by Mr. Edward A. Filene*
is:
1. A business in order to have the right to succeed
must be of real service to the community.
2. Real service in business consists in making or
selling merchandise of reliable quality for the lowest
practically possible price, provided that merchandise is
made and sold under just conditionso
Class Notes taken in Dean Lord's class in Elements
of Business Ethics (S-43) at C%B,A.

Correlation of Business English with Typewriting
and Bookkeeping.
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Vo Correlation of Business English with Typewriting and
Bookkeeping .
The typewriting teacher can cooperate very nicely
with the instructor of Business English by seeing to it
that the mechanical set-up of the letters coincide with
the approved methods adopted by the Commercial Department
or English Department, whichever the case may be,
A pupil, even though he is not specializing in the
secretarial course, ought to include at least a year of
typewriting. He is thus able to become better acquainted
with the mechanical set-up of the letter than he could pos-
sibly do by writing all of his assigned letters in long-
hand and never actually preparing any letters as they
appear in the finished form.
The pupil who is training to become a bookkeeper
ought to have a good working knowledge of business letters,
and the writing of abstracts, reports, and telegrams. Be-
fore the pupil completes his bookkeeping work, he receives
considerable practice in writing explanations to his var-
ious entries. His knowledge of correct abbreviations,
punctuation, and tabulation proves extremely useful in
the preparation of his bookkeeping sets and exercises.
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Teaching the Problem of Mechanics of Letter-Writing.
Two divisions of Letter Writing.
!• Mental Substance.
II. Mechanical.
Paper
Color Scheme and Quality
Envelope
Close
Open
Letterhead
Design
Size
Layout
Message
Position
Centered
Balanced
Margins
(Left hand margins should be 1 1/4".
(Pay attention to right hand margins.
Block
Indention
Type
Pica
Elite

OVEN CARD PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
MAKERS OF THE
OWEN DISTINCTIVE GREETING PUBLICATIONS
ELMIRA, N Y.
A letterhead really photographs you personally.
An excellent illustration!
Engraved on
CERTIFICATE LETTER
White, Substance 24

Olmstead, AdamsmRaymond, Inc. Ilion, New York
THE SILVER SHOP
E. A. Olmstead
F. S. Raymond 11 Liberty Street
A letterhead really photographs you personally.
An excellent illustration!
Printed on
CERTIFICATE BOND
Ripple Finish, White, Substance 24
Our jewelry display this month would delight a princess
For the June bride see our suggestions in silverware
The problem of just what to give is a very real problem.
We appreciate the difficulty you are under in finding a
suitable gift for the June bride. Knowing our stock of
jewelry and silverware is the largest and most varied in
this section of the state, people motor here daily from
Syracuse and Albany and other more distant points.
Olmstead, Adams Raymond, Inc
Ilion, N.Y.
'^Since when have we had this good-
looking letter-head ?"
"It's the same letter-head—on a good
paper."
GOOD PAPER MAKES A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
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FORAN ORDINARY LETTER
ON CHEAP PAPER
FORA DISTINCUISHEO
LETTER ON
STRAXHMORE PARCHMENT
A graphic
portrayal
illustrat-
ing the cost
of one bus-
iness letter.
All such
supple-
mentary
material is
most useful
in teaching
Business
English end
Correspondence
in the Senior
High School.
What do these figures * mean to yout That 35.1c buys
you an ordinary letter on cheap paper but that 36c buys
you an impressive letter on Strathmore Parchment !
Yes, nine-tenths of a cent for all the difference between
mediocrity and distinction; between an apologetic appear-
ance and a dignified approach. Isn't it worth it? Specify
Strathmore Parchment or Strathmore Script for
your stationery ! With envelopes to match.
Strathmore Paper Co. Mittineague, Mass.
*Coit Chart compiled by Ernst and Ernst, C. P. A., Nezv York.—Dictator's salary ^45 a week. Working hours 41.5 a week.
Dictating time 6 minutes per letter. Stenographer's salary $20 a week. Working hours 41 .5 a week. Average of thirty letters a day.
This is Strathmore Parchment, White, Parchment, 22 X34
—
48 lb. Envelopes to match.
S-8J5: Ed. }j Ii- x6; !-nio-i; Printed In U. S. A.
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To make a letter look like typewriting •
"The question of how to approximate the appearance of
typewriter type in a large edition of four-page letters is
sometimes disturbing.
"For this reason the following method may be interest-
ing:
"First, the page is set in typewriter type. A clean
proof is taken in black on white paper. From this proof
the engraver makes a line negative. He then strips a
halftone negative over the face of the letters in the line
negative. The screen of this halftone depends on the
surface of the paper to be used. A high glossy finish
will take as high as 150 screen, A plate is then etched
on copper. The printing is done from an electro of this
plate,
The Boston Advertising Club believe that this closely
approximates the appearance of the ribbon effect of the
typewriter.
It is a good plan to take up some of these substitute
processes used in modern Business Correspondence with your
class in Business English.
•Advertising News. Weekly Publication of the Adver-
tising Club of Boston. Feb. 4, 1929.
Il
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yieGK^GG WRITER
SKTEEXWEST FORTY-SEVENTH STREET
NEWYORK CITY
ART & CREDENTIALS DEPARTMENT
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4- /
^ \
O
:7
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Transcription of shorthand letter on page 76.
Octo 1, 1927
Dear Fellow-Teacher:
The new credentials booklet, telling about the services
of the Gregg Writer, is inclosed, and is to replace the one
which was sent to you last year.
You may be interested to know that approximately
70,000 texts were submitted to the Credentials Department
during the past year, and 59,000 certificates issued* Be-
sides that, nearly 3,000 special school and individual prizes
and trophies were awarded.
This is the greatest number of awards that has been made
in any one year, and is evidence, therefore, of the growing
interest among teachers in the Gregg Writer awards plan.
If you hsve been using the Credentials Department in
this teaching program, you know how invaluable it is in
creating and sustaining interest; if you have not utilized
this service, won*t you write today for an explanation of
it? The Gregg Writer aims to cooperate with teachers in
their work of training efficient typists, stenographers,
and secretaries, and we hope that you will avail yourself
of the service we render.
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) Florence £• Ulrich

February, 1929 C/^HE ^REGG WKYTEK
" 77
279
'y/uGKS.GG WRLTER
SIXTEKN WEST FORTY-SEVKNIH STREET
NEW VOHK CITY
AHT ft CRF.DRNTIALS DF.PARTMBKT
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Transcription of shorthand letter on page 77,
Feb, 1, 1929,
Dear Greggite:
Here we are on the eve of another big Or, A, contest,
and we hope that it will be the biggest and best contest
that we have ever had. It can be done and it will be done,
only you will have to help do it.
All that is required of you is to sit down now and
write the contest copy which is published elsewhere in
this issue until you are satisfied that you have produced
the best specimen that you can make.
Then send it to the contest committee to be entered
in the contest. If you are not already a member of the
O.Gr,A., you may wish the specimen to be considered for
that also, in which event you should enclose a dime to
pay for the membership fee.
Of course it is not necessary that you enter this con-
test, but every ambitious student and writer of Gregg Short-
hand is going to enter. When the roll is called, are you
going to be present? Let us get as much out of shorthand
as we can by putting into it all that we have. That is
what makes success in life, and winners in the O.G.A. con-
test.
Very sincerely yours,
Florence E. Ulrich

VI • opportunities Open to the High School Grsduate Who
Has Had at Least One Year of Business English.
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VI. Opportunities Open to the High School Graduate Who Has
Had at Least One Year of Business English.
After a pupil has been graduated from his local high
school he may have been stimulated enough by his course in
Business English to wish to pursue that field still further
to better equip himself so that he may be of service to
the correspondence department of some business house. Then,
after sufficient training, there is the possibility of be-
coming the supervisor of correspondence of the particular
company. The avenue then leads on to a correspondence
counselor and author of a text book — when the person has
become an authority on the subject.
Just in the last twelve years business correspondence
has climbed from the status of petty routine clerkship to
that of a well-paid, highly respected profession, ranking
in equality with journalism, advertising, and commercial
art. It is now a proven fact that the role that corres-
pondence plays in our commercial life is a vital one.
A. Qualifications .
Mr. Arthur C. Kemble
,
Correspondence Adviser of the
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company, has listed the per-
sonal and training qualifications which he believes a cor-
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reepondence supervisor needs as essential equipment.
Some of these "goals" the pupil ceji create a desire to at-
tain at an early age, if he has the urge to develop his abil-
ities in the field of writing, and therefore broaden his op-
portunity for advancement with the firm which engages his
services*
The list follows:*
1* Personal Qualifications :
Imagination to understand his problems.
Aggressiveness to "tackle" them.
Tact to avoid antagonizing the organization.
Dignity to win the respect of the organization.
Sincerity to win the confidence of the organization.
Cheerfulness to win the friendliness of the organization.
Talking Ability to "sell" ideas to organization,
Writing Ability to set an effective example.
Adaptability to meet varying situations.
Patience to await opportunities to develop program.
2. Training Qualifications :
Practical and theoretical knowledge of Grrammar .
Broad and thorough knowledge of Letter Technique .
Extended experience in some kind of Writing.
At least one year of College or University Training.
*"How to Help the Correspondent Help Himself," Address
by Arthur C. Kemble
,
Correspondence Adviser, The Peoples Gas
Light and Coke Company, Chicago, 111., at the Direct Mail
Advertising Association Convention, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 19,
1928.

At least one year's experience in Teaching ,
Intensive practical experience in Salesmanship .
General familiarity with Business Methods .
Definite knowledge of particular Company.

VII. Approved Forme of Letters Used in Business.
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VI I » Approved Forms of Letters Used in Business.
A, Heed of Keeping Up to Date on Latest and Approved Forms
of Actual Business Letters o
Decidedly worthwhile is a study of model letters care-
fully selected from correspondence files of actual busi-
ness firms.
A collection of business letters for bulletin dis-
play is also worthwhile,* The specimens may be mounted
on cardboards large enough to admit marginal notes in red
ink. The teacher might add to this collection, from time
to time, from his own mail. The pupils should also be
encouraged to contribute to this collection.
Many large concerns have style-books or manuals of
correspondence with accepted models that all the members
of the organization are expected to follow. It is well
for the teacher to offer to criticize any original business
letter written by a member of his class. Business men first
look for the following qualifications in the high school
graduate: Obedience, promptness, accuracy, courtesy, togeth-
er with a knowledge of plain essentials of good English.
Memorization of a long list of business terms is hardly
necessary. The knowledge will be acquired as soon as it
• Teachers' Notes, pp. 13 and 14. Hitchcock's High
School English Book. Henry Holt & Co.
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is needed. Some elementary exercieee in Journalism
might well be given in the Business Class as a basis for
the one or two who are perhaps planning to become jour-
nalists.
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The Business English teacher would find this outline
presentation equally useful for theme or letter writing:
Method of Building-Up or Preparing a Statement
(How Paragraphs Grow)
Subject : Whatever is choseno
Essentials ; Where, when, wtoy, how, who, which.
Viewpoint
:
Person in which told or standpoint.
Form of Discourse ; Narration, Description, Exposition,
Argument,
Important Points ;
(1) Beginning and Ending,
(2) Interesting Details.
The Reader and the Writer, Viewpoint of.
(3) Vividness,
(4) Clearness.
(5) Accuracy.
(6) Dominant Tone.
Questions for the Pupil to ask himself:
1. Does the first sentence indicate the topic?
2. Is the topic sentence of the first paragraph also a
kind of topic sentence for the whole theme?
3. Have I passed the three tests; Accuracy, Clearness,
Conciseness?
4. Have I kept one viewpoint?
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413 Columbia Road,
Dorchester, Massachusetts,
(Date)
Supervisor of Correspondence,
(Name of Company),
(City and State),
Dear Sir:
Your firm is well known to be interested in better
letters. I am, too, — especially as presented to the
high school student. In conjunction with this I am writ-
ing a graduate thesis for the School of Education of Boston
University on the subject: "The Teaching of Business Eng-
lish in Senior High Schools of Over Five Hundred Pupils
in Massachusetts.**
If you can co6perate with me on this and send me ex-
amples of your sales and collection letters, I should be
greatly indebted to you. If you have mimeographed form
letters, please send the letters you select in duplicate
as I am also required to make a carbon copy of my thesis.
Yours very truly.
Cm Kelt on Upham
(This letter was sent to forty-seven business houses. The
response is recorded in the following tabulation,)
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Firms co6perating with the writer in furniBhing specimen
collection and salee letters or suggestionso The tabula-
tion indicates which firms replied and whether they assisted
in any way. These forty-seven business houses were selected
on the basis of their standing and apparent interest in
"Better LettersT"
Ans. Assis- Did
tance not
given ans.
American Oolortype Co.
,
Chicago, 111.
American Rolling Mill Co., (The),
Middletown, Ohio. z x
American Tel. & Tel. Co., New York. z
American Writing Paper Co.
,
Holyoke, Mass. It z
Baltimore & Ohio RR Co., Baltimore ,Md. x x
Burdett College, Boston, Mass. z z
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
,
Detroit, Mich,
Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N«J. z z
Chevrolet Motor Co., Flint, Mich.
Conrad & Co. , Inc. , Boston. z z
Curtis Publishing Co.
,
Philadelphia,
Pa. X z
Dayton Pump & Mfg. Co, (The),
Dayton, Ohio. z
Direct Mail Assoc., Detroit, Mich. z z
(E,I,) Du Pont De Nemouis Co.
,
Arlington, N»J,
Eastman Kodak Co,, Rochester, N.Y, z z
Edison Elec. Ilium. Co., 6oston,Mass. x z
General Electric Co., Schenectady ,N ,Y. x z
Goodrich, B.F. , Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, x z
i 1
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Assis- Did
tance not
Ans* given ans
.
Gregg Writer, The, New York x x
Hajmmermill Paper Co., Erie, Pa- x x
Ho J, Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. x
Hickok Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y. x x
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. x x
Loose Wiles Biscuit Co., Boston. x
Metropolitan Life Ins, Co. , New York. x
Meyer Jonasson & Co. , Boston. x
National Carbon Co., Inc., New York x x
National Cash Register Co., Baltimore,
Md. X X
New York Times, New York City. x
Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich. x
Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis. x x
Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co.
,
Chicago, 111. X x
Postum Co. , Inc. , New York. x
Proctor & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio. X X
Radio Corp. of America, New York. x x
Remington Typewriter Co. , New York. x
Sears, Roebuck Co., New York. x
Spirella Co. (The), Inc., Niagara
Falls, N, Y. X X
Standard Oil Co. , New York. x
(R. H.) Stearns Co., Boston. x
c
-
• r
•
( • - f •
t •
• ...
< - t •
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Ane. A66i8~ Did
tance not
given ane.
Strathmore Paper Co., Mittineague,
Mass. X
Underwood Elliott Fisher Co.
,
New York.
U, S. Steel Corporation,
New York
Walworth Co. , Boston. x
Western Electric Co. , New York z
Western Union Tel. Co. (The),
New York. z
Weetinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
,
New York. z
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In submitting this group of model letters which are
being used by some of the representative firms of the
country (selected for the purpose of this thesis) the
writer especially Makes reference to those of the Curtis
Publishing Company and the Campbell Soup Company,
A great volume of Circulation Department correspon-
dence of the Curtis Publishing Company is dictated person-
ally. They employ a corps of from 40 to 50 women who de-
vote their entire time to answering those letters which re-
quire a personally dictated reply, under the supervision
of male "group Managers." During their busiest season
as many as 1,750 letters are dictated daily by these cor-
respondents and Managers. They attribute a great deal of
their success in recruiting and maintaining an enormous
force of sales representatives in all parts of the world
to the personal relationship these letters build up be-
tween their representatives and their Home Office,
On the other hand, literally thousands of form let-
ters, bulletins, printed cards, booklets, etc., are sent
out daily in answer to letters that can be handled in a
routine way. Of course, this effects a great economy in
expenditure of time and money. They feel justly proud
of their reputation for handling this enormous volume
of correspondence promptly .
They have several series of form letters which
emir '
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alone would comprise several large volumes, but the samples
which follow will give a general idea of the form and con-
tent of some of the letters they send out to prospective
and active subscription representatives. They have an
elaborate system of forms written especially for their
boy salesmen.
They are constantly striving to write better and more
effective letters. It is self-evident that the Curtis Pub-
lishing Company has attained a high standard already.
The letter of the Campbell Sales Company dated Febru-
ary 19, 1929, was sent to organizations controlling retail
outlets, the object of course being to promote the sale of
a larger number of kinds of Campbell's Soups. One of the
principal functions of their sales organization is to in-
crease the number of kinds carried by dealers, with the
idea of making sure that the product is on the grocer's
shelf when the consumer feels the inclination to try a
new "kind."
The next letter, which is also a copy of an actual
letter to an association of grocers, (the naine used in
the copy is of course fictitious), is sent as a reminder
that the promotion of Soup sales by kinds was successful,
largely because dealers make sure to stock the complete
line.
The third example is an exchange of correspondence
which actually took place with one of their customers.
13 I -.
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although you will note they are using the name Jay James
Company in the specimen. The Jay James Company letter of
January 14, 1928, should be read first. You will notice
that the customer is considerably incensed, because of the
fact that the order has been held a short time, pending
credit investigation. The reply of January 18, 1928,
deals with the suoject in a humorous light, up to the
last paragraph, but actually meeting the customer on his
own ground. The first paragraph of the customer's letter
indicates that the customer has a sense of humor, so that
a great deal of good-will can doubtless be gained by an
appeal to the humorous side of the question, but at the
same time pointing out that they expect their terms to be
lived up to fully.

A Sample Form which the High School Student in Business English
might use in a project of criticising twenty actual business
letters — ten good and ten poor specimens .
Good Fair Poor
Mechanics:
Paper
Ink
Arrangement
Margins
Spacing
Heading
Complimentary Address
Salutation
Body
Complimentary Closing
Signature
Grammar
Spelling
Punctuation
Style or Expression:
Sentences
Unity
Coherence
Emphasis
Euphony
Length
Paragraphs
Unity
Cohe rence
Emphasis
Length
Letter as a Whole:
Unity
Coherence
Emphasis
Point of View
Interest
Clearness
Force
Personal Touch
Effectiveness

B. Sample Letters .
1. Sales Letters.

BUREAU OF UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
11 Boyd Street, Newton
Massachusetts
February 5, 1923
Dear Miss Bacon:
You should visit Europe next summer. Never have
England and the Continent been so interesting. To get
the most out of the trip you ought to have:
Congenial companionship
Freedom from all petty worries
Complete understanding of places you visit
You are sure of these three when you go with the
Bureau of University Travel. Our patrons are people
with whom you will enjoy traveling: cultivated, companion-
able, delightful.
The Bureau looks after your individual comfort, and
frees you from all care about hotel reservations, rail-
way tickets and schedules*
Our leaders are most carefully chosen, men high in
their profession. Each is a specialist in his department.
They will interpret to you the art, the history and the
literature of the places you see. Their names are found
on Page 3 of the Summer School folder.
Tour 28, in the Brief Tours leaflet, may interest
you particularly. My own itinerary is shown on the
enclosed card.
It will be a pleasure to discuss your travel needs
with you further.
Yours most sincerely,
Everett L. Getchell
Professor E, L. Getchell
525 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Boston University

COLLEGE HUMOR'S
COLLEGIATE TOUR TO EUROPE
1050 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
Of course everyone wants to go to Europe this year..eBut
just imagine going on College Humor's Collegiate Tour...
One hundred gay collegians ~ a college jaez band - meeting
at Hotel Windsor, Montreal, June 21 - getting acquainted
in Canada - then off for Liverpoolo..
Shakespeare country - Oxford University - London's tiny
shops - cathedrals - Limehouse - Cheshire Cheese and Red
Lion - Ostend with its gay, colorful beach parties...
Paris for five days and fo\ir nights - Folies Bergere -
Latin Quarter - Versailles... well, what's the use?
You'll have to see it all for yourself. The complete
itinerary is outlined inside. If you like it, send us
a request for further information. Of course this party
is limited.
Cordially yours.
Tour Conductor
(An example of a letter that says much with a minimum
number of words. A unique treatise, using terse language.
A letter of this type ie quite appropriate for a Collegiate
Tour. The high school class might try writing this kind
of a letter for a class exercise.)
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(College HUMOR'S
(^OLLEGIATE TOUR TO EUROPE
1050 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
John P. Paulson
Tout Conductor
With Adela Rogers St, Johns, young American ^sriter - Dick Hy-
land, Pacific Coast football idol from Leland Stanford Uni-
versity.,, and Jerry Conley*s orchestra of Chicago University
men, College Humor's Collegiate Tour to Europe is going to be
the gayest house-party nf college men and women that has ever
crossed the Atlantic.
The Fourth of July party at the First Avenue Hotel in London
will be a gala event with several English students as guests
of College Humor. And the Arts Ball in the Gold Room of Ho-
tel Moderne in Paris the night of July 13 will be something
to talk about when you get back to America... contacts with
modern French artists and glimpses into their unique studios.
Really quite an adventure for Americans,.,
Castles in England, cathedrals in France, and quaint sights
of Little Belgium... an intimacy with each of the countries
formerly strange to you... an association with the customs
of new people,,, all these novel experiences with a distinc-
tive group of college students. What could be better!
A special party of one hundred young collegians will leave
Montreal June 22 on the Canadian Pacific S,S, "Montclare",
Deck dancing on June nights - masquerades and clever feat-
ures - strains of Jerry Conley's jazz band. Nothing could
be more complete than College Humor's Tour of days abroad,
Won't you mail the blank today to insure choijs
tionsT
Cordially yours.
accommoda-
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(College Humor's
(^ollegiate tour to europe
1050 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
John P. Paulson
Tour Conductor
One of the reasons you want to take College Humor's Colle-
giate Tour to Europe this sunmier is because you want to buy
a regular English tweed suit on Bond Street in London. You
want to come back to the campus with a $100 tailor-made out-
fit that cost you only $40.
And you can have it copied after your own American-made
clothes. Buttons, style and accurate measurements. The Eng-
lish tailors are accommodating. So much so that if you give
them a suit to copy, with a hole in it, the new suit will
have a hole in the very same spot.
Another thing. There are the woolen golf hose - and the
plaid woolens for winter sports - the neck wear and all the
smart haberdashery on London's famous Bond Street. Going to
Europe means more than just sight-seeing. It means the shops
and the thrills of seeing the best in clothes displayed at
much more reasonable prices than one could wish for in Amer-
ica.
College Humor's Collegiate Tour to Europe is going to be one
round of house-party days - from morning strolls and moon-
light dancing on the broad, white decks of the ocean. liner
"Montclare" - to the gay parties in London and Paris. In
the company of students, artists, writers, musicians, and
business men and their families - all congenial travelers -
what could be a better way to see Europe f|^^ the first time?
Won't you insure good accommodations by ma
plication blank today?
Cordially yours.
ng us your ap-
-c-

(College Humor's
(Collegiate Tour To Europe
1050 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
John P. Paulson
Tour Conductor
Thank you for asking more about the College Humor Collegiate Tour
to Europe. This huge house-party is planned for June 22.
Everybody will get together at Montreal, June 21, for a day of look-
ing around in that quaint old city. Then June 22 off for Liverpool
aboard the S.S, "Montclare,"
Two days on the quiet waters of the St. Lawrence... four glorious
days on the great Atlantic... dancing on deck in the moonlight...
parties... and a college jazz band to keep things going.
First stop is Liverpool, then Kenilworth. . . Shakespeare country...
Oxford University for the night. Next day we visit the colleges.
And in London,, . well there*re several things in store for you
there. Night life of old London... Limehouse... the Red Lion...
and the Cheshire Cheese.
Bathing at Ostend... beach parties... gaiety galore.
Then Paris, with its Montmarte... Polies Bergere... those world-
famous night clubs... and the Latin quarter. Five long-to-be-re-
membered days and nights in that gay metropolis and then...
Well, what's the use? More information is given inside.
A
Everybody wants to go - |375 pays all travel ei^lenses, hotels,
meals, everything except personals and incidental^Jj Of course this
party is limited.
-|I
!i"
'
Sinoer<fw yours.

gOLLEGE HUMOR'S
gOLLEGIATE TOUR TO EUROPE
1050 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
John P. Paulson
Tour Conductoj
b5
Just four more weeks and bookings for College Humor* s European Tour
will be closed. And in six weeks the S. S, "Montclare" sails.
One hundred collegians are off for 29 days on the continent. A reg-
ular house-party .. . college orchestra... entertainers... jaunts about
the ship with the captain... moonlight deck dancing...
England, France, and Belgium. Not a cathedral or studio is overlooked.
Splendid itinerary with expert guides from Art Crafts Guild. Every-
thing is complete from the Fourth of July celebration in London to
the farewell Arts Ball in Paris the night before sailing for America.
If you're going along, send in your application right away. There
are still some excellent accommodations to be filled, but we advise
you not to wait. The majority of tours are closing their reservation
list this month. Everybody has made up his mind about his tour, and
we want you to make up yours before it's too late.
About a few other things: Don't confuse "third class tourist" with
the idea of inferior travel. Third class tourist accommodations oc-
cupy second class quarters on these special tours and demand excel-
lent service and courtesies. Your French and English visaes will
cost only $1.20 instead of the regular |10 fee for each. One or two
pieces of luggage will be sufficient for sports, afternoon and for-
mal attire. A
1A free sight-seeing tour of Montreal, that quaint French city.
will be given to those who get their applications i.ill by May 10.
June 20 is only a few weeks away. Send your reser lion now!
ely yours,

iltimore an^ C^hio
Vonderful!"
A prominent railroad
official with
headquarters in
Chicago wrote
:
"THAVE just returned
i- from a trip to New
York. It was quite a
novel experience to
step from the side of
the train into a first-
class motor coach and
be delivered promptly
to your hotel [he hap-
pened to be stopping at
a hotel along one ofour
two routes] without
any further thought
or exertion on one's
part and 8 of 10
people agreed with me
that it was a wonder-
ful trip—an innovation
that was well worth
while."
100 tiear^ oi$ervke
H. H. TAGGART
Division Passenger Agent
Baltimore and Charles Streets
Baltimore * Maryland
Telephone: Plaza 0400
May 9, 1927
Passengers enjoy the
beautiful 'view of
7s[ew TorX City's
'amous s\y'line
Just a few feet separate the train and the coach
Mr. C. Harris, Traffic Manager,
Bankers Ink Company,
32 South Eutaw Street,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Dear Mr. Harris:
A resolution is the easiest thing in the world to hreak . . . . and a
habit the hardest.
That seems to he the only explanation as to why a larger numher
of people entering or leaving New York do not take advantage
of the greater convenience and comfort offered the travel-
ing public by the Baltimore & Ohio Motor Coach service to or
from the heart of the city.
Here are two important benefits. ... exclusive to the Baltimore and
Ohio of this service:
1. In going to Naw York, you can sleep until 8 o'clock,
dress leisurely, breakfast comfortably, and then step into
a motor coach that takes you into the center of the city.
In leaving Hew York, when you step into the coach
you've made your train. No worries over traffic
delays and no dashing through station crowds.
Won't you give this service a trial on your next
to ITew York?
trip
All our baggage
io\en care of''
Wrote an important
husiness man of
Salt Lai{e City
:
"•••..we particularly appre-
ciated and desire to compli-
ment you upon the service
which is offered by your
tompany through the use
of motor coaches for the
handling of passengers to
^eir destination in New
lork City. Our party was
taken right to the McAlpin
"otel and all our luggage
'J'as taken care of without
the slightest inconvenience
to ourselves."
^
'I ^er Agent:
CM
The Baltimore and Ohio
Waldorf 'Astoria Station
Q 2
In some cases passengers are actually delivered
to the entrance of their hotel
i
1827 ' One Hundred Years of Service • 1927
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
PASSEA[GER TRAFFIC D E P A R T M E A[ T
BALTIMORE, MD.
_ H. H. TAGGART
F- Vivision Passenger Agent
BJtimore and Charles Streets
Telephone:
Plaza 0400
June 30th, 1927.
Mrs. Wade A. Gardner,
Roland Park Apartments, S-4,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Dear Mrs. Gardner:
"I was very much surprised," a friend of mine told me in
commenting upon our Motor Coach Service to and from the heart of New York
City and the side of the train.
gersare relieved of handling
fearing for their hand luggage
r
It seems that he had the idea that this new way of entering
or leaving New York was not nearly as convenient as the facil-
Dties previously used hy the Baltimore & Ohio at New York.
The extra conveniences offered by the Motor Coach Service were
so far superior to what he expected that my friend via.8 "very
much surprised."
Thousands of travel
August. . .and if the
The two coach routes in Alew Yor\
City traverse many noted streets
i
imY\ahle
IMnusual
"
I
an important
fl of a large
ufacturing
oncern with
todquarters in
Tor!( City
:
lOUGH prolific
Brs, We never
id more gracious
ent or beautiful
ntments than on
j»«run to Jersey City. The luncheon in the dining car was
M most enjoyable meal w^e had on the trip and this, you
^be interested to learn, embraced five different railroad
this country.
3und the Motor Coach a comfortable, pleasant and
convenient lift in getting to the Grand Central
'on. I may also add that in one or two instances I at-
*>Pted to hand small sums of money particularly known
''•Ps, to Baltimore and Ohio employes and in each instance
l^oney was refused.
P'^'ord, this whole thing is so remarkable and unusual
Have taken this amount of time from a busy man's
send you the foregoing."
ers have tested this innovation since last
hundreds of complimentary letters received
are any criterion of experienced opinion,
the Baltimore and Ohio offers to travelers
,
entering or leaving New York a service
that is outstanding in its comforts and
conveniences
.
Try it... and Judge for yourself.
Very truly yours.
Division Passenger Agent.
Pershing Square Station {directly opposite Grand Central Terminal), one of
the three Baltimore and Ohio Coach stations in Greater T^lew Yor\

1S27 ' One Hundred Years of Service • 1927
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
PASSET^GER TRAFFIC DEPARTME7v{T
BALTIMORE, MD.
H. H. TAGGART
Difision Passenger Agent
Baltimore and Charles Streets
T e lephone
:
Plaza 0400
August 31st, 1927
\ Mrs. John F. Sippel,
307 St. Dunston's Road, Roland Park,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Dear Mrs. Sippel:
"My Kingdom for a Cab I"
Did you ever have the disconcerting
experience of trying to get a teixicab in New York on
a rainy or stormy day—when cabs just couldn't be
had? And as a result you missed your train?
One of the exclusive advantages of
Baltimore and Ohio service out of New York and Brooklyn
is the fact that the motorcoach connections leave on
schedule time and when you board the coach at one of the
three conveniently located motorcoach st&tions or service
stops your train connection is assured.
Other conveniences of this new service will appeal
to you equally as much. Try it the next time you
go to or come from Greater New York.
Yours very truly.
Division Passenger Agent
*'"g Square Station, convenientlyW in the heart of ?iew Yor\ City
fo-the-minute Service"
TOm an officer of a large
fnu/octttrmg concern,
j*}" headquarters in
wimore:
rvft"/^ '
cannot understand why
,
xi
'^'roorean going to or coming
rftr
would not take advan-
this up-to-the-minute service, as
'tsa walk of about three city blocks
™you leave the train. Then too,
«n economic point of view, as it
lyw'k fi'" '^^^ York and does
> with all the confusion attendant
•ttinjauxicab."
rershing Square
Waiting Room

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
PASSENGER TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
BALTIMORE, MD.
H. H. TAGGART
Division Passenger Agent
Baltimore and Charles Streets
1827 • One Hundred Tears of Service - 1927
'^Avoids Long Wal\s
and Steep Stairs''
Wrote a Washington
woman traveler:
"I am writing to tell you about
your new motor coach arrangement
in New York. I think it is great!
I like the coaches and all the atten-
dants were very courteous. This is
a very easy way to take the train
as it avoids long walks in the station
and the descending of steep stairs."
Telephone:
Plaza 0400
September 20th, 1927
Mr. E. G. Baetjer,
1409 Continental Building,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Dear Mr. Baetjer:
Certain advantages of the Baltimore and Ohio motor
ooach service that appeal so strongly to women travelers
entering or leaving Greater New York will also be appreciated
quite as keenly by men. . .married or with women relatives.
Only a woman, however, with children or babies. .. traveling
alone... can realize what It means to step from the side of
the train into a waiting motor coach that will take her and
the youngsters into the heart of Hew York or Brooklyn without
anxiety or bother with hand baggage, porters, or taxioabs.
In many cases you go direct to the door of your hotel, if it
is located along one of the three coach routes.
In addition to the natural born chivalry of every man
toward a woman with children, Baltimore and Ohio attendants
are schooled to render extra attention and courtesy to the
women traveling on their railroad... a fact which
lightens the usual dread of women traveling alone.
May we suggest that you bear this in mind on your
next trip to or from Greater New York?
Very truly yours.
Division Passenger Agent.
Thrilling and WonderfuV
A Louisville woman wrote us:
"... my trip was most delightful. The new route from Jersey City to New York
would to me be the best part of all . . . for the view from ferry (by motor coach)
going over and returning exceeds any thrill of the entire trip and the Baltimore cr
Ohio is to be congratulated for giving its passengers such a wonderful opportunity to
see the skyline of New York and Jersey City."
A Club Woman Says-"
Here is the comment of a
socially prominent Baltimore
woman, president of one of the
leading woynen's clubs, to her
club members:
"... I took the 23rd Street Route
and had a most wonderful ride up
the Hudson River and was dc
livered right at the door ofmy hotel.
The hotel porter was there to meet
the coach and took my baggage right
to the hotel desk, where I regis-
tered, and the bellboy then took the
baggage to my room. It was not
necessary for me to touch my grip
from the time I boarded the train
at Mt. Royal Station in Baltimore
until I arrived at my hotel room in
New York."

1827 • One Hundred Years of Service • 1927
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
PASSEA[GER TRAFFIC DEPARTME7V[T
BALTIMORE, MD.
E. D. AINSLIE
Assistant General Passenger Agent
Woodward Bide., 15th and H Sts., N.W.
Washington • D. C.
Telephone:
Main 3300
August 3rd, 1927
Mr. Leo C. Brooks,
313 Fourteenth Street,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Brooks:
"Far Superior"
A Baltimore
business man
wrote us:
'< I am quite sure
that when the entire
traveling public be-
comes acquainted with
your service between
Baltimore and New
York your trains will
be filled at all times.
"To step from the train
into one of your beau-
tiful motor coaches
with no responsibility
of looking after your
baggage is surely a
great convenience, as
the baggage is always
properly taken care of
by the attendants."
Haven't you sometirtes wished, . .when you went to Hew York
on business. . .that you could send your hand luggage ahead of
you while you stopped off . . .unencumhared. . . to make important
calls?
By using the Baltimore and Ohio Motor Coach service you
have the advantage of this great convenience. When you hoard
the coach at the trainsido in Jersey City you are entirely
relieved of the care and bother with your hand baggage. It may
be checked to any one of the three coach stations in the heart
of the hotel districts of Hew York or Brooklyn. .. .and claimed
by you at your convenience later in the day.
Ko eztra cost...thici service is included in your ticket.
Similarly, on leaving New York you may check your bags at
a coach station knowing that without further bother on your part
you will find them at your seat or berth in the train.
Try this convenient service on your next New York trip.
Very truly yours.
Asst. Gen*l. Passenger Agent.
The growing patronage of this new
and better service in getting to and
from T^ew Yor\ City is due to the
many extra conveniences provided
for the traveler's comfort.
Several of the foremost Hotels, popw
lar with the traveling public, are
located along the three coach routes
....and when passengers are stop^
ping at these hotels they are actually
ta\en hy the Baltimore & OhiO"
without extra cost"to the entrance
of their hotel.

[PITTSBURGH! I CHICAGO
06
mvuMmfraveXme alone, or with child-
m, u'< ojfir the services of a maid, who
ill helli m^ke their journey more comfort'
hk. She is also a competent manicure.
la service while you sleep .... just tell
toner and your clothes will await you
iht morning .... freshly pressed and
ncd.
LIMITED
Perhaps Mr, Cunningham
you have not thoroughly
considered these features;
Perhaps you have not considered the real pleasure of traveling when
you have at your service such equipment as a comfortable, roomy
club car where you may read, smoke or chat at any time during the
trip; an attractive, comfortably-arranged observation-lounge car; the
services of a barber, valet, maid or manicure, a shower bath, news-
papers and periodicals at your disposal; a drawing-room compartment
or berth, whichever you may prefer .... these are the outstanding
features provided on the Fort Pitt Limited, Pittsburgh's own over-
night train between Pittsburgh and Chicago.
Then, too, the convenient schedule of this train-
Leave Pittsburgh, 9.30 P. M. Leave Chicago. . . . 8.30 P. M.
Arrive Chicago. . . 8.00 A. M. Arrive Pittsburgh, 8.45 A. M.
This enables you to have an appetizing breakfast in an attractive din-
ing car at moderate cost and be at your destination in the morning,
feeling fully rested after a comfortable ride, and ready for an early
start in business.
And again, you may not have considered that all these features of
comfort and refinement are yours without extra railroad fare. Try it
on your next trip to Chicago and see for yourself the many comforts
and conveniences offered by this service.
6^9 Union Trust Building
Phone, Court 3220
Asst. General Passenger Agent
lul) Cur yon ivtUhnd a harher. H^s
mie equipment cnahfeti wu to attend^t»
• mcessarjr details of p^tSwrnal appeiaf-'
mit en route.
comfort and atmos-
J
Phereo/ the diner on the Fort
™makc it a truly charming place
satisfy the inner man". Well l>re-
Pored Club Breakfasts at $.50 to $1.20,
j?olc de hote dinners at $.75 and $1.25, also
^
regular a la carte service. You may, at your de-
be served in your compartment or drawing ro
There is a ncneral at-
writry;;- rnosphere of fclUni'shipinthe
m;^.r^^l^^ Car. With its large, room:,
chairs, neivspapers and magazines anil
attractive service, it is a pleasant place to
spend the evening hours. ¥rec lox4nginji space
is availahW (nth^ Cluh Car, ivhere lemonades, min-
eral waters, cigars and cigarettes may be obtained.
^ALL THIS FOR YOUR COMFORT AND CONVEN I WM...C^M

SouIPS
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
TO THE COMPANY
LOOK FOR THE RED -AND -WHITE LABEL
Campbell Sales Company
CAMDEN, N.J.. U.S.A.
BEAIS
.>H TOMATO SAUCe^,
CABLE ADDRESS
"CAMELSOUP"
(EXMIPLE OF LETTER SENT ORGANIZATIONS
CONTROLLING RETAIL OUTLETS, WITH THE
IDEA OF PROMOTING SALES OF A LARGER
NUMBER OF "KINDS.")
February 19th 1929
You are of course interested in any advantage you may have
in selling Camptell's Soups.
A survey of consumer habits in buying has revealed definite
facts affecting foods in general, and Campbell's Soups in par-
ticular -
80^ of the total Campbell's Soups consumed is purchased by
one fourth of the Campbell's Soup users, because -
Women who knov; only three or four varieties serve Campbell's
Soup but three to nine times a month, while -
The women who know ten or more kinds serve Campbell's Soup
at some meal every day, for there is then appetizing variety for
the family.
The average neighborhood store regularly stocks only five
or less of the leading kinds. Such an incomplete supply either
smothers sales or drives customers to other stores.
It is the advantage of a complete stock that we believe you
can further capitalize. But you must repeatedly tell your public
that you have complete stocks, for remember three out of every
four persons have not been accustomed to find at the first store
they visit the variety of Campbell's Soup they ?;ant.
The survey further disclosed that housewives are constantly
searching for more variety in foods, and that the distributors
who sell the largest volume of Tomato and Vegetable per store
are those v/ho stock all Campbell's Soups. The best consumers -
daily users - look to these stores for variety.

Assuming this discussion is of interest to you, we first sug
gest that you see whether or not all of the stores under your
direction stock the varieties you have available.
The next suggested step is that instead of using the expres-
sion "All Kinds" in your advertising you employ the phrase "Your
Choice" followed hy a list of Soups. The words "All Kinds" alone
suggest little or nothing to the consumer. This thought in its
variations is offered as a simple means toward permanently adding
to your sales of one of your staple items. It emphasizes sales
through service instead of sales through price alone.
In tests throughout the country during the past year we have
developed several aids to making grocery stores knov/n as Head-
quarters for all kinds of Campbell's Soups. They are available
to jov. if you can use them, and we would like very much to hear
from you.
Yours sincerely,
CAMPBELL SALES COMPANY
Sales Manager

Soups TOMATO SAU<*j,
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
TO THE COMPANY
CABLE ADDRESS
"CAMELSOUP"
March Second
19 2 9
LOOK FOR THE RED -AND -WHITE LABEL
Campbell Sales Company
CAMDEN, N. J.. U. S.A.
(EXAMPLE OF LETTER, FOLLOWIUG
"CAMPBELL SOUP WEEK" DRIVE
FOR BUSINESS BY AN ASSOCIATION
OF GROCERS.)
Mr. John Cassidy,
Retail Grocers Association
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Dear Mr. Cassidy:-
Since the week of January 14th doubtless many business problems
have challenged your attention, blotting out of your mind for the
time being, the success you and your members made of Campbell Soup
Week in the Lehigh Valley.
While neither your Company nor ours can live on past achievements,
still we just want to tarry long enough to express our thanks for your
hearty support of Mr. Smith's suggestions.
Your members called on by Mr. Smith and the writer seemed quite
enthusiastic and surprised that when they stocked the complete line
of Soups they sold a great deal more than on a special of three cans
of Tomato Soup for a quarter.
Our experience has been that in some quarters, less keen merchants
have not stocked enough kinds to supply demand created by national
advertising. The result of this has been that many stores carrying
all kinds, have cashed in by telling customers, "You can get ALL KINDS
of Campbell's Soups at our store."
A campaign such as just completed in the Lehigh Valley encourages
consumers to return to your stores to secure some of the new kinds
they tried during the "special." Grocers such as Williamson's Market,
John Carter, or Emmons Brothers will doubtless set the pace for the
others in drawing trade through the service of supplying "kinds,"
instead of by price appeal alone.
Mr, Smith has been so earnest in praising the free hand manner
in which you allowed him to arrange the details of the campaign, that
perhaps these few comments of appreciation are unnecessary. Neverthe-
less we wanted you to know that everyone here has not taken for granted

CAMPBELL SALES COMPANY TO Mr. JohnCasSidy, Sheet No. Date
Retail Grocers Association
Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Z 3/2/29
I
your splendid cooperation without which, the mutual "benefit of
"Campbell Soup Week" in the Lehigh Valley would not have been
possible
.
With very best wishes for the continued success of your
association, we are as always,
Yours very sincerely,
CAltTPBELL SALES COIIPANY,
By

This is one of several
that may be sent to
men apT)licants for
our subscription- selling
plan.
QRCULATION DEPARTMENT
AGENCY DIVISION
forms
THE CUKnS PUBLISHING COMPANY
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
PHILADELPHIA
THELADIES'HOME JOURNAL
THESATURDAYEVENING POST
|
THE COUNTRYGENTLEMAN
1.
SAMPLE
El
You couldn't have chosen a better moment to ask about our plan
for making extra money. You have an exceptionally fine opportunity right now
to make it pay - and pay well . 1*11 tell you why:
We can use someone at once in your community to look after orders
for the three Curtis publications: THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, THE LADIES* HOME
JODRKAL and THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN, each a leader in its field. Maybe you're
the one - let's see!
You wouldn't find it hard to ask a friend to subscribe for THE
SATURDAY EVENING POST, would you? You know he likes it. Nearly everyone does,
for The Post is the biggest reading value to be had today. So it doesn't take
much courage to ask prospects if they would like to get it regularly for a whole
year at the rate of only a few cents a week.
Then, too, you have THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL. For more than
forty years it has been recognized as the leader among publications for alert
women — and today it is a SMART, colorfully attractive magazine, quite under-
standably the choice of more than 2,500,000 American women. You will enjoy in-
troducing this elaborately beautifully publication. And you will certainly find
it profitable to do so.
Then there is the big monthly Country Gentleman. More than
just a farm paper, it is a complete magazine for all whose interests tie back
to the farm. For, in addition to its spacial departments that discuss authori-
tatively the practical business of farming, the Editor is giving the rural folks
a bang-up magazine with attractive covers, beautiful illustrations, stirring
fiction and timely discussions of the bigger interests of agriculture.
It brings a complete woman's department, too, and special feature
pages for the boys and for the girls. Yet a subscription for the big new C.G.
oosts only $1 for three years!
To begin selling and making money you don't need experience.
We'll help you get that. As soon as we have your first order, we'll send you
a complete free course in salesmanship in the form of a series of three book-
lets. Then, too, you'll get "Vim," a monthly magazine published just for our
subscription representatives (we call them "Curtis Minute Men" because they are
always on the alert.) "Vim" will bring you ideas that our most experienced
Held workers have found to be business-builders. Again, we'll give personal
help whenever you need it. So, you see, all you need at the start is the de-
termination to succeed. Experience will come to you as you sell.
-2-
Our spare-time representatives who are today making fSO.OO or
$60.00 a month extra did not start off like a whirlwind. But they soon learned
to adapt their sales talk to the individuals they approached. Subscription
work became easier and they forgot the '*wobblT?-kneed" feeling they'd had when
they first started to sell, so that before many days they began to show a
steadily increasing production. And you, too, will find that it takes only a
few days to get "into the swing" of subscription work.
As soon as you have secured your first subscriptions your busi-
ness is established. You will then have started a list cf steady subscribers
V7hich will pay you big profits year after year. That's one of the advantages
of Curtis work: We allow the same standard commissions on renewals as upon new
business. Another advantage is that we do not restrict you as to territory -
YOU MAY WORK WHEREVER YOU CHOOSE.
You will be interested in reading the booklet that you'll find
inclosed because it shows how to build up a permanent, profitable business in
either your spare hours or your full time. In it you'll find an outline of
the liberal commission and bonus you can earn. You'll read of spare-time rep-
resentatives averaging $1,50 for every hour they can give us and full-time
workers v7ho make as much as $5,000 in -one year of Curtis work. And now you
are offered the same opportunity we gave them,
I feel so confident you will want to join our staff of active
representatives and get a firm grip on the steady, growing Curtis profits your
territory offers you that I am inclosing, right with this letter, not only the
full details of our plan, but all of the supplies that you will need to begin
work at once - including our official receipt book which identifies you as
authorized to secure subscriptions for us, I'm not even waiting for the usual
business references; you can send them along with your first order.
My reason for doing this is that I want you to make your start
right now . And v/hen you have deducted your first commission money, send me
the best possible answer to this letter- YOUR FIRST LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS,
As soon as I receive it, I'll have a special offer for you! I'm only waiting
for you to make your start.
Very truly yours
t
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
imager of Curtis Uinute-UenJBB TRM
Inoloaure
This is one of several
forms we «end to representatives E
when we receive to ^ THE CURTIS PUBLISHINGCOMPANY
first orders independence square
PHILADELPHIA
THE LADIES'HOME JOURNAL
I
THESATURDAifEVENING POST
THE COUNTRYGENTLEMAN
2.
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT SAMPLE
AGENCY DIVISION ———
—
A RAISE IN PAY
I*ve been thinking about that letter we sent you the other day.
You're just starting your Curtis work and perhaps subscriptions won't at first
come as easily as they're bound tc v/hen you get a little more subscription-selling
experience. So I'm going to do two things for you that I knew will maka your work
more profitable and easier right from the start:
FIRST, YOU HAY KEEP FIFTY CENTS FOR EVERY
FULL-TERM CURTIS SUBSCRIPTION YO'J SELL AND
SEND TO REACH US DURING ThE NEXT THIRTY DAYS!
—There's an offer for you! And for the second thing, here is
a coaiplete plan by which you can make a fine start on a permanent, profitable
business, just as many of our most successful representatives begaoj
First, make a list of your local friends, relatives and neigh-
bors. Then go and call on each one, well armed with a knowledge of what the current
issues of The Curtis Publications contain. You should say somsthing like this:
"Mrs, Miller, I have been appointed a subscription repre-
sentative for The Curtis Publishing Company. They publish THE SATURDAY EVENING
POST, ras LADIES* HOME JOURNAL and THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN, you know. The three
Curtis Publications certainly are a big buy! When you think that you can receive
The Post at the rate of only a few cents a v/eek. The Journal for only $1 a yoar,
and can get THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN for three whole years for only $1, you certainly
can't fail to get your money's worth,
"Why, take one story now running in THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
— (name a current serial, such as "The Singing Gold"). That novel alone will
sell for at least |2 when it comes out as a book after The Journal has printed
it in magazine form! And that, as you will see (thumb through the publication
here) is only one of many mighty interesting and worthwhile features.
"Mrs. Miller, I should like to have your subscription — for THE
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL, at least. I know that you will enjoi' it and will get a full
dollar's worth from your 12 issues. In fact, I can take your order now so that you
will be sure to get the (name ths month) issue: (Take out your receipt book and
open it.) Let me see, your address is 176 Birch Avenue, and the initials are R.C.?"
Here you have given a convincing presentation of what you are of-
ering. And when your prospect examines the magazines you will very probably sell
t least one subscription. BUT more than that, you will bo able to accomplish
omething else by your call -for you can easily ask, "Mrs. Miller, who lives
-2-
next door? Do you know what magazines they take!"
If you do this every time you make a call, your list of customers
will surely grow. By the time you have seen all your friends, neighbors and
relatives with whom you feel quite at horre, your sales talk will have developed sc
that you can easily sell to other people.
Selling seems easy when you look at it that way, dcesn't it?
Well — I"" IS! And that's exar rly the way taany of our mo st successful representa-
tives have bBb'un to sell
.
Try the plati today, and I am confident that you will
have your first order on its way by nightfall!
Very truly yours,
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COyPANY
JBB:FTF |fai<<ager of Curtis Minute-Men
P. S. If you have already sent us your first order at the standard
commission rate, or at, the full price, we'll send you a credit slip to bring
your commissions up to fifty cents each, in accordance with the offer I've
made you in this letter. T want you to have full advantage of this offer?
Jhis i» the third in the series
rhich are sent in the
,rder indicated by the THE CURHS PUBLISHING COMPANY
lumbers, in ponoil. independence square
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A SPECIAL OFFER FOR YOU!
I know it hasn*t been very long since I last wrote you, but for the
past few days I've had one fjye on the mails, hoping to see your first order.
I'm beginning to wonder if there isn't something more I can tell you about
our plan, or something I can do to help you make a good start.
Perhaps you've been pretty busy and haven't yet had a chance to try
your hand at selling subscriptions. At any rate, here's a suggestion that
has proved helpful to many another new Curtis "Minute-Man."
Our most successful reprosentatives , who are ma.king big money with
us right now, fellow this plan: They know that they can't sell a subscrip-
tion to everybody they call on — nobody can! So they set an average for
themselves. Maybe it's only one sale in every three calls, or one in every
four. But they knew that if they make tsn calls, they're sure, on an average,
to sell two or three subscriptions; twenty calls bring five or six. That's the
way to go about selling! Even if you should find you can average only two sub-
scriptions in every ten calls, the reward o:- those two would be more than enough
to make up for the brief time taken by tha other eight!
Of course, I know that starting to sell subscriptions isn't the
easiest thing in the world. It's no cinch to start in any new business.
I want to do all 1 can to help you make your start . So, here's a VERY
UNUSUAL OFFER that I'm making just to induce you to start right av/ay!
USING THE INCLOSED SPi:ciAL ORDKR BLANK, YOU MAY KEEP |2.00 COM-
MISSION FOR THREE FULL-TERM SUBSCRIPTIONS (WHETHER FOR THE POST.
JOURNAL OR COUNTRY GENTLEI^AN) IF YOU GET THEM ON THE WAY TO US
IN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS!
It will be an easy matter for you to sell three subs. And these
three will qualify you as our representative. Then we'll be able to give
you a number of money-making helps.
I'm confident about your future in Curtis work, for I know the
helps we'll be able to give you, once you've STARTED, will carry you forward
rapidly. So — get your three qualifying subs? Earn y our f irst two Curtis
dollar s! And — DO IT TODAY!
Very truly yours,
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
JBB:TQ /j^nager of Curtis Minute-Men
Inclosure
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I'm v&ry glad you've written ms. Hundreds of women are earning
EXTRA MOIJEY through our interesting plan, and YOURS is waiting for you!
The inclosed booklet will give you all the details concerning
The Club. But I want to answer in this letter two questions which I am sure
you would ask if you were right here chatting with me: WHAT OUR PLAN IS, and
JUST HOW YOU CAN MAKE A SUCCESS OF IT.
Our plan is interesting, as well as profitable, for it consists
of securing subscriptions, new and renewal, for THK LADI2S' HOwUC JOURNAL, THE
SATURDAY EVENING POST and THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN,
As a reader of Tho Journal, you have some idea of how interesting
and how helpful it is to the woiTian of today. Among its popular features are —
the stories, in shoHi and serial form by the best-liked writers of the day;
the Paris Pattern Service, by which a woman can purchase, in her local store,
patterns cut from gov/ns created by the greatest of the French dressmakers,
and bearing their names; the smart new drapes and other ideas for beautifying
the home; the clever articles on subjects which the modern woman thinks about
and talks about. And as the subscription rate is but $1 yearly, you can
guosa that orders come in quickly.
Another money-maker for you is THS COUNTRY GENTLEMAN. As you will
see by the copy I'm sending you, it is invaluable to people who live on farms or
in small towns. Its articles on stock-raising, poultry, dairying, successful mar-
keting, and the like, are real money-makers for tho reader. The ''Country Gentle-
woman" soction helps a woman to lighten her work, to dress well, and to add to
the charm of her homo. The lively departments for boys and girls are much appre-
ciated by these coming citizens, and the fiction is enjoyed by tho whole family.
Best of all, the subscription price is but |1 for three whole years 1
THE SATURDAY EVENING POST is truly "an American institution,"
You'll meet men and women everywhere who appreciate it for its valuable arti-
cles on business and politics, its crisp fiction, its clean, keen humor, its
delightful, educative travel articles, its biographies of people worth knowing
about. Subscriptions are' easily secured at the rate of ^2 for 52 big issues.
With these three popular publications to work for, you have a
prospect in practically ovsi-y home, in city or country. Better still, you have
a three-fold opportunity for securing subscriptions for the three publications.
You can secure orders from-— -—
(1) People who already subscribe. They will give you their re-
newals. (2) People who have been buying at the newsstands. They will subscribe
when you point out to them the money to bs saved by doing so, and the con-
venience of receiving copies by mail. (3) People who are not familiar with
the publications. They will order when you show them, by recent copies, the
wonderful array of entertainment and service they will receive as subscribers.
To widen your opportunity further, \7g give you unrestricted ter-
ritory. You may secure subsc-iptions wherever you choos e — using the mails
and the telephone when you cannot call. Also, your first subscriptions start
a permanent business for you. You can collect the renewals as they come due,
receiving the same standard commissions for them as for new subscriptions.
Experience? You won't need it! The plans outlined in the book-
let inclosed will help you to secure your first order. IVhon the first order
is received hero, I'll arrange to send you a series of valuable little books
on Curtis Salesmanship. In addition, as an active member of The Club, you'll
receive the friendly visits of the helpful Club magaiiine, UAKIN3 MONEY. And
you may depend on me, at all times, for personal co-operation.
The booklet which comes to you with this letter will tell you of
the liberal money payments in store for you. A first order of at least three
subscriptions, as you will see, will put your first cash commissions right into
your purse. The first order will also enroll you in The Girls' Club. And Club
membership will open the way to money-of-your own the year around.
Isn't that a pleasant outlook? And it can so soon become a joyful
reality! The supplies you'll need for a start are inclosed. Several good pros-
pects are undoubtedly close at hand. So read the booklet try the plan
and prepare for happy spending!
Inclosure
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"Three cheers for our J.G.C.!
For all it can do
To fill us with jollity
The long year through."
So writes Mary Martin, one of oar brand-new Juniors. And
soon you can call The Junior Girls* Club your J.G.C., too! Maybe you*ll earn
as much as Betty Thomas. She says: "Even though I'm busy with extra study-
ing, music lessons and Girl Scout activities, I've already earned $26.00. I
often pay for my music lessons with Club money. Dad is delighted. Mother
says she never heard cf a better v/ay fcr a girl to earn money."
Doesn't that make you glad you asked to learn all about our
secret? I call it a secret, though really there is nothing mysterious about
it. This is all you need do: You v/ill easily earn Club money by receiving
subscriptions for THE LADIES' Wim JOURNAL, THE SATURDAY EVENING POST and THE
COUNTRY GENTLEtjIAN. You will earn a generous commission for each subscription.
Many friends of your father and mother already subscribe or buy our copies
at the newsstands. They'll be delighted to give you their subscriptions.
The inclosed booklet tells everything you need knew about
this jolly Club. Please read it carefully. And please be sure to show your
parents the letter right inside it. That's very important.
I'll send you other supplies as you need them. As you are
promoted from one rank to another, I'll explain just how to use your Extra
Profit Bond. All you need think about now is your first order of three or
more subscriptions. That will bring you your first award - an amberoid pen-
cil! You'll receive it in addition to your cash commission.
But you'll get MORE than awards and cash commissions,
you know. At the end of each month we'll send you a Goldie for each subscrip-
tion received from you. In a few days I'll send you another booklet which
will contain pictures of all kinds of prizes - some useful, some "fun-full" -
and will tell you how you can get them with your Goldies, It'll be easy.
My, how dignified you'll feel when you have started a little
business all your own! I'll be your faithful partner — and friend. But
the next thing is to get those first three subscriptions into the mail.
I'll be watching for them!
¥©4^rs sincerely
AC:TJ MANAGER OF THE JUNIOR gilBlS' CLUB
Inclosure
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GREETINGS!
I'm delighted to receive your order but a bit puzzled.
Though I don't just recall the details, I seem to remember havins received
orders from you before. And that impression is strengthened by the fact that
you have deducted commission for an order containing less than three subscrip-
tions. A beginner, of course, is required to send at least three subscriptions
before being privileged to keep out cash commissions.
Yet in spito of the fact that you are apparently an old
member of The Girls* Club, I do not find your name on our records.
That may be because you are writing from a new address.
Or it may be because you have made a change in your signature. For example,
a member may forget to tell me of a change from her maiden name to a married
name - or may vary between Margaret Smith and Daisy Smith or may
sometimes use her husband's first name (Mrs. John Smith) and sometimes her
own first name (Mrs. Marian Smith.)
In any case, won't you write a few lines
of explanation, on the back of this let-
ter, to straighten out the puzzle?
Meanwhile, thsre is one fact about which there is no
question — and that is that you are still interested IN EARNING MOflEY! Your
order proves as much! So I am sending you supplies with which to keep up your
good work. I am also sending you news of the generous money offer of which
you may now take advantage.
MAKING MONEY, the Girls' Club magazine, will be mailed
to you regularly as long as you are active in the Club work. In its pages I
plan to give you, during the coming months, all sorts of interesting news
about big things coming in the publications, as well as practical suggestions
for increasing your orders, and inspiring stories of what your fellow-members
are doing. This material will help you to secure, right along, the many new
and renewal subscriptions waiting for you in your community.
So do plan to follow up your present success with further
success — to keep your purse ajingle in the dsys to coaie! And the first step
toward that is to make the next order as large as you can, by seeing as many
prospects as you can — and doing it as soon as you can!
Yours sincerely
ACiPNPL
YOUR NAME AS NOW SIGNED
TO ORDER BLANKS AND LETTERS.
yOOR PRESENT ADDRESS
YOUR NAME AS FOR\!ERLY SIGNED.
YOUR FORMER ADDRESS
DATE, AS NEARLY AS YOO CAN
RECALL, ON WHICH YOU LAST
SENT IN AM ORDER FRCM THE__
OLD ADDRESS
ALSO, A SUBSCRIPTION IN-
CLUDED IN THAT ORDER,
GIVING THE NAME AND THE
ADDRESS OP THE SUBSCRIBER,
A3 WELL AS THE PUBLICATION
ORDERED (JOURNAL, POST,
OR COUNTRY GENTLEMAN)
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The little stationary shop on the corner was in the 'chroes of
"extensive alterations." Lime dust and falling mortar filled the
air, as a growing gap appeared in hitherto blank wall.
"My object?" said the energetic young proprietor. "The modern
idea mora show window space. I must display my goods if I want
buyers to realize that my goods are the gocdj they want."
In these days of the growing beauty and smartness of the Curtis Publi-
cations, and their increasing youthfulness and usefulness, perhaps nothing is
a greater help to larger orders than this same recipe — MORE DISPLAY, Sub-
scriptions are secured, of course, by describing features appearing and to ap-
pear in their pages. But no "word picture" is likely to prove as effective as
simply opening such issues a..-, the January Journal and C.G. and pointing out:
IN
THE
JOURNAL
IN
THE
COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN
The first installment of Arthur Trains* new serial, "Illusion,"
made even more interesting to w^men readers by the work of one
of their favorite illustrators, H.R. Ballinger.
The Garden Page, showing, in lovely natural colorings, beauti-
ful effects which can be planned now for surraner enjoyment.
An article on the making of silk and rayon -- the silk produced
by "contented worms," tha raycn by chemists' seething vats. Prob-
ably every women wears garments made from one of these fabrics.
The chart of Economy Menus on Page 67 — a feature showing how
The Journal plans with the housewife, saving her wear and tear on
gray matter, to i;ay nothing of time and money.
Entertainment for the long hours between chore time and bed time:
Four brilliant short stories — a section of a Zane Grey serial --
An article on air travel out-vying fiction in interest and thrill.
Helps in planning ahead for profits: "Rowan*s New Way of Fatten
ing Land" -- "Four Dollars for One" — "Poultry Prospects for 1929."
An example of the C.G.'s attention to women's interests — "Our
Share in Outlawing War," wherein Dorothy Canfield shows what the
"hand that rocks the cradle" can do when it happens to be also
the "hand that wields the ballot."
Even if the January Journal and C.G. contained only these few fea-
tures, you'd have in them two great order-winners. Then v;hat can you do with
the FULL-SIZE January issues? I leave that to you, after you have explored
their pages to the limit -- keeping in mind the SPECIAL JANUARY COMMISSIONS,
t
truly
LISHIWCOMPANY
CBQ:CCJ Manager of Subscription Division
II
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eastman kodak company
Rochester, N.Y.
February is a month of parties.
You and your guests will find lote of pleasure in making
Kodak flashlights and silhouettes of the fun, the costumes,
the games, the decorations — and such pictures will provide
plenty of amusement in the days and years that follow.
Indoor photography with a Kodak is a simple matter now.
If you'll drop in some day we'll tell you all about it. And
here you'll find everything that you require for successful
picture-making — Kodaks, yellow-box film, accessories-
all at reasonable prices.
To keep your Kodak record complete for enjoyment in
later years, you'll need an album. With one, your prints
will always be in order with no danger of their being lost,
mislaid or damaged. Our stock of Eastman-made albums is
complete. Prices are from to .

y2
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
RocheBter, N«Y.
The fun of making K^dak pictures iB only exceeded by
the fascination of looking them over from time to time as
years pass by.
But many a good picture has been spoiled for future
pleasure through careless developing or improper printing.
It pays to send your films where they ere sure to have
dependable finishing - and this store is the place for
that.
Too, you will find that results are noticeably better
when you use yellow-box Kodak Film in your camera. Stock
up with it here - your size is always on hand.
l/He would be pleased to show you the latest Kodak models.
Come in today and see our complete stock.
iI
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rocheeter, NoY.
So entirely new and distinctly unusual are Vanity
Kodaks that we feel you'll be grateful for a little infor-
mation about them.
Imagine a camera finished throughout in your favorite
shade of color, with a beautiful case to match — and, in
addition, lens equipment that you*d be thrilled to own!
But words cannot adequately describe the Vanity Ko-
daks. After you've glanced through the enclosed folder,
come in and see these exceptional creations for yourself.
One of the first Vanity Kodak shipments from the Eastman
factories is at our store. Each of the five colors is
represented.
,(
I
J
;
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, N,Y.
Everybody likes pictures — especially pictures of
friends and members of the family, not forgetting the chil-
dreno And everybody enjoys making them.
That's why a Kodak is sure to be put in use at once
and kept in use for goodo It's the kind of a Christmas
gift you like to make.
At (store's name) you will find a number of camera-
gifts from the easy-to-work Brownies to the more ambitious
Kodaks. All the Kodaks and Folding Brownies are autographic,
an exclusively Eastman feature by means of which you can write
date and title on the film at the time, before you forget.
You will find this store in step with the season.
Our suggestions will prove a genuine help to Christmas shop-
ping.
But first read the booklet we enclose and get the
Eastman line in mind. Then let us show you the camera you
are considering.
1i
I
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TEE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUNaNATING COMPANY OF BOSTON
General Offices, 39 Boyiston Street
Boston, >fassachusetts
This is an age of color.
But are you taking advantage of it? Are your
ehow windows equipped to create the freshness of Spring's
foliage, the flesh and pinks of lingerie, or the chill of
an Arctic setting?
It is a simple matter, with the proper lighting
facilities, to create andamplify the spirit of a window
display. Unique and startling effects, so well done in
the theater, are just as feasible in the show window.
Colored window lighting creates lasting impres-
sions. It will add to the individuality of your store
and attract more customers. Therefore, it is good busi-
ness.
Our engineers will be glad to plan your window
lighting for you. Their services are expert and are
yours for the asking, without charge.
Very truly yours.
Illuminating Engineering Division
Sales Department
RBB:CD

as
THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF BOSTON
General Offices. 39 Boylslon Street
Boston, Massachusetts
I
The colors on the border of this page
caught your eye. So, also, do colored lights in a
window display catch the eye of the pas£er-by.
This is the first step leading to the
sale of merchandise. It is of fundamental importance,
for the number of persons viewing a display bears a
direct relation to the number of sales made.
Competition may be overcome, too, by the
use of higher intensities of illumination and special
color effects. If you would attract more customers
than your neighbor you may do so by skilful use of
light and color.
What can you do about it? Call Hancock 3300
and ask our Lighting Engineers to plan a color-lighting
system for your windows. Their services are gratuitous
and place you under no obligation.
Very truly yours.
Illuffllnatiog Engineering Division
Sales Department
RBB:CD
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UPHAMS CORNER ELSCTRIO 00.
695 Dudley Street
Dorcheeter, Ma&s.
October 29, 1928.
To the Residents of Dorchester:
Everyone wants to hear the returns on election night.
This feature and other interesting events should be obtained
in their true tone and clearness, by means of quality value
receiving instruments.
You will find the Xenith, Majestic, and R,C»A, radio
sets, beautiful in construction and producing perfect sound
effects. We urge you to visit us, to listen to their per-
formance, and to make your own personal selection. For
those desiring to pey from income our easy payment plan is
suggested. Your present set, if traded in, will be ac-
cepted at a fair value.
As a convenience to our customers we maintain free
service daily from 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. on all purchased
sets.
To all battery owners we suggest the use of our bat-
tery charging service. Prompt calls and deliveries
with 24-hour service will be gladly rendered.
Electrical appliances are labor saving as well as con-
venient. Domestic tasks are quickly and efficiently per-
formed. We carry a complete line of electrical appliances
and would be pleased to demonstrate them to you.
Yours sincerely,
(Signed) ROBERT L, BRADFORD
JJB:DJ
MO'L
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(GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Electric Refrigeration Department
Cleveland, Ohio)
(A typical General Electric Company letter supplied to dealer
to be imprinted with his name)
Utso A« R» Stevenson, Jr.,
870 Park Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Mrs. Stevenson:
The benefits of electric refrigeration are manyo Think of
the convenience, the economy, the sanitation. Then think
of the General Electric — the ultimate.
We want to tell you more about it. There is no objection.
Vile are simply fulfilling our duty a distributor, in pro-
viding all possible information.
Our Miss Jones will telephone you.
Cordially yours,
Your salesman's signature

(GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Electric Refrigeration Department
Cleveland, Ohio)
(A typical General Electric Company letter supplied to dealer,
to be imprinted with hie name)
Mre. John B« Smith
1942 Elm St.
,
City
Dear Mrso Smith:
From thousands of modern homes, the days of "back porch re-
frigeration" have gone forever.
Women now realize the dangers of attempting to preserve food
by means of outdoor storage. Cold days are harmful to many
foods, and drafty hallways and cold porches endanger health.
Simplified Electric Refrigeration affords a scientifically
certain method of food preservation regardless of weather.
A General Electric Refrigerator affords a scientifically
certain method of food preservation regardless of weathero
A General Electric Refrigerator, lasting for many years, has
a year 'round usefulness. Its value to you is just as great
now as at any other time of the year.
Your home needs electric refrigeration now. And a General
Electric Refrigerator will bring it to you in a simpler,
better, more economical way than you could ever obtain it
before.
I shall be glad of the opportunity to tell you more about it.
In a few days, I shall call you on the telephone, asking for
the privilege of an appointment at your convenience.
Very truly yours.
Your salesman's signature
I •
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(GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Electric Refrigeration Department
Cleveland, Ohio)
(A typical Gener&l Electric Company letter supplied to dealer,
to be imprinted with his nejne)
Good Morning:
As one woman to another, surely one may offer this warning:
—
My work is largely making kitchens happier, but I see so many
truly intelligent women growing food-careless in Winter months.
An ice-man, a large manufacturer of ice, surprised me last week
when he brought his wife in to ask advice about home refrigera-
tion I Think of it — an ice-man asking a woman about ice
machinesl He made no deliveries in the hill-suburb where he
lived; in Winter he confined his trucks to downtown commercial
service, yet no one knew better than he, the splendid part
played in Winter's welfare by steady, quiet refrigeration.
"Help my wife to get the RIGHT machine," he told me. "I won't
have one of those noisy-rattles to wake me up at night. Nor
do I want any machine with belts, fans, pipes and gears placed
do%Ti below for the children to damage or to hurt themselves.
Show her something simple, sure and certain, so that she'll
not have anything to worry about. It must not only be QUIET,
but beyond service demands; also economical to run with machin-
ery outside the food-box and so well planned in its mechanics
that it should last a life-time." There was only ONE machine
that I dared to offer that could meet these conditions. It
is shown on the inside pages — won't you read them?
While my store work with our visitors keeps me so very busy,
I wonder if you might not care to listen to one of my colleagues
who are really expert in refrigeration? He'll bring you photos,
details, plans and data — perhaps render a real service. May
I send him?
Appealingly,
— P.S. So like a woman I've decided to ask Mr.
to bring out his portfolio. I'm sure it will help you.
:;V.Sl
i
THE B, Fo GOODRICH COMPANY
AKRON, OHIC
People must wear shoes.
And the silent, serviceable comfort of the rubber heel is
known to everyone.
Each person who enters your shop, or passes by your window
or who is merely aware of the location of your shop is a
prospect for YOU — a customer for the best there is in
shoe repairing.
If you have a modern shop you are willing to stand back of
your service and your workmanship. And if you use (Brand
omitted) Rubber Sole and Heel products in all of your re-
pair work you can guarantee your materials.
(Brand omitted) Rubber Heels are full of life, — and yet
they have a toughness that means unusual wear. They are
neat, durable and smart; and they make you feel like doing
your very best repair work.
You can get (Brand cwaitted) Sole and Heel products from The
Blank Leather Company, Kansas City, Mo. Fill in the enclos
order form and mail it - NOW.
By using (Brand omitted) Soles and Heels in all of your
repair work you will satisfy every customer and build a
profitable business for yourself.
Very truly yours,

l2
THE Fo GOODRICH COMPANY
AKRON, OHIO
There must be a reason to keep customers coming to your
shop for shoe repair work.
No doubt, you guarantee your work. You may also give the
quickest and the friendliest service in town. But if you
tell your customers about (Brand omitted) Rubber Heels by
good display in your windows, and if you use these neat,
wear-resisting heels in all of your work - then you are
offering a strong appeal to every person who passes your
store.
(Brand omitted) rubber Heels are made by the makers of
(Brand omitted) tires and (Brand omitted) footwear,
(Brand omitted) quality is already established in the
public mind.
Combine these trim, comfortable, long-wearing heels with
your expert workmanship and modern service, and good busi-
ness for your shop is certaino
Blank, Inc.. Seattle or Tacoma, Wash., is a distributing
agency for (Brand omitted) Sole and Heel products. Make
out your order on the enclosed form and it will be filled
promptly.
Very truly yours.

l3
THE Bo Fo GOODRICH COMPANY
AKRON, OHIO
Last fall a dealer in East on, Penna. placed orders for
(Brand omitted) and two other makes of garden hose» On
June 1st he had sold all but two pieces of the (Brand
omitted) hose. The other two makes were still on his
hands unsold. It goes without saying that his re-order
called for (Brand omitted) hose only.
This is the experience of hundreds of dealers the country
over. They have found that the neat, distinctive green
package, the well-known quality reputation of (Brand omitted)
products and the attractive price makes (Brand omitted) hoee
easy to sell.
You can satisfy every customer with (Brand omitted) hose.
There is a grade to meet every purse.
Prices are lower than ever before in the history of the
garden hose business. We advise placing your order for
next year at once.
Very truly yours.
mi
The letter marked #1 of the Hickok series is really the
only form letter used for past due accounts. If they get
no response to this letter a personal letter is written to
the concern and if this does not bring them a favorable
reply, the account is placed in the hands of the collection
agency
o
Number 2 is the type of letter used in acknowledging
receipt of remittance in which deduction of discount has
been made erroneously.
Number 3 is a follow up on the first discount letter.
Usually after the first and second discount letters have
been mailed, at ten day intervals, a personal letter is
written. If this is not adjusted within two weeks, the
balance is usually charged off with a note on the ledger
to the effect that the debtor takes unjust discount. This
is used by the Credit department whan checking new orders
from the offender.
These three letters are really the only form letters
that this Company uses.
I
MANUFACTUKING COMPANY, INC.
BELTS BUCKLES BELTOGRAMS
^axilcry cuui Executive (D^lced
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
I.
Will you do us a favor? One that
will result in our mutual benefit. It is our aim
to keep our records up to date, and in checking
over our ledger, we notice your account has become
past due. We sent you our statements, and accord-
ing to the terms under which our goods were sold,
your check should have reached us before this date.
Believing that you would pay for the
goods when due, we shipped you, and are disappointed
to have received no response from you. If there is
a reason for your with-holding payment, kindly let
us knovi^ and we will be pleased to extend co-operation.
May we ask you to give this request
immediate consideration and put your account in good
standing? A reply on the bottom of this letter will
be appreciated.
Very truly yours,
HICKOK MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
Past due $ Per
Please mark and return.
Check enclosed for %
Will send check
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES NEW YORK CITY TORONTO

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
BELTS BUCKLES BELTOGRAMS
factory a/id <§xeca£we^^ced
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
II
Deducted:
We thank you for your check ($ ) received
today which is to be applied in payment of our
invoices dated
We feel that the deduction of discount from
your remittance is an oversight in view of
the fact that the discount period expired
some time ago. We permit a 2^ discount al-
lowance on invoices paid within thirty days
from date, sixty days net.
May wc kindly ask to have your check for* the
discount erroneously deducted so that we may
be able to balance your account?
Very truly yours,
H I C K K
T. M. McDermott
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES NEW YORK CITY TORONTO

HIGKO
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, iNC
BELTS BUCKLES BELTOGRAMS
^^actoT^ and (Oxjecutu^e ^^^jioeb
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
III
There Is an item of % open on your ac-
count which was the subject of a previous letter.
This represents discount erroneously deducted
from your remittance o;*
We believe our terms to be quite liberal and
our interpretation of these terms is not nar-
row, therefore, it is unfair to us and to all
our customers to allow discount after the dis-
count period has expired. Discount is a pre-
mium paid for the use of money before the settle-
ment date, and it is also unfair to ask us to
pay for the use of money which we did not have.
Possibly this matter has been overlooked, but
as we are anxious to balance the account, we
kindly ask that you let us have your check at
this time*
Very truly yours,
H I C K K
T. M. McDermott
UDW
CHICAGO NEW YORK CITY TOR ONTO

MANITFACTI'KLNG (.OMPAX^', INC.
BELTS BUCKLES BELTOGRAMS
^a^lor^ and (§x£CiiiA^e(^^/)ed
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
Additional Letter
In checking over our ledger we note that we
made you a shipment on amount-
ing to and at present time it
appears that item is open and unpaid.
We are checking up these items with
our customers to "be sure that our ledgers
agree with theirs and we would very much
appreciate your advising us if you have a
record of this shipment.
We are attaching an invoice describing the
merchandise and date of shipment.
If you do not have a record of same will
you please investigate and see if the goods
were received by you? If not, let us know
at once so that we can start a tracer.
Thanking you very much for this co-operation,
we remain
Very truly yours,
HICKOZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BBBN HALLBY
Treasurer
EH:MW
End
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES NEW YORK CITY TORONTO

evEREady
PRODUCTS
Natio:nal< Carbo:n^ Compa:ny, inc.
Unit of Uistion Carbide A2>fD Ca-rbon Corporation
GENEIIAL QPFrCBS
East 42^? Strkkt
NewYork, N.Y.
THOMPSON AVE. fit. ORTON" ST.
LOISTG ISLAISX) CITY
SUBJ "20?: iSTiimDY " Por table
Flashing Beacons
Gentlemen:
V7e are very sorry to learn from yoxir letter
to Mr.__ , that you are having difficulty in introducing
the '3YIiJa']ADY Portable Plashing Beacon in your territory.
VTe appreciate that this item is not one that
can be sold in large volume without a great deal of instznictional
ground work. '.7e do know however, that this Beacon is something
that has long been needed. It has been readily accepted by State
and City Governments, by large public Service Corporations, and by
Contractors after experimentation, as it proved itself so far
superior to the old fashioned hand-laatern and the more modern bomb,
that it warrants its initial cost.
At first glance it may seem that the 3V3Ri2A,DY
portable Flasher, because of its initial cost, is expensive.
Compared, however, with the actual cost for maintaining oil lanterns
over a period of time, the Flasher is more economical. Oil lanterns
are generally unsatisfactory bocauce they are not dependable, require
the use of larger numbers than are actually needed; their signals
become weak because of smoked chimneys, they are easily blown out,
and they thus require constant attention, which me^kes their maintenance
expense high. Actual figures on maintenance expenses of oil lanterns
are difficult to secure, but a comprehensive survey indicates that a
figure of at least a year, when lanterns are used almost
continuously and thus i*equire daily or twice daily attention, is
conservative. Hiis figure, of course, includes not only labor and
material necessary for maintenance, but also breakage, etc* The cost
of Batteries for operating the ISTSREADY Portable Flasher, figured at
the list price, is x'^r Jtear, and as there will be little
maintenance expense, the maintenance cost of one of our Flashers can
probably be estimated at not mora than
_____
or per year, including
the lamp.
The EveREADY Hour
EVERY TUESDAY 9 P.M
WEAF NETWORK

eVEREADy
PRODUCTS
Natio:nal. Carbo:n^ Company, Inc.
Unit of Union GAAtBiDE and Ga-rbon Corporation
Qeneral. OPFrcKs |im
Kast 42f? Street THOMPSON AVE. St,ORTON ST.
NKwYo«^,N.Y.
I.OJ>rG ISLAT^ CITY
\i7e are passing this information on to you with the
hope that you will continue to do all possible to atinjulate
interest in the 3Vi2R3ADy Portable Flasher in your locality.
Please call upon us for any help that we my be able to extend
to you, as we shall be only too ylad to co-operate*
Very truly yours,
T3PJIIT0RIAL laNAGSR.
H.P»Bumhara
M3K
The Eve READY Hour
EVERY TUESDAY 9 P.M
WEAF NETWORK

eveREady
PRODUCTS
Katiojsali Carbo:n^ Company, inc.
Unit of Union Cajibide and Carbon Corporation
Oenkral. OfFrcKs
Kasx 42'?? Strkkt
NewYork, N.Y.
THOMPSON AVE. 8t,ORTON ST.
LOISTG ISTiAJSTD CITY
A few days after last Chris tanas a man oame Into a store
and said "Let me have another one of those Boy Soout Flashlights.
I've been using the one I gave my boy more th*an he haa»
That's about the handiest flashlight I ever saw* ITow, take
the way the head is fixed at right angles, you can shine a light
into places that an ordinary flashlight would never reach. I can
stand it on end, hang it up by the ring or clip it to belt or
pooloet and the light shines straight ahead. Besides that it leaves
both liands free.
myse If*
1519 boy says Vll wear his out, so I've got to get one for
Isn't it the truth? Made special for the Boy Soouts and it
turns out to be the most useful flashlight a man ever got his hands
on*
Other dealers have found that men will but buy Boy Soout
Flashlights. Ohey'll buy them from you, too, if you have any.
Tell your jobbers salesman to send you half a dozen.
Very tjruly yours.
L.3.F0X
The EveREADY Hour
EVERY TUESDAY S P.M
WEAF NETWORK

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
New York
B-4
Name of Addressee:
3T3R LflDY "A" Batteries
SUBJilCJ?: Ij^VSH^DY '*B'* Batteries
Gentlemen:
The attached literature illustrates and
describes the various types of SV3R:1A.DY Batteries that
we manufacture. From it you will undoubtedly be able to de-
termine the type most adaptable for your requirements,
BV^RSADT Radio Batteries are the most
popular with users because they give paramount satisfactionf
their high qxiality being iamediatoly apparent to those v/ho
have tried them. Surely it would be to your benefit to adopt
them, as their long service life malJBS them the most economical
and practicable to buy.
Most good dealers are selling STj^RSADY
Radio Batteries, but should you have difficulty in procuring them
promptly, please let us Imow, giving us the name of your dealer.
Yours very truly,
SAKiJS D3PARTL13ITT
BY:
L. S.Fox
M(3

c-1
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
New York
OOLUMBIA Dry Batteries
COLUMBIA Hot 3hot Batteries
SUBJECT: EVEREADY Plahsllghts
S7SRSADY Radio Batteries
E7EREADY "A" Batteries
ETEREADY "B" Batteries.
Gr^tlemen:
Our dealers all over the country are report-
ing increased sales of as a result of cur extensive
advertising. If you were selling you would benefit by
this too«
After all, it is the volume of Imslness re-
sulting from selling the well advertised and first cpiality battery
that counts most* A cent or two more profit m another battery
that is less advertised and that you cannot sell so many of is of
less importance to you than a greater profit resulting from a
larger voliune of business upon a more widely advertised and favorab-
ly known brand.
are the most widely adver-
tised and favorably known, and therefore, would be the easiest for
you to sell* The increased sales in the long run would bring you
more profit than a low price.
Selling pays so much better
than handling other makes, that many dealers who formerly sold
several different kinds, now handle exclusively.
Order sooie now, give them a thorough trial,
and before long, you too, will be a booster.
Yours very truly,
SALES DEPARTUEUT
Byt
L. S. FOX
m

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
New York
Name of Addressee:
COLUMBIA I>ry Batteries
SUBJECT X S7EREADY Flashlight a«
Gentlemeni
Our ropresentativOf Mr.
,
writes
us that you are not at present handling S7ERSADY Flashlights (or)
COLUMBIA Dry Batteries.)
A great many other dealers, who were formerly
in the same situation, have increased the dry battery (flashlight)
business by giving us an opportunity to work with them in building
up a business on .
Their experience has proved that the best
way for the dealer to increase his dry battery (flashlight) sales
is to get the benefit of the national and local advertising that
is done for GOLUilBIA (EVEREADY). You cannot hope to get the most
profitable dry battery (flashlight) business while you are selling
a make that is not so well advertised, and so well known, and which
the manufacturer does not help you so much in selling.
It would be to your interest to sell COLUMBIA
(EVEREADY) for on them you get the advantage of the most effective
system of dealer advertising that is given on any dry battery (Flash-
light). If you will place a trial order with your distributor for
COLUMBIA (EVEREADY) and let us advertise for you, you will soon
see that you can make more money on them than on any other make*
Will you write us how you feel about it?
Very truly yours
SALES DEPARTMENT
By:
L.S. POX
MC

c-5
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
New York
ITame of Addressee:
LTK-tEADY Flashlights
SUBJSCT: CQLUUBIA Dry Batteries.
Gentlemen:
Our representative, Mr.
,
in re-
porting his recent taltc with you, tells us that you said you would
order COLuldblA iJrj Batteries (or EJ2ii^.DY Flashlights) when you
were again in need of Dr}/ Batteries (or flashlights)*
You will undoubtedly profit by doing so as
the experience of other dealers in your vicinity, has proven to
them that are the most profitable batteries (flash-
lights) to handle. Ihey sell better chan other makes because of
their reputation for quality, aod the manner in which the^ are
advertised nationally and for the dealer.
V/hen you stocic
,
you get the
advantage of their reputation. You get the benefit of dealers*
sales helps thai we furnish gratis.
btocicing will mesm rapidly
increasing sales for you, if you will write us anu get our adver-
tising wonting for ou right a.vaj.
Yours very truly,
SALSS DSPAHa¥ii:2TT
By:
L. ^. Fox
MC

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
New York
0-7
ITarne of Addressee:
SV3H^D7 Flashlight Batteries,
COLUMBIA Dry Batteries.
SaBJiJIT: 373RjiM)Y Radio Batteries.
ii It
''A" '*
H It itgtf It
Gentlemen:
Give your customers something better for the same
money than your competitor gives, and in the long run you will
profit.
That is the principle upon which many dealers have
built up profitable sales on • After trying
tlieir customers stick to them and come back to that dealer for
more, instead of looking around somewhere else for better
Aa they would if they didn't get the best quality obtaiTiable.
Quality in (Radio Batteries means long and dependable
(Flashlight
(Dry Batteries
service from everyone. The experience of many other dealers has
proved that have that kind of quality and that it paya
to handle them. It would pay you as v/ell.
Will you let us hear from you how you feel about it?
Yours very truly,
3ALcJ3 D}3PART:.L3TT
BY:
L. 3. Fox
3S

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
New York
0-9
Hams of Addrassee.
3USJ30T: 3V5HSADY Flashlt^jht Il&terial
Gantleinan:
Our Mr» reporta that you are not
selling Fiasnilgnt Material at present 30 we are
wondering whether you really had considered the many selling
advantages our product offers.
The high quality of ISTiSHlAUy Flashlight Gases, of
course, is universally Imown, their durable and faultless
construction being immediately apparent to users. And then the
batteries, aade good as only the oldest and largest battery
mamifacturer can make them, complete the combination that has
attained flashlight supremacy for avSRSADY*
But let us turn to a factor that is of paramoxmt
importance to you ^our i>ublioity cooperation for the dealer.
Do you realize that when we sell the dealer v/e also become a
salesman for him? And - if you will pardon the egotism - a
mighty good one.
YOU undoubtedly observe the full page advertisements
that appear in the leading magazines and journals, broadcasting
messages to the consuming public of the reliability ajid effioienoe
of 3Y3H3ADY Flashlights. On this way, plus the display selling
helps, furnished gratis, we silently but persistently, plug for
our dealers, constantly increasing their sales and profits.
It would certainly pay jrou to (handle ) BV2RE)ADY.
(go back to)
Very truly yours,
SAI^S J33PAHTMT
BYs
SN

AO-4
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
New Yoric
3!jmmR 3AL33
Gentlemen:
Sunraer sales in these vacation days are often
made to transient customers - strangers visiting your neighbor-
hood for a short time.
They can't know that your store is headqixarters
for the 373H3ADY products that they have seen advertised all the
v/ay from their home towns to (dealer's town) unless you tell
them*
3VaR3ADY displays placed prominently will do the
telling without fxxrther thought on your part. They will help you
sell the 373H3ADY products ordered from your distributors through
our llr» a few days ago*
©lank you for the order.
More sales helps when you need them can be had
for the asking.
Yours very truly.
L.S.Pox
MC

THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
JanesviUe, Wisconsin, US.A.
'President's Ofjfitce
Pardon this littlo personal note.
I cannot but express a word uf appreciation, however, for
the splendid business you have extended to my company and
the cooperation you have given in the sale of PARKER prod-
ucts during the months passed.
I do not mirid telling you that 25^ of our dealers do a
business equal to that of the other 75/2. That you are in
the 25^ class is ore of the reasons that prompts this note*
Naturally, the firms that are in the preferred class are
those who are progressive in their merchandising methods,
who take advantage of the assistance we endeavor to render
through our advertising; watch the pivotal dates when pens
move the most rapidly, using window displays to connect up
with the appearance of our big four color advertising in
the Saturday Evening Post and other publications. In other
words, they are the leaders of the fountain pen, pencil,
and desk set merchandisers of the country who have vision
as well as action.
The dividend chock which our Sales Department is sending
you, which accompanies this letter, to me represents more
than a matter of so many dollars. It reipresents on your
part leadership, dominance, and a well directed merchandis~
ing policy.
Uy best wishes to you.
Manufacturbrs of the George & Parker Fountain Pen and Pencil. Manufacturing plants at Janesville and Toronto. Canada. Associated companies, branch ofhces or distributing
CONNECTIONS AT NEW YORK. CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, ATLANTA. DALLAS, TOROI^O. LONDON. MEXICO Cmf, HAVANA, BUENOS AIRES, MONTEVIDEO, RiO DE JANEIRO, LIMA, VALPARAISO.
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Brussels, Milan, Cairo, Calcutta, Bombay, Colombo. Rangoon. Singapore, Batavla, Sydney, Melbourne, Shanghai, Yokohama, Manila, Johannesburg.
Cable address "Parkerpen" Janesviu-e and Toronto, "Parkapen" London. Codes: Bentley s Complete Phrase Code Improved; Western Union 5th Edition; A.B.C 5th Edition^ and private.
Yours sincerely.
asp
President
I
THE PARKER PE'N COMPANY
JanesviUe. Wisconsin. U.S.A.
You, more than anyone else, are interested in this Parker Rebate
Contract, your copy of which v/e are returning herewith, so please
read it all through carefully before filing.
Your interest goes much farther than just the additional discount
you will receive from quantity purchases, because, however large an
amount of money that may bo, it is after all insignificant compared
to the profit to you from the "turnover" on Parker merchandise.
Now, "turnover" on any line depends not only on the prestige and
quality of the product, but more particularly on the cooperation
of the store, the display of the merchandise and the support given
by the sales people.
To better illustrate, Parker will pay contract dealers this year
approximately |200,000,00 in rebates, but the total gross profit
Parker dealers will receive on the merchandise sold at retail will
amount to over $5,000,000.00!
How much of this is YOUR SHARE? It depends largely if not wholly
on you, your stock and the display of the line, how well versed
your sales people are and how you tie up with Parker advertising.
In other words, hov/ efficient is your pen department?
We are very glad to have you enrolled as a Parker contract dealer.
TiQ are doing our utmost to merit the major portion of your business.
Ke hope that through your success as a pen merchant you will share
largely in the prosperity of Parker dealers.
W.L. Clark :L
Yours very truly,
Sales Manager
Manufacturers op the George S. Parker fountain pens, pencils and desk sets. Manufacturing plants at Janesville, Toronto, Canada and Dossenheim bei Heidelberg. Germany, Associated Companies,
BRANCH OFFICES OR WHOLESALE DEPOTS AT NeW YoRK, ChICACO. SaN pRANClSCO. AtLANTA. DaLLAS. BosTON. ToRONTO. LoNDON. PaRIS, AMSTERDAM, BRUSSELS, BUCHAREST, CoPCNHACEN. MiLAN. BARCELONA, CaIRO,
Calcutta. Bombay, Colombo, Rangoon. Singapore, Batavia, Sydney, Melbourne, Shanghai, Yokohama. Manila, Johannesburg. Mexico City, Havana. Buenos Aires. Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro. Lima.
VALPARAISO. Cable address "parkerpen" Janesville and Toronto, "parkapen" London. Codes: Bentlby's Complete Phrase Code Improved; Western Union 5th Edition; A.B.C. 5th Edition; and Private.
f 1
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!
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Janesville. Wisconsin. USA.
As you have noted from your invoice, your recent order for
Parker merchandise was billed to you at 33 1/3^. The discount
sheet attached explains why.
Our records do not indicate that you have been a consistent
customer of ours or that your volume is sufficient to entitle
you to a trade discount of 40^.
Now if you are desirous of availing yourself of this discount,
you may either send us an order amounting to $50.00 or place
such an order with our salesman, in which case wo will be very
glad to correct the discount on your previous invoices. The
reason for our doing this must be very obvious to you.
Wo receive orders from two general classes of merchants. First,
those who major in Parker products and carry a stock, and whose
purchases from us are sufficient each year to warrant this dis-
count. On the other hand, we receive small, casual orders from
dealers who are not carrying an adequate stock or who do not
major in the Parker line. Naturally they are not entitled to
the same discount as those who are really buying our merchandise
in quantity and are putting sales effort back of it.
We hope to hear from you with an order of sufficient size to
qualify you as a regular Parker dealer.
Yours very truly,
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Sales Department
MANUPACTimens of the George S. Parksr fountain pens, pencils and desk sets. MANUPACTURrNc plants at Janesville. Toronto, Canada and Dossenheim bei Heidelberg, Germany. Associated Companies,
BRANCH OFFICES OR WHOLESALE DEPOTS AT NeW YoRK, ChICAGO, SaN FrANCISCO, AtLANTA, DaLLAS, BoSTON. ToRONTO, LX)NI>0N, PaRJS, AMSTERDAM. BRUSSELS, BUCHAREST. COPENHAGEN, MiLAN, BARCELONA, CaIRO,
Cau;utta, Bombay, Colombo. Rangoon. Singapore. Batavia. Sydney, Melbourne, Shanghai, Yokohama. Manila. Johannesburg, Mexico City, Havana, Buenos Aires. Montevideo. Rio de Janeiro, Lima,
Valparaiso. Cable address "parkbrpen" Janesville and Toronto, "parkapen" London. Codes: Bentley's Complete Phrase Code Improved; Western Union Sth Edition; A.B.C. 5th Edition; and Private.
I
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TiiE Peoples GAvS Light.vxd Coke Comr\n^^
PEOPLES GAS BUILDING, 123 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CuICVCtO telephone WABASH 6000
J
Your application for gas service was received a few
days ago, and an account has been opened for you on the books
of the Company.
We are glad to welcome you as a new customer and to
place the full facilities of our large organization immediately
at your service. We aim, not only to furnish gas service, but
to inform our customers, if they so desire, how to get the best
results from the gas they buy. Nothing in the world can be so
easily wasted as gas, but properly used, there is nothing so
convenient, efficient, and economical.
If there is anything you wish to know in connection
with our service, do not hesitate to write, or call us up. Our
telephone number is Wabash 60C0. We will furnish you expert
advice on anything from a small cooking operation to house heat-
ing or highly technical heat treating processes, involving the
consumption of large quantities of gas.
The small pamphlet inclosed gives valuable information
about Chicago gas service. You will find it interesting and
useful
.
IF it's done with heat
YoF CanDo It Better With Gas

1|2
PEOPLES Gas Stores, Inc.
PEOPLES GAS BUILDING. 122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO
TELEPHONE WABASH 6000
Local 417
We are pleased to announce that we are the agents
in Chicago for automatic storage heaters manufactured by the
Lovekin Water Heater Company of Philadelphia and The Cleveland
Heater Company of Cleveland,
These automatic heaters are approved by the American
Gas Association and from tests in our own laboratories we know
them to be of excellent construction and high efficiency.
All of these heaters are completely equipped with
thermostat, safety pilot, relief valve and draft hood, and are
offered to you at a very attractive discount below the regular
retail price. They are unconditionally guaranteed for eighteen
months and are serviced thereafter if necessary.
For your convenience you will find attached to this
letter cuts and specifications of the heaters and we are also
listing below our regular retail prices, together with the net
price to you. These prices cover delivery in Chicago only.
PRICES OF AUTOMATIC STORAaS WATER HEATFRS DELIVERED IN CHICAGO;
Description Retail Price Plumbers* Net Price
$39.50
45.60
107.70
152.00
69.70
100.10
200.64
220.40
We are prepared to make immediate delivery on any of
these heaters.
Yours, very .truly,
Manager, Water Heating Division.
If it's done with Heat
"YOU CAN DO IT BETTER WITH GAS"
Rival #24 $53.20
" 34 70.00
Rex 42 151.70
" 66 210.00
Loveko #22 92.00
" 32 141.70
Lovekin 45 274.00
" 60 300.00

The Peoples Gas Lightais d Coke Company
PEOPLES GAS BUILDING 122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
ClIICAOO
TELEPHONE WABASH 6000
Our records Indicate that you leased an appliance from
this Company for use at
As the inclosed statement indicates, there is now due,
The lease which you signed provides that, if you fail
to make payments at the times specified, or, if you remove or
otherwise dispose of the appliance without written consent of
the Company, the Company shall have the right to declare all
the unpaid balance of the purchase price due and payable at
once, or to retake possession of the appliance.
We realize that your failure to fulfill the terms of
the lease was probably oversight rather than deliberate neglect.
Consequently we shall be glad if you will retain the appliance,
and pay the delinquent installments without further delay.
If, however, you do not wish to retain the appliance,
please give us information as to when and where we can obtain
possession of our property in order that we may remove it, and
thereby cancel your lease.
We shall sincerely appreciate your attention in this
matter.
Yours very truly,
THE PEOPLES QAS LIGHT AND COKE COMPANY,
CREDIT AND COLLECTION DEPARTMENT.
IF ITS DONE ^V1TH IIEAT
You ("-.vnDo It Better M'ith Gas
f\

ATTEOTIOTT
SALES
PROFITS
Tou must get the ATTENTION of your prospects before you
can sell them anything, and you must sell them yo\ir merchandise
before you can make your profit, ATTElJTIOtI is the first step in
a sale and, therefore, a very important one.
That is the point we had in mind when we made our Nickel-
a-Day displays so brilliant in color and original in design. That
is the reason for our going to so much expense to prepare these elab-
orate displays and then give them to you for a fraction of their cost.
They are a bright spot for your window which will attract
the ATTETJTIOU of those who pass by your store,
A long story could be written describing the process by
which these displays are madej but you still would be unable to
visualize their beauty. You must see smd examine one of the posters
to appreciate it. In order that you may have that opportunity, we
are sending you a sample under another cover.
Examine it and you will see that it is a real oil painting.
Take a soft, wet cloth to which soap has been applied, and rub it over
the surface of the poster. The colors will not run nor become bliirrod.
The displays can thus be kept clean and fresh indefinitely.
This splendid material is made up in monthly installments
consisting of one large and two small posters, or one large poster and
a number of good-looking outotrts.
The price? - well, it is so small that you will never feel
it - only $1.50 a month, or $18.00 a year. A set of three frames
valued at $5«00 is included in your first year*s subscription.
Remember 1 the more favorable ATTEUTIOK you get the greater
will be your sales - and profits. Can you ed'ford to disregard a
service which attracts ATTENTION?
, '0- •
\
•
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Fill out the form shovm below - attach yoiir check in the amoimt
of $18«CX), and send to this office. Our Nickel-a-Day Service will do the
rest.
Very truly yours,
RADIO CORPORA.TION OF AMERICA,
District Advertising Manager.
Date
Radio Corporation of America,
100 TiT. Monroe Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Attention: Advertising Department .
Gentl
J, -wish to enter subscription to your Nickel-a-Day ArtW© our
Display Service. % check in the amount of $18.00
Our Postal Money Order
covering the cost of this service for one year is attached hereto.
Name
Address
City County State
(Print Clearly)

March 21, 1927
TO ALL AUTHORIZED DEALERS - RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
CHICAGO DISTRICT
Gentlemen:
To the FIRST HUNDRED Authorized RCA Dealers who send us their
orders together with their checks in the arao\mt of $3.00 vre vrill send 1,000
attractive Blotters imprinted with name and address. These Blotters are made
up in complete sets consisting of 4 Blotters each. The |3«00 charge covers
the cost of the imprinting only—\7e give you the Blotters,
They are printed in bright colors and feature the most popular models
in our line.
A Blotter is one of the best sales helps that has been devised up-
to-date. It is in much demand because of the service which it renders.
Get a supply of these real sales builders; give them to your pros-
pects and they will work for you indefinitely,
REMEMBER — our stock is only sufficient to fill 100 orders.
FIRST COME - - FIRST SERVEDl
Orders for less than 1,000 Blotters will not be accepted .
Very truly yoixrs,
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA,
ECC RL District Advertising Manager,
Radio Corporation of America,
10 South La Salle Street,
Chicago, Illinois. Attention; Advertising Department ,
Gentlemen:
Please send me 1,000 imprinted Blotters, My check in the amo\mt of $3 000
is attached hereto.
Name
Address
City State

Your Name and Address Imprinted Here
March 29, 1927
is the remarkably low price of the beautiful four-page letterhead on which
this commtinioation is v/ritten. That price includes the cost of imprinting
your name and address at the top of the first page.
You can use this handsome stationery for regular correspondence as
well as special sales campaigns. Every time you send a letter written on it
to anybody, regardless of the subject of the commmication, you are laying
before the person addressed illustrations and descriptions of the complete
RCA. line. No special folders or booklets need be enclosed v/ith your letter
when written on this stationery —— there is no increase in the cost of
postage because you wish to send a prospect a catalog —— and you have just
as much room for your correspondence as on an ordinary piece of writing paper
as the first and last pages are left blank for that purpose
«
Get a supply of this stationery and all of your letters will carry
a silent and effective sales message,
OUR STOCK IS LIMITED - Orders will be filled according to priority.
No orders accepted for less than 500 - price $5,00 .
Very truly yours,
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA,
District Advertising Manager,
Radio Corporation of America,
10 S, LaSalle Street,
Chicago, Illinois, Attention: Advertising Department ,
Gentlemen:
Please send me RCA four-page illustrated letterheads for
cheoTc
which I enclose my Postal Money Order in the amount of | •
Please imprint my stationery as follows:
CI
'XO
that you caimot produce a receiving set at the price of the Radiola 20
which will beat its tonal qualities, volme, selectivity, range of reception,
and ease of operation, is the challenge made by our Authorized Dealers,
Ramiro Ramirez, of Laredo, Texas; F, C. Teeter, of Wamego, Kansas and L. E,
Boles, of Randolph, Kansas,
If you cannot make the same challenge without being afraid of los-
ing your money — YOU ARE NOT THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR V/ITH THE RADIOLA 20,
Lack of KNOTfLEDGE results in lack of CONFIDENCE,
Lack of CONFIDENCE results in lack of ENTHUSIASM.
Lack of ENTHUSIASM results in loss of SALES and
consequently PROFITS.
A cold stove cannot radiate heat - neither can a dealer who
lacks enthusiasm convince doubting prospects.
Study the Radiola 20 — thoroughly CONVINCE YOURSELF of its un-
challenged superiority in its class and you will have no difficulty in prov-
ing to your wavering prospects that the SERVICE which this wonderful receiv-
er renders is far in excess of its price.
Knov/ledge
Confidence
Enthusiasm
Sales
PROFITS
Yours vei*y truly.
PGP RL District Sales Manager,
P.S, Newspaper mats, stereotypes, electrotypes, and literature featuring
this model are now available for your use and will be sent to you upon re-
quest*
February 7, 1987
9 C? O
I
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una jfR<OAuw3ss^
June 29, 1928
YOURS
FOR TFiS
ASKING
100 Radiotron Catalogs containing illustra-
tions, prices, and characteristics of the various Radiotrons in our present line*
You are al^mys more than willing to answer numerous questions in regard
to Radiotrons because it increases good-v^ill, and yet it requires a great deal of
your valuable time.
These little Radiotron "booklets will not only help you save much of
that time, but also enable you to ansvrer your customers courteously and accurately
as -vrell as give them the information that they desire in a form which they may re-
tain and refer to long after your oral reply would be forgotten.
Place these catalogs on your covmter and give them - with a few words of
explanation - to those wishing Radiotron informationo
Write your name and address on the bottom of this letter, return it to
us, and 100 of these little time-savers and good--vfill producers will be sent to
you without delay.
TKey avre
y o w»«*s
the a5,Wir>g*
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
District Advertising Manager
Dealer* s Name
Street Address
City State
(Print Clearlyj"
Copy to all Authorized Dealers - Chicago District,
r - c
Ba Sample Letters,
2. Oollection Letters.
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(EXA2IPLE OF ANGERED CUSTOMER,
ON ACCOUNT OF CREDIT REASONS.
SEE REPLY ATTACHED.
)
JAY JAITES COMPANY
Madison, Wisconsin.
January 14th, 1928
Campbell Soup Company,
Camden, N. J.
Credit Department -
In reply to yours, with all due respect to Credit Men
and Credit Managers. I have- had dealings with them - under them
over them - and otherwise, and I don* t understand why there is
any law against shooting one once in a while.
Great Heavens, what do you want us to do to enable you
to ship this little order of Soup that we have been held out of
now for weeks. We can't get it off anyone else. We are in per-
fectly good condition and have no other intention in the world
than to pay - 100^ (cents) on the dollar for your Soup, and we
are going to cop that cash discount.
Whatever you do get us the Soup, on bill of lading or
anyway to give us service. Thanking you for all past favors,
with all regards for your firm and the product, we are.
Truly yours,
Jay James Company.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
TO THE COMPANY CAMDEN NEW JERSEY - U • S A- CABLE ADDRESS"CAMELSOUP"
January 18th, 1928.
Jay James Company,
Madison,
Wisconsin.
Gentlemen :
-
While your letter of January 14th does not make specific
inquiry concerning Jersey game laws, it might be so construed,
hence these few excerpts (?) -
"The open season for Credit Men and Managers shall be from January
First to Tenth inclusive (at which time they wish they were dead
anyhow) during the hours of 8:00 A.M. to 5:00.P.M.
"Trapping, Jack hunting and running with hounds are prohibited.
Shooting into herds, feeding upon tender Creditors, is not allowed,
nor must Old Dears be molested.
"Molts, spike-horns, underweights and shorts are not allowed in the
bag. Prong-horned Bucks (often confused with Devils) niay be shot
in unlimited numbers during the open season, as all they care about
anyway is to get the Doe (sometimes spelled *Dough')«
"Reasonable care must be exercised to prevent the species from be-
coming extinct, in which case gunner Creditors would have no oppor-
tunity to show admiring friends through their Trophy Rooms, hung
with the Tough Hides, Stony Hearts and Thick Skulls of Credit Men
and Managers."
Now, seriously. We have approved for prompt shipment your
orders of December 30th, jf01534 and #01535, on terms of 10 days
less 1^ cash discount.
We know you can pay on that basis. Will you?
Yours very truly.
CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY
Credit Manager.
\ .
SERVING ?^EW ENGLA^JD SINCE I865
Dear Madam:
We know you must have some
good reason for non-payment of
your account, but we have no means
of knowing what the reason is un-
less you advise us.
It may be that our other com-
munications ha^ve gone astray or
that there is some fault in our
service to you. If so, will you
not notify us at once in order that
we may make prompt rectification.
If there is no irregularity,
WG should greatly appreciate your
cheque at this time.
CONRAD ScCO.Inc.
BOST ON
Cordially yours,
CUNRAD & CO
.
, INC
.
ERL:AR
B. R. LEWIS
CREDIT MANAGER
fit
1
/I 11 A
I
SERVIT^G IVEW ENGLAlSrU SINCE 1865
Dear Madam:
Sornetimes there in a good reason for de-
lay in payment on an account.
When we know the circumstances, we're al-
ways glad to be of service in making arrange-
ments that will adjust matters satisfactorily,
for patrons and for us. But--we can't do this
unless we knov7 the facts.
Your account was opened on a weekly basis.
Payments have not been made according to agree-
ments. You can see why it would be helpful to
both of us if you would sit down and v/rite us
the real facts.
We will certainly respect your confidence
and will cooperate in every reasonable way,
but we MUST have som.e basis to plan on.
This is important enough to answer by re-
turn mail. Will you please do that?
CONRAD ScCO.Inc.
B O S T o isr
Yours very truly,
CONRAD & CO
• >
INC,
ERL : MiWi E. R. LEWIS
CREDIT MGR.fit
(u
M-4
I
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ERVING NEW ENGLATSTD SINCE I8O5
CONRAD ScCO.Inc.
BOSTON
Dear Madam:
If you operated a store as we do--
if you had extended the convenience of
weekly payments (without extra charge)
--and if payments were not made as agreed
--what would YOU do?
Wouldn't you write a friendly note
and ask what had caused the delay? And
wouldn't you ask the patron for a sugges-
tion that would aid Loth in raaking a;
helpful arrangement?
You ssG, that'.s just the attitude
we've taken, asking you for a suggestion.
There must "be some good reason, some hap-
pening, some situation that could be ex-
plained .
You have been assured of our desire
to cooperate. With this thought in mind,
will you provide us by return mail with
some information we may utilize to make a
plan that will help you with your problems?
Very truly yours.
Ml
ERVING NEW E^TGLAlSriJ SINCE I8O5
PARIS OFFICE
42, FAUBOURG POISSONNIERE
CONRAD &cCO.Inc.
BOSTON
Dear Madam:
When oper-ing a, far account with us
sometitre ago, ?/e granted you the privilege
of paying for yovir purchase in ten equal
pa3nrients at the cash price ivith no interest
charge of ^.ny description. These terms are
so liberal that we feel pay:ments should be
taKen care of each month as an-reed upon.
Kotinf-j that ycui^ accoia^u is somcvvhat in
arrears , we call this matter to your atten-
tion p,nticipating your fullest cooperation
so that the account may be brougn.'. back to
a current basis.
Very truly yours,
CONRAD & CO.,
,
IMG.
ERL : BJ'iW B. R. LEWIS
CREDIT 'KlANAGER
II
SERVING NEW ENOLAISTI) SINCE I8O5
CONRAD ScCO.Inc.
BOSTON
Dear Madam:
At the time you purchased your fur
coat, you made certain arrangements with lis
as to your payments. The terms made at the
time of purchase called for payments at defi-
nite times in specific amounts.
Unfortunately, you are not living
up to this agreement which we believe you
will agree was very liberal.
Enclosed is a stamped addressed
envelope. Will, you not let us have your
remittance in it by return mail or at least
a reply telling us when we may expect it?
Very truly yours
,
CONRAD & CO. , INC.
B. R. Lewis
ASST. CREDIT MGR.
ERL:AR fit
3
^
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rocheeter, N*Y.
We wrote you on requesting a settlement
of your past due indebtedness, but so far we have not re-
ceived a remittance from you.
In all friendliness but firmly we wish to impress
upon you the fact that when we extended credit to you we
expected you to live up to our terms which are fair and
reasonable, and the apparent indifference on your part to
pay our account does not help your credit standing.
He like to do business in a businesslike way and
dislike the idea of having to keep on reminding you of
this unpaid balance. We, therefore, ask you once more
to send us your check immediately.
Yours very truly,

EASTUAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, NoY.
Thank you for the order which you gave our represen-
tative, Mr, Smith, on (date).
Due to the condition of your account, as outlined in
our previous correspondence, we are unable to ship this
order until we receive a substantial remittance from you,
or an amount sufficient to cover the present ordero
You may be assured that this order will have our
prompt attention upon receipt of your reply.
Yours very truly,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, New York
When you received our January 2 statement of your
account, you probably noticed that the balance owing
on the November purchases is past due at the present
time. As we always like to have your account maintained
on a basis consistent with the credit terms to which
agreement has been made , we have been looking for your
check, but it has not reached us to date and believing
that possibly the account has slipped your attention, we
thought you would appreciate receiving this reminder.
As you know, the credit arrangement provides for
sending a draft to your bank whenever a past due balance
occurs on your account, but inasmuch as that method Of
collection is not entirely satisfactory, we are marking
the account forward a few days more which will give you
an opportunity to make your remittance direct. Undoubt-
edly you will prefer to do so, and if you will kindly
forward the check by return mail, your courtesy will be
appreciated.
Yours very truly.
"I
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N,Y,
We noticed upon referring to our records that a
remittance has not been received in settlement of your
November purchases amounting to
In the event that a check has not been mailed within
the last few days, we ask that you kindly give this item
attention because it is now past due and will be subject to
a sight draft on the 29th of this month.
Yours very truly,
iI
Rl
THE B, F. GOODRICH COMPANY
AKRON, OHIO
- BALANCE PAST DUE FOOTWEAR ACCOUNT -
Your account has just been referred to the writer with a
suggestion that we ask our attorneys to make collection
for ue.
Frankly, I do not believe this action on our part is nec-
essary, for information in our files indicates that it is
not your custom to permit obligations to remain open for
the length of time that we have carried your account on
our ledgers.
I can readily appreciate how temporary conditions might
have caused you to require such an unusual extension of
time, but feel that as this account was due for payment
several months ago, you have been given ample opportunity
to arrange for settlement.
Unless your check for the amount due reaches us by return
mail, there will, unfortunately, be no other course open
to us than to adopt legal measures in the collection of
your account.
I am enclosing a stamped envelope and am sure the return
mail will bring us your check in payment of the account.
Very truly yours,

si
THE B. Fo GOODRICH COMPANY
AKRON, OHIO
FINAL LETTER
BALANCE PAST DUE FOOTWEAR ACCOUNT
Four letters have been written you regarding your account and,
frankly, we are disappointed over your apparent neglect of this
obligation, particularly considering the extra extension of
time which we have granted you.
All things come to an end and while we never imagined that such
action would ever have to be taken in the collection of an ac~
count with you, we most surely will have to resort to legal
measures unless your account is paid immediately.
Such action of course cannot help seriously injuring a dealer's
credit, so before doing anything to hurt you, we thought we
would write this one last letter and give you an opportunity
to take care of your account so that legal measures can be
avoided.
A check by return mail in full payment of the account will
justify our confidence in you, but if a check is not received
by return mail the account will simply have to be turned over
to the attention of our Legal Department.
Tie feel sure you will want to send the check at once and are
enclosing a self-addressed, stamped envelope for your conven-
ience in mailing the remittance to us.
Very truly yours,

Merchants Service Bureau
T series
A SET OF COLLECTION LETTERS THAT PULL PAYMENTS
How to Use Them
This is a series of four letters. Each follows in prop-
er order, and each is slightly more firm and urgent than the
preceding one. In the last letter a limit of one week is set,
and warning given that no further notice v/ill be sent before
legal processes are started.
Write these letters on the store's regular letterhead.
They should, preferably, be individually typed. If multi-
graphed, each should be very carefully filled in, so as to
give the appearance of a personal letter.
These should be mailed at intervals of one week. It is
better to date and mail these letters so that they will be
received on V/ednesdays or Thursdays rather than on the first
or last days of the week.
The amount owing is mentioned in every letter. A state-
ment of the account should be enclosed 7/ith the fourth letter.
The fourth letter should be registered and the envelope
marked "Return Receipt Demanded" so that delivery may be
certain. If the debtor should have moved, this will give you
his new address. The main reason, however, is purely psycho-
logical — it shows the debtor that you mean business and that
prompt action on his part is absolutely necessary if he wishes
to avoid unpleasant consequences.
Keep a close check upon returns from these letters. If
a debtor pays, or gives satisfactory evidence that he will pay
later, stop sending letters at once. This point should be
vvatched very carefully.
Sometimes, with certain classes of people, certain letters
v;ill have a much better effect than others. Check the returns
on these letters, so that you Virill know which of them pull best
results. If any one of the letters seems to have little ef-
fect, make some changes to strengthen it and try it again.
These letters should be effective for the average retail busi-
ness.
V/e would like to know what results you get from these
letters. If these do not get the money for you, perhaps we
can suggest other methods you can use.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio
'rinted in U.S.A.
t
Merchants Service Bureau
No. 1 of a Set of Collection Letters that Pull Pa:,nnents.
Date
Mr. John Blank,
Blar.kville
,
Ohio.
Dear Mr. Blank:
The fact that your account of $ is
considerably over-due was today called to my
attention.
Yfe know, of course, that your credit is
good. But you can appreciate that we cannot
keep our prices l3W and at the same time have
our money tied up beyond a reasonable time.
That is why it is necessary that a time
limit be set and maintained for all outstand-
ing accounts.
Your check by return mail will help us
in our efforts to serve you and our other
patrons as efficiently as possible.
Thank you
,
(Signature
)
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio
nted in U.S.A.

Merchants Service Bureau
No, 2 of a Set of Collection Letters that Pull Payments,
To be sent out one week after Letter No. 1.
Date
Mr. John Blank,
Blankville,
Ohio.
Dear Mr. Blank:
V/e were surprised and disappointed at not
hearing from you after calling to your attention
the fact of your account of $ ^being long
over-due
•
As we explained in our letter, the best in-
terests of ALL our customers oblige us to limit
the time that these accounts run*
Perhaps you were av/ay and did not get the
letter, for we feel sure that you would want
to co-operate v/ith us (by living up to the let-
ter of your agreement).
In any case, kindly let us have your check
now. Or, bettor still, come into the store, fix
up this little matter, (and take a look at our
new Spring suitings).
Sincerely yours,
(Signature)
Note to Merchant:
Use the part of paragraph three in parentheses only in
case some kind of a written agreement has been signed.
Change the last line of the letter to fit your business.
In some cases it might be better to say, " fix up this lit-
tle mr.tter, and give us another opportunity to serve you."
rinted in U.S.A.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio

Merchants Service Bureau
No. 3 of a Set of Collection Letters that Pull layinents.
To be sent out one week after Letter No. 2
Date,
Mr. John Blank,
Blankville
,
Ohio.
Dear Sir;
V/e have written you twice without result,
regarding your account of ^ , now long over-
due •
In viev; of the time already granted and
of our previous friendly reminders, you vvill not
think us too insistent when we now request an
immediate settlement.
However, if sickness or any other misfor-
tune is responsible for your failure to settle
this acco^ont, you will not find us unreasonable
IF YOU LET US KInIOW JUST E0\{ YOU STiJ^'D.
All wo ask is that you treat us as you
would Vvish us to treat you. That is only fair
isn*t it?
Vi/e shall expect to receive your check at
once •
Earnestly yours.
(Signature
)
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio
Printed in U.S.A.
II
Merchants Service Bureau
No. 4 of a Set of Collection Letters that Pull Payments.
To be sent out one week after Letter No. 3
Register this letter.
Date
.
Mr, John Blank,
Blankville,
Ohio.
Dear Sir:
You have paid no attention to our letters,
even though we made it clear we were more than
willing to do our part in making it easy for
you to clear up your over-due account of $ •
Inasmuch as you show no willingness to
meet us halfway, you compel us to adopt the
only other course possible, much as v/e regret
it.
This letter is our final effort to save
you embarrassment and loss. You have until
(name date - on week later) to settle your
account or to personally give us good and suf-
ficient reason v/hy >7e should give you more time.
If you do not do this by (date - same as
in third paragraph) your account will be handed
to our attorneys for due legal process.
Very truly yours,
(Signature)
Statement enclosed.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio
-intptl in U.S.A.
II
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Merchants Service Bureau
HOW TO COLLECT PAST DUE ACCOUNTS
It has "been said that the training of a child
should be.f^in v;tth its randperents . Similarly, the best
v7fy to handle past-due accounts is to he^^in early enough
to prevent them.
Get
Infor-
mation
Merchants 77ho extend the r^rlvilege of a credit ac-
count cannot be too c-?reful in tlieir selection of cus-
tomers who arc to receive that accommodation. They
should, if possible join a local association of retail
credit men, ana also subscribe to a good creait rating
bureau. This is a service that will p'o.y for itself by
enabling the /lerchant to avoid unsafe risks.
A Good is Needed
There shoi'ld be a credit system that will keep the
account before the eyes of the merchant or sone duly
qualified person, so that it will be known imiaediately
when an account becomes over-due or runs beyond the
credit liiiiit set. The bigger and older an account gets,
the harrjer it is to colD.ect.
Don't
handle
credits
your-
self
Some I'l^ro
creOit details
this. In the
liierchant are t
the executive
again, c us tome
tion letter,
sponsible for
poj'sonally to handle all
But there are disadvantages to doing
first
vai
and se
r s a " '^"^
olace
uable
llin-f/
oCto
the time and efforts of the
to be devoted to other than
ends of the business. Then
ntimes irritated by a collec-
If the '^'jirchant has personally been re-
the sending of the letter, he may find it
difficult to "square" himself with the disgruntled cus-
tomer. On the
one beside the
/ho le , it seems to be much better for some
m.erchent to handle all credit matters.
Fixing Re s-oons i b i 1 i ty
Place Some ONE person shou].d be given full responsibility
responsi- for credits and collections. All applicants for credit
bility should be referred to this oerson. The decision of this
person should be final. Only in this can a merchant
build up an efficient, economical and profitable credit
business
.
rinled in U.§.A.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio
H
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Two
objects
I
Telephone
Collec-
tors
Letters
Appeal
to the
best
Pride
How to Collect Past-due Acoounts - 2
Collecting Past-Due Accounts
In collecting
be remembered that
conplished. First
the good-will and
degree of tact is
tion may be employed.
a past-due account,
there is a two-fold
to get the money,
patronage of the customer
necessary, v/hatever
it should always
object to be ac-
Second , to retain
An unusual
method of collec-
Tho telephone is used o^uite frequently. When the
account is not too long overdue, a gentle remainder over
the telephone v/ill often be all that is necessary. The
telephone can be used to the best effect by one who per-
sonally knov/s the debtor.
Collectors
, are frequently employed on installment
or contract accounts, and in cases where the article sold
still remains in the possession of the debtor and can be
attached. Collectors, however, can easily cause a great
deal of ill will.
One of the best m.ethods of collecting past-due ac-
counts is through the use of a series of collection let-
ters. Here, above all, tact must b e used. The appeal
should be varied, for all people do not respond to the
same appeal.
Effective Collection Appeals Through Letters
The first letter of the series shou].d be only a
friendljr reminder. There must be no hint of a suspicion
that the debtor does not fully intend to pay. In fact,
that willingness must be assumed and made evident.
The best results are al?/ays obtained by appealing
the best in the person to whom a letter is sent. There
is a desire in most of us to live up to the good opinion^
of others. The debtor who is treated with suspicion re-
sponds in kind. The debtor who is treated as an honor-
able man who will pay all his just debts, v/ill be very
likely to live up to the part.
Pride is one of the strongest appeals to the debtor
who has fev/ or no tangible assets. The publicity accom-
panying a suit; exposure of the fact that he is without
assets; the humilation of letting friends and neighbors
know that he does not pay his debts may all be used to
good effect. But used, be it understood, only after
friendly'-, frank, man-to-man appeals have proved of no
avail.
T/ie National Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio
—Printed in U.S.A.

Merchants Service Bureau
MM'
How to Collect Past-due Accounts - 3
Future Future need is another strong appeal. Show what it
need would mean to a man who has destroyed his right to credit
by not paying promptly, if a time of serious need should
come and he be unable to obtain credit.
Appealing to the Law
Attach- The debtor who $,till has the merchandise or other
ments tangible assets can be forced to pay by obtaining a
judgment in court and an order to attach his property.
This method should be used, however, only as a last re-
sort .
Follow There are friendly collection letters that are as-
through tonishingly successful in bringing in the money. Use
them until it is seen that the debtor is not to be in-
fluenced in this way, Then go after him with these
other appeals, gradually increasing the tone of sternness
in the letters. Do not make the fatal mistake of threat-
ening in one letter, and then afterward writing a wishy-
washy so-rcalled friendly letter.
Threats should never be used until all other means
have failed. Then the merchant should do exactly what
he has said he would do.
Use Attached is a good saries of collection letters,
these These have been used and found to be unusually effective,
letters With slight changes, these can be used by almost any
business. It will be noticed that the tone of these
letters is friendly and courteous, even in the last in
which the debtor is told that it will be necessary for the
account to be turned over to the law unless paid within
five days.
There is nothing in any of these letters that could
possibly offend an honest debtor. They are .vorded in a
spirit of kindly forebearance that cannot fail to pro-
duce a favorable reaction from any debtor who honestly
intends to live up to his just obligations.
Give The honest but financially embarrassed customer will
consid- in most cases explain his situation and ask for a longer
oration period. It is pretty safe to assume that debtors who do
where not make any response to these letters deserve no further
due consideration.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio
rinled in U.S.A.
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Merchants Service Bureau
Use
all of
these
Show
ci& t ion
of
patronaf
How to Collect Past-Due Acoounts
_
'5
To Collect old accounts use:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Statements 5,
Telephone calls 6.
Letters 7.
Coll.; c tors 8.
Personal calls
Lav; suits
Garnishments
Attachments
And
Use
All
Promptly
;nd monthly statement s to all your customers. This
is a legal requirement. Remind them in ten days, either
by phone or letter, that you expect prompt payment. Let
each smQv^ you are watching his account.
It Pays to Say "Thank You"
About once a year send a perso-nal letter to your
good prompt -oaying credit customers thanking them for
their patronage and prompt payment. Tell them, you have
given them the highest rating in the credit association.
Tell them you will be glad to recom^riend them personally
if they vjant to open accounts at other stores in differ-
ent lines. Remind them of the importance and value of
keeping their credit record A. 1. Letters of this kind
are appreciated by customers and serve to tie them up as
regular patrons of your store.
iited in U.S.A.
T/ie National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio

Merchants Service Bureau
A SEPIES OF COLLECTION LETTEES THAT GET TrDZ MONEY
Hov/ to Use Them
This is a series of five letters. Each follows in
proper order, and each is slightly more urgent than the
preceding one. In the last letter a five-day limit is set,
with the^promise that no further notice will he given before
other steps are taken.
These letters should go out on the store's regular
letterhead. They should preferably be typed, but if multi-
graphed, should be very carefully filled in, so as to give
the appearance of a personal letter.
They should be mailed at intervals of one week. It is
better to date and mail letters so that they will be received
on ''Wednesdays or Thursdays rather than on the first or last
days of the week.
The amount owing is mentioned in the first letter. A
statement of the account should be enclosed v/ith the third
and fifth letters.
The fifth letter should be registered and the envelope
markad "Rjturn Receipt Demanded" so that delivery raa^^ be
certain. Then again, should the debtor have moved, this will
give you his new address. The main reason, however, is
purely psychological — it shows the debtor that you mean
business and that prompt action on his part is absolutely
necessary if he wishes to avoid unpleasant consequences.
Keep a close check upon returns from the letters. If
a debtor pays, or gives satisfactory evidence that he will
pay later, stop sending letters at once. This point should
be watched very carefully.
Sometimes, with certain classes of people, certain
letters will have a much better effect than others. Check
the returns on the letters, so that you will know which of
them pull the best results. If you find one of the letters
seems to have little effect, it is possible that you can
analyze it and make some little change that will strengthen
it. In the main, however, these letters should be effective
for the average business.
oOo
Tife shall be glad to know what results you get from these
letters. If these letters do not get the money, we can send
other letters you might use.
The National Cash"^Register Company
Dayton. Ohio
nled in U.S.A.

Merchants Service Bureau
A series of Col?.v;ctio.u Icitu-rs that Get the Money No. 1.
llr, John B.lrnlc,
Bl-Tikville , Ohio.
Dear Mr. 51r.nk:
flave yoii evjr noticod how unplo-isant
it is to ack ony one for "loney that Ig o-ved you?
That i.'j why v/o di::like to reniind you
that vour 8CCO'.:.nI: i.7 ovordue. Good husinoss
riethoQS p.orriot l2TiO£-. coripoi lis to do thing's that
w-^ personally would pro for not to do. You prob-
ably hr;ve yourr,olf found trnt to be the case.
The fact is, thoro is overdue on
your aoooi.mt. Probably just an overs ir.ht on
your p'^rt.
You jnpy already have met this ;^a3r^:ient
b-- the tine this letter re^rches you. If so,
please accept ur thea.'-is. If Jiot
,
just s?nd
your check rirhfc T.vay -.-nd ""o \7ill thank you just
the saTTie.
Cinoeroly yours
,
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio

Merchants Service Bureau
I
A series oT Collection letters that Get the Money No. 2
Mail one v/oek after Letter No. 1,
Mr. John Blank,
Blankville, Ohio.
Dear Mr. Bl?v.nk:
^'Hien no answer is received from a "collection"
letter, it is the usual thine to pretend to "believe the
matter v-^as overlooked by the other party.
But I'm going to "be frank enou.'^^h to admit that
I believe the reason you didn't ansv/er my last letter
was "because you perhaps didn't have the money right then.
In other v/ords, I'^n taking it for granted that
you feel just as we would fDel if conditions were re-
versed, and that you want to be as fair with us as we
would be with j^ou.
Don't you think it only fair to let us have
what is due us?
JuGt think it over, Mr. Blank, and if you can-
not possibly square your account today, let us knov; when
you can.
We certainly v/ill appreciate this courtesy on
your part. ?/ith cordial good wishes, I am
Expectantly yours,
lied in U.S.A.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio

Merchants Service Bureau
A Sories of Collection Letr.ei-s Lhc.t Get the Money No. 3.
Kail one week -.rtei' Letter No. 2.
r,>. John Plank,
Blankville, Ohio.
Dear Hr. bl'ink:
if soiie one ov/ed you and seeriingly rp.ade
no effort to pay it, ho--; would you feel?
Put no'v suppose you had put youi'self in the
place of the customer, assumed that perhaps he had
been hard pushed for r.oney, and had decided to wait
rather than appeal to the lav/ to collect your money.
"hen lator, suppose you wrote him a friendly
letter, asking him to ti'eat :'ou as fairly as you had
t'-eated hin:, Vouldn't you feel certain that you could
expect a pi'ompt re pons e?
There are laws that reftulate ousinesrs, Mr.
Blank, But the bi^.^est tiling that keeps business
relations clean and above board is the fact that most
people believe in the square deal. Business v;ould .-^o
to smash if v;e couldn't dopynd U:;on the sacredness of
an agreement,
Th-:-t is all v/e ask fi^oo. you, llr. Blank, a
square deal. You believe in that just as v;e do, don't
you? Then let's settle this matter as between frieiids,
A check from you by i-etur-n m.ail v/ill C'^^nfirra our bolief
that, you do believe in the square deal»
Karne s t ly your s
,
The National Cash Register Company
•
' Dayton. Ohio
led in U.S.A.

Merchants Service Bureau
A Serif; s of Collection Letters that Get the Money No* 4
Mail one v/eek after Letter No, 3.
llr, Jolm Blank,
Elankv i 1 1 e , Ohi o
•
Dear Sir:
Have you thought what it irieans to you
to iiave a good credit standing in the community?
Credit rating associations frequently
refer to us relative to the promptness of our
custoiTiers in meeting their obligations. In such
cases, people who meet their payments promptly
are given an A#l rating, v;hich means that they
can obtain credit in nearly all the stores of the
city.
So you can see that, even aside from
your natural desire to live up to your agreement
it is decidedly to your advanta{-,e to do so.
This is the fourth time that we have
written you in a friendly attempt to induce you
to meet your obligation without forcing us to use
harsh m.ethods, Vje shall still hope to get some
definite word from you within rive day
s
,
for we
should sincerely regret oeing compelled to take
other steps,
Youi's very truly.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio
in U.S.A.

Merchants Service Bureau
A Series of Collection Letters that Get the Money No. 5
Mail six days after Letter No. 4
Mr, John Blank,
Blankville, Ohio.
Dear Sir:
It is with sincere regret that we notice
you have made no attempt to do anything on your
account within the five day period set in our last
letter k
¥/e use the -words "sincere regret" because
no other words could properly express our feelings.
There is nothing in connection with our business
that we va3.ue so highly as our friendly relation
with our customers. We try to be worthy of their
friendship always. We can expect nothing else from
them.
It is just possible that you have been
sick or away from home and so have been unable to
reply to our previous letters. On the chance that
this may be the case, and to avoid if possible any
steps that would injure your local credit, we shall
wait five more days before taking any other steps.
At the expiration of that time, however,
we shall feel justified in considering that v\ie have
done all in our power to settle the matter as betv/een
friends. That will leave us nothing to do but turn
your account over to our lawyer. You v/ill rece ive
no further notice.
It is our earnest hope that you will make
it unnecessary for us to do this by squaring your
account at once.
Yours truly,
T/ie National Cash Register Company
Dayton. Ohio
Printed in U.S.A.
*
THE PARKER PET^ COMPANY
Janesville. Wisconsin, U.S.A.
Wo have addressed to you several communications regarding
your account, but to date have not received settlement.
It is only natural that we should expect payment in ac-
cordance with terms or within at least a reasonable period.
It is our policy to cooperate with our friends to every
reasonable extent, but when our correspondence is fruitless,
we aro left to draw conclusions which, while they may not be
fair to you, leave us but one alternative.
Having made a conscientious effort to collect our account
direct, we trust you will realize that if we are not in
receipt of your remittance by return mail, we shall be
unable to avoid the unpleasantness of having the account
placed in the hands of our attorney. This action will be
forced upon us unless you pay up at once.
Yours very truly,
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Collection Manager
Manufacturers op the GeorcsS. Parker foumtain pens, pencils and desk sets. Manufacturing plants at Janesville, Toronto. Canada and Dossenhejm bei HEroELBBRC, Germany. Associated CowPANres,
BRANCH OFFICES OR WHOLESALE DEPOTS AT NeW YoRK, ChiCAOO, SaN FrANCISCO. AtLANTA, DaLLAS. BosTON, ToRONTO, LoNDON. PaRIS. AMSTERDAM, BRUSSELS. BUCHAREST, COPENHAGEN, MiLAN, BARCELONA, CaIRO,
Calcutta. Bombat, Colombo, Ran9oon, Singapore, Batavia, Sydnev, Melbourne, Shanghai, Yokohama, Manila, Johannesburg. Mexico City, Havana, Buenos Aires. Montevideo. Rio de Janeiro, Liva,
Valparaiso. Cable address "parkerpen" Janesville and Toronto, "parkapen" London. Codes: BENTLevs Complete Phrase Code Improved; Western Union 5th Edition; A.B.C. 5th Edition; and Privaii.
i
Are you going to force us to put your name on our
C.O.D. list of dealers for repair work, simply
because of a small $ balance due from you for
repair work?
We have written you several letters reminding you
of this balance. The charge covers only the cost
of parts necessary to put your pen in first class
condition, and postage. The greater part of our
repair work is done no charge, but of course,
there are some instances where we cannot be held
responsible for the condition of the pen or pencil.
If you feel the charge we have made is not justly
due us, please tell us why. Otherwise, sond us a
remittance now for | so that we may balance
your account.
Yours very truly,
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
E.M.Law: Collection Department,
Manupacturem op the George S. Parker fountain pens, pencils and desk sets. Manufacturing plants at Janesville. Toronto. Canada and Dossenheim bei HEroELBERC, Germany. Associated CoMPANras,
BRANCH opncea or wholesale depots at New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta. Dallas, Boston, Toronto, London, Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels, Bucharest, Copenhagen, Milan, Barcelona, Cairo,
Calcutta, Bombay, Colombo, Rangoon. Singapore, Batavia. Sydney, Melbourne, Shanghai, Yokohama. Manila, Johannesburg, Mexico City, Havana, Buenos Aires. MoNTEvroEO, Rio de Janeiro, Lima,
Valparaiso. Cable addrem "parkerpen" Janesville and Toronto, "parkapen" London. Codes: Bentley's Complete Phrase Code Improved. Western Union 5th Edition; A.B.C. 5th Edition; and Private.
I
THE PAFvKEK FEN COMPANY
Janesviile, Wisconsin U.S.A.
By ignoring our draft and four previous fair and friendly letters, you have
reluctantly forced us, by your continued silence, to draw our own conclusion
as to the lack of courtesy on your part in not v/riting us or even sending us
a check on account.
Therefore, we have today placed your account in the hands of a local collec-
tion agency. You will no doubt hear from these people right away, together
with the draft which they are making on you and which the bank v/ill person-
ally present. If you do not honor the draft promptly upon presentation or
remit direct to us or the collection agency, as is their usual custom, they
will forward the claim to their legal correspondent in your city for suit.
We fully appreciate how such action naturally reflects on a person's credit
and reputation for "prompt pay". Thus v/e ask your co-operation to save you
this humiliation, possible expense and undesirable notoriety.
Notwithstanding the fact that this matter is now in the hands of our attor-
neys and the fact that we must pay them their fee anyway, we will accept a
direct remittance or you may honor the draft or remit direct to them, but
this must be done before the draft, if not paid is returned to them within
the next week.
Won't you please do this and thus the matter will not go any further; and
as far as v/e are concerned we will not permit this little incident to mar
our business relations. As man to man we trust you will appreciate our
sincerity in this matter and reciprocate in the same fair and friendly
spirit that we are again approaching you.
Yours very truly,
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Collection Manager
Manufacturers of the George S. Parker Fountain Pen andPenciu Manufacturino plants at Janesville and Toronto. Canada. Associated companies, branch offices or distributing
CONNECTIONS AT NEW YORK, CHICAGO. SaN FRANCISCO. ATLANTA, DALLAS, TORONTO. LONDON, MEXICO Cvn. HAVANA, BUENOS AIRES. MONTEVIDEO, RlO DE JANEIRO, LIMA, VALPARAISO.
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Brussels. Milan. Cairo, Calcutta, Bombay. Colombo. Rangoon, Singapore, Batavia, Sydney, Melbourne. Shanghai. Yokohama. Manila. Johannesburg.
Cable address "Parkerpen" Janesville and Toronto. "Parkapen" Lonekin. Codes: Bentley's Complete Phrase Code Improved; Western Union 5th Edition; A.B.C. 5th Edition^ and private.

WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Maes.
Bear Sir:
In going over our booke, we note that there is a
small balance of $ due on your account.
We will appreciate it, if you will kindly pay this
small amount
.
Yours very truly,

V2
HALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Maee.
Gentlemen
:
The enclosed statement shows a balance of $
due on your and accounts. When making
up your list of disbursements, will you please be good
enough to include this balance.
Yours very truly,

V3
WALWORTH COMPANY
BoBton, MasB.
De ar :
There has been no change in your account, notwith-
standing your promise of ^to pay before
the end of the month.
We realize that it is not always possible to determine
accurately the condition of one's finances several weeks in
advance, but do you think it is treating us just right to
let a promise go by without even a partial payment?
We want to feel that this reminder will serve its
purpose and shall look for your check by return mail.
We can not consistently carry the account more than ten
days longer.
Very truly yours.

WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Mass.
De ar :
An account of | seems small, but it
becomes important when it has a great deal to do with
determining the future relationship between uso We
look forward to a continuance of our pleasant relation
ships with you. We are trying to do our part. Sure
ly we can count on you to do yours by making prompt
payment. Will you not do so?
Let us hear from you at once.
Very truly yours,

V5
WALItfORTH COMPANY
Boston, Ma8B.
Dear :
, i .
The check you were to send us in payment of the above
bill has not been received. If you have overlooked or
neglected it, won't you kindly see that it goes out in
the next mail?
Send us an order at the same time, it's always a
pleasure to see new bills taking the place of old ones.
Very truly.

V6
WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Mass.
De ar :
We have no way of knowing, unless you tell us,
why you are withholding payment of our invoices of
, ,
and
,
« .
We know you must have some good reason for it,
but that neither pays the account, nor explains to
us why we should carry it any longer.
You cannot expect us to let it drift along without
some explanation. It will take you only a moment to
write us a letter and put the facts before us. We are
not unreasonable, but we have to have some knowledge of
the situation to act on.
Why not sit down right now and write us about it?
Very truly yours.

WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Ma&s.
Dear Sir:
Isn^t it juBt a little unfair to ue and below your
standard of doing business to neglect your account as you
have done?
And, just as a matter of business courtesy, shouldn't
you have acknowledged our previous letters?
None of our customers have ever found us unreasonable,
and if there is anything wrong --if you need more time —
why not come out frankly and say so? You will find us
ready to meet you more than half way in anything that is
fair.
Do the best you can, and by all means, do it now'.
Very truly yours,

WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Maes.
Dear Sir:
It hae always been our policy to be as liberal
during the year as is consistent with good business,
but before the old year draws to its close, we are
anxious to see all accounts in the best possible shape.
For this reason, we feel sure you will be glad to
be reminded of your account which probably has been
overlooked.
We are grateful to you for your patronage during
,
and we ask the privilege of serving
you further in the future.
With the Season's bext wishes, we remain
Yours very truly.
V
V9
WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir:
Please do not postpone longer a definite reply to
our numerous letters regarding your past-due account.
You may have valid reasons for your failure to pay
as agreed. Whatever they are, we are entitled to know
them.
It seems so easy for you to write a letter explain-
ing your neglect of this past-due account, that we cannot
understand your silence.
We are always ready and willing to make reasonable
allowances for unusual circumstances, but we must know
the facts. We assure you that we can co-operate with you
to your advantage, if you will get in touch with us. The
amount of your account is $ ,
Very truly yoiirs,

ylO
WALWORTH COMPANY
Bostoa, Mass.
Gentlemen:
With reference to your account of
It eeeme to us th^t we have covered the matter pretty
thoroughly in our previous letter. We have tried to in-
dicate that we want to be courteous and fair with you, and
that we are depending upon you to take the same position
with us. We also feel, because you owe us this amount,
that you ought to at least be willing to tell us what
your plans are regarding its payment.
We do not wish you to compel us to take any action
which might embarrass you, but you certainly cannot ex-
pect us to let this matter run on indefinitely.
Yours very truly,

WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Mass.
Dear ;
I am wondering just what to say to you to get a prompt
man-to-man reply to what we have been writing you about your
account.
You know, as well as we, how long it has been since you
paid us anything, or even answered our letters. Your pres-
ent attitude is not the one you used to maintain toward ue
and we are puzEled to understand it.
You must realize from your own experience that the fel-
low you feel it possible to do the most for, if he is not
quite up to date on his payments, is the man who pays what
he can and keeps you informed as to what he is doing and
hopes to do. It is just the same way with us. We al-
ways want to do what we can for our customers, but we feel
that it is up to them to do everything possible themselves
and be frank with us.
I don't believe that you have merely ignored our
previous letters. I think there must be some good reason
for their not having been answered, but in any event, I am
going to expect a reply to this letter which will straighten
things out and put us on the old footing.
Very truly yours.
rI
WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, MasB.
De ar :
Your failure to respond to our previous letters makes
it necessary to tell you that your lack of attention to
your past-due account is seriously affecting your credit
standing.
The goods were sold and delivered in good faith on
terms that were understood and agreed upon.
We are at all times desirous of assisting and co-operat-
ing with our customers, but if you will not tell us your
reason for withholding payment, we cannot consent to any
further extension. Furthermore, we shall draw at sight
on
,
and shall expect you to protect our
draft.
Yours truly

WALWORTH COMPANY
Boston, Ma&8.
Gentlemen
:
Frankly, we are reluctant to send your account to our
lawyer for collection. You have done business with us for
a long time and we believe in your good intention. After
all, while lawyers do have a way of getting money in the
end, legal recourse is expensive and often leads to many
unpleasant consequences. So, we are going to give you
every chance to avoid outside collection of your account.
It will be necessary for you to do your part though.
You check for $ by the end of the week and
satisfactory assurances on the balance of the account is
what we consider your part. It's your next move.
Yours very truly,

5. Pupils* Letters (IWaltham Senior High School)
Five collection letters prepared by pupils of Miss
Harriet I, Flagg in her class of Business Correspondence
at the Ufalthaxn Senior High School. The writer observed
two divisions of her Business Correspondence class (sen-
ior groups).
Miss Flagg was the prize winner in the Gregg Writer
Contest for submitting the ten best business letters.
Her letters are published in the April, 1929, issue of
The Gregg Writer.
lo
Walker Wholesale Dry Goods Company
65 North La Salle Street
Chicago^ Illinois
March 18, 1929
Mr. William £• Cosgrove
49 Main Street
Streator, Illinois
My dear Mr, Cosgrove
:
Your name has been on our books for the past two
years, and during that time you have never allowed your
account to become overdue.
Now, however, your account is thirty days past due.
Mr. Francois Sanchez, our salesman, has twice seen you,
but has failed to obtain payment of this invoice.
We feel sure that you must have the same interest in
your business standing that you have formerly had, and we
know that you will want to send us your check for |154.67
immediately.
Are we right?
Very truly yours,
Helen R» Crosby
Collection Manager
.9i
a-
go;
WWalker Wholesale Dry Goods Company
65 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
March 18, 1929
Mr. William E» Cosgrove
49 Main Street
Streetor, Illinois
My dear Mr, Cosgrove:
Your name has been on our books for two years, and in
that time you have always paid your bill promptly upon re-
ceipt of a statement.
Your account is now thirty days overdue, and our sales-
man, Mr, Sanchez, has tried twice to collect this bill, but
without success. We feel that you must have a good reason
for not sending us your remittance at this time. Won't
you tell us your reason and let us help you?
We believe you will either send us your check for
$154,67 at once or send us an explanation.
Earnestly yours.
Walker Wholesale Dry Goods Company
Marion Lobdell
Collection Manager
II
W3
alker Wholesale Dry Groods Company
65 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
March 19, 1929
Mr. William E, Cosgrove
49 Main Street
Streator, Illinois
My dear Mr. Cosgrove:
You have been our customer for the past two years, and
our relations have always been most pleasant. As we have
tried to do the right thing, and, as you have kept your
account up to date, we feel that the present delay in the
payment of your account is unavoidable. Perhaps there
is some claim or obligation which you must meet.
We are sure that you will want to settle your bill
for $154.67 which is thirty days overdue, and thus retain
your good standing.
Will you let us hear from you soon, sending either
your check or an explanation?
Earnestly yours,
Walker Wholesale Dry Goods Company
E. Merle Antaya
Collection Manager

Walker Wholesale Dry Goods Company
65 North La Salle Street
Chicago ) Illinois
March 19, 1929
Mr. William £, Cosgrove
49 Main Street
Streator, Illinois
My dear Mr. Cosgrove
:
You are undoubtedly aware of the enviable reputation
which you enjoy among the business men and financial insti-
tutions of this city. You are, we feel sure, justly proud
of this standing. In view of this fact we feel that the
matter of your bill of February 17 for ^154.67, which is
now thirty days overdue, should be brought to your atten-
tion. Our salesman, Mr. Francois Sanchez, called at your
office on February 28 and March 14 in regard to this invoice,
but he was unable to bring about any settlement.
This is the first time in two years that your account
has been overdue. We feel that the delay is due entirely
to unavoidable circumstances. Won't you give us some ex-
planation of this delay and thereby protect your financial
reputation?
We shall be glad to help you in any possible manner.
An immediate reply will be appreciated, and it will safe-
guard your reputation as a capable business man.
Sincerely yours,
Wm. D. Rhodes
Collection Manager
H3-
Walker Wholesale Dry Goode Company
65 North La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinoie
March 27, 1929
Mr. William £, Coagrove
49 Main Street
Streator, Illinois
My dear Mr. Cosgrove
:
When we accept an order we naturally expect that the
cuetomer will comply with our terms. This principle is
the basis of time purchasing. Your account with us shows
a balance of |154.67 which is now thirty days overdue.
Mr. Francois Sanchez, our salesman, called to see you on
February 28 and March 14 in regard to this matter, but he
was unable to collect the money. Furthermore, we have not
received any reply to our letter of March 19.
Don't you think that an explanation is no more than
fair? When we place an order we expect to pay for it
when due, and we feel that in all justice our customers
will take the same attitude. We know that your sense of
fair play will result in an immediate reply.
Earnestly yours,
Wm. D. Rhodes
Collection Manager

Part II.
I« Suggestions for Presenting the Subject of Business English.
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lo Suggestions for Preseating the Subject of Business English .
General Suggestions.
You must have interest in your classes. It isn't enough
to teach so that the pupils know right frcan wrong, but to
teach so that it becomes habitual. A pupil should get
enough of an exercise in Business English so that he performs
the principle involved unconsciously in all his written work.
Assignment .
The Business English assignment can best be given out
at the beginning of the hour. The teacher should always
have it written down in a Plan Book. The class work should
be mapped out with a reasonable amount of definiteness. .
The work should be planned separately for each class. Keep a
record of those who are obliged to make up work. If a par-
ticular pupil is to give a talk before the class on a certain
day, have him write out a statement that he is to give a
talk next day and then paste it in your Plan Book. The
teacher must, of necessity, have a long memory.
It is very inferior pedagogy to make assignments that
are not done. Home exercises should have a first and
a second copy. A veiy good plan is to have the pupils
insert the first draft inside their second copy.
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Formal Discipline *
Technically, formal discipline (work given to improve
or develop the mind) ie probably wrong if it means that
practice in one form of reasoning or association assists
in another form; but if formal discipline means that cer-
tain habits can be acquired and may be used in various ways,
it is right.
Projects.
A Scrap Book ought to be compiled of the most important
daily news events that the pupils had read. A different
pupil would continue this project each day. The pupil
mounts the clipping on a sheet of the note book paper and
records his comments beside the clipping.
A Secretary's Report should be kept every day. A dif-
ferent pupil each day keeps the minutes of the class meet-
ing. This is a check on attendance, assignment, etc. Any
individual member of the class does not have to interrupt
the teacher for such details when it is all in the secretary's
report.
A Book of Cartoons is another valuable project to follow
out. A different pupil each day takes a cartoon from the
local newspaper, mounts it on note book paper and stands in
front of the class and describes it to the other members of
the class. After his description, the pupil shows it.
After the oral presentation, the pupil writes on the back
1 H
I
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of the page what the cartoon represents.
Along this line have the pupils come to class with the
funniest story they have read.
Humor .
Humor is an expression of, the appreciation of, the
incongruous,
A true appreciation of humor is necessary for the per-
son who would write well or read appreciatively.
Humor is a necessary part of a Business English course.
It is a basic quality of the normal person.
A humorous event is the juxtaposition of incongruities.
Humor is a necessary and important part of almost all points
of view. It may be desirable and undesirable.
Life remains an enigma — often a painful one, and to our
most insistent questions we often get not only no answer,
but frequently the one we don't want. Man, being a rational
creature, expects a rational universe, but his experience
does not give him the evidence that it is rational. He
persists, however, in thinking that it is; and when he
finds an important question with an absurd answer, he
eases the situation by trying to appreciate the absurdity
rather than dwelling on the lack of a rational conclusion.
Essentials for humor:
1. Humor must be appropriate to the occasion.
2. True humor does not sting; it laughs with and not at.
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3, Usually longevity (long windedness) and humor do not
go together.
4, A twice-told tale is usually tedious,
5. True humor has a human touch.
6. The joke type of humor faces a climax.
How to use humor in the class:
Suggested Exercises ;
1. Present the class with a set of jokes and ask each
one to pick out the one that suits him best. Then have
each pupil get up and tell why he made the choice.
2. Show the class how they may use humorous anecdotes
to illustrate the point. Illustrate this point by showing
them how to weave in a story or two.
Additional suggestions:
1. Ask the class to write a theme in which a story is
used to point a moral,
2. Ask the class to come prepared to tell a good
Lincoln story.
3. Be ready to tell in class the most ridiculous thing
that ever happened to one's self.
4. Come to class prepared to tell "the best joke I
ever heard.
"
5. Select two poems — one humorous and one not. Ask
the class to give the theme of both.
6. An excellent exercise is to have the class write a
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two-page paper on what went on in another class of theirs.
Literature.
A course of literature in the high school must be con-
ducted so that the students know more and also that they
feel more and so that they will have a greater faith in
life. The literature is supposed to stimulate the mind.
The teacher, therefore, should present the classics and
not attempt to annotate them.
One does not read literature to strengthen his mind,
he reads literature to understand literature, for literature
is an interpretation of life and its studies are implied
experiences or help.
What is literature? It is the record of man's opinions
regarding his relation to the universe.
Literature is an interpretation of life. Any class
in literature should be taught so that the members are
better equipped to go forth and face life's problems.
There are two kinds of literature: Literature of
Inspiration and Literature of Information,
Literature must appeal both to the emotions and the
reason ("Both to the heart and the head," Johnson,),
It is evident that what we don't understand, we can't
appreciate. Understanding has two meanings: (l) Emotional;
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(2) rational. The appreciation of literature is identical
with the appreciation of argument. Both types of literature
are true types. Both are real, but it may be that the emo-
tional appeal is the greater and the more important of the
two. (This last statement is open to criticism).
Literature is the power to call back memories.
In the selection of literature for a school, you must
make the selection on the basis that we can't have it all
and that you must choose that which seems to be most ap-
propriate.
Literature is the written expression of man's relation
to the universe. It is I, me, you, and it.
All knowledge must proceed from the known to the unknown.
The purpose of literature is to increase one's under-
standing of himself, his fellows, and the world about him.
The avenues by which literature may reach us are two
and only two — through the reason (head) and the emotion
(heart). Most of our reactions come from emotional in-
fluences. It follows that our literature in the schools
should have an emotional rather than a rational appeal, and
it certainly should not be wholly either. The literature
chosen must be that which is best adapted to the purpose.
It is chosen for the rational appeal or its emotional
appeal and the emotions that are stirred must be worthy.
Most literature is made clearer by an immediate contrast
and comparison. A worthwhile experiment may be to read
closely together books that seem far apart. Two illus-
II
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tratione of this might be:
Scott's "Ivanhoe" and Booth Tarkington' e '•Turmoil,'*
Stevenson's "Treasure Island" and Kipling's "Captains
Courageous,
"
From a point of view of the teacher, literature is
individualistic and fragmatic. "That only is literature
to me which immensely stirs my emotions, appeals to my
imagination, and in some way gives a larger appreciation
of life" is the assertion made by Prof. Roy Davis, instruc-
tor of Business English at Boston University, College of
Business Administration,
A teacher of literature is not a propagandist, nor is
it his business too much to interpret literature. He is
to some extent to lead the pupil to literature.
Poetry.
Two very clear-cut, distinct appeals in poetry are:
1. Intellectual,
2, Emotional.
A poem, according to Prof. Roy Davis, of the College
of Business Administration, Boston University, ought to be
logical.
It is a good plan to have the pupils select certain
lines in a particular poem — chosen for their beauty.
Have them give you their choice.
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A very worthwhile exercise is to read at the same time
poems of at least seemingly opposite opinions.
Composition.
Purpose of English Composition:
lo To develop thought.
2. To develop powers of expression.
In composition the aim should be to make it a vehicle
for self-expression.
People use expression for everything. It holds the
same relationship as the multiplication table does to
Arithmetic.
The first essential in composition and in the interpre-
tation of literature is the clear-fixing of the point of
view.
You are really teaching Exposition when you are taking
up the Adjustment Letter with your class.
In grading papers, the teacher should have two or
three essential points by which to evaluate them,
I, Thought.
A. Suitability,
II. Expression.
A, Appropriateness of words (fundamental
quality)
.
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III, Mechanics. (From the point of view of
mechanics the papers should be reasonably
good.
)
A* Penmanship.
Bo Form.
C« Spelling.
D. Punctuation.
General effect is what the pupils should strive for
in their themes.
So far as possible let the class establish their stan-
dards. The teacher would find it helpful to file a set
of specimen themes early in the year for future reference.
If any of the pupils, later in the year, are not doing work
that is up to their usual standard, their early specimen
can be produced.
The Fundamental Qualities of Good Writing .
Rhetoric is a science and as such has definite laws
which would account for definite effects.
Rhetoric has, up to a certain point, definite rules
that are known to produce definite effects.
The four fundamental laws of expression are: Unity,
Coherence, Emphasis, and Harmony. These essential qualities
of composition are sometimes called by different names in
some of the Business English texts, but why not use these
standard names T/hether they apply to Business English or
literary English?
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Unlty.
Unity is that quality which requires that all the ideas
shall develop one central thought.
Coherency.
Coherence is that quality which requires that ideas be
arranged in logical order, A natural order is an order
which can be understood.
A teacher might use the illustration of a carpenter
and his set of tools. If they were all arranged disorderly,
you would have "unity", for all the tools would be there,
but you would not have "coherence'^ until they had been
properly arranged, each tool in its proper place. Likewise,
if an automobile were taken apart, you would still have "unity
for all the component parts would be there, but you would not
have "coherence" until the automobile were properly set up,
each part in its proper relationship with every other part.
Coherence is of two kinds: by arrangement and by the
use of connecting words and phrases. Connective words
and phrases are conjunctions, pronouns, and in some in-
stances adverbs and prepositions.
Emphasis.
Emphasis is that quality which requires that an idea
shall be expressed with appropriate force.
Emphasis is obtained:
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I« By position,
A« At the beginning,
B. At the close
•
C. Unusual position (inverted expression).
II. Repetition,
III. The word that exactly fits is frequently the
most emphatic. (Emphasis is often produced
by novel or vivid expressions suggesting
contrast).
IV. By mechanical devices.
A, Capitalization. ) To be
( avoided as
E. Italics. ) a rule.
Harmony (or Euphony).
Harmony requires that a composition shall have a pleasing
effect. From a point of view of Euphony:
1. Avoid the repetition of the same or similar sounds
close together.
2. Alliteration or a succession of syllables, (This
may be used effectively, though, in "catchy" advertising head-
lines.) ,
Fitting Language.
Every language has what is called its personality or
genius.
Our language is characterized by a certain vividness,
desire for brightness, an impatience that seems heavy or
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round-about
.
The American language favors the short sentence, the
short paragraph, the short word. It leans to striking
figures of speech of a whimsical kind. Mencken cites an
excellent example of this, as "Rubber Neck." "Butter and
Egg Man" might be another.
The American language is more interested in clarity
than dignity; in speed than poise.
The words of Queen Gruenevere as she says to Lancelot
regarding Arthur,*
IJ.but, friend, to me
He is all fault who hath no fault at all"
,
might be rather appropriate here.
It is quite possible for a Harlequin or a Mountebank
to be dignified and in keeping with his surroundings.
The American language seems to be developing almost
a new definition of dignity and poise; but, whether it is
dignified or whether it has poise, it always should be
effective.
Grammar.
Grammar cannot be taught in a real sense; it has to
be felt.
The relation of grammar to correct expression: Many
tests have been made to discover the correlation between a
knowledge of grammar and an ability in expression. These
tests (English Journal of about ten years ago) tend to
Elaine. Idyls of the King. Tennyson.
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Show that there is little correlation between technical
knowledge of grammar and an ability in written and spoken
language
.
Grammar is a highly technical science. It is hard
to translate a highly technical science into an art.
Grammatical knowledge is largely of benefit to aid
the critical powers.
Correctness of expression comes in greater part from
environment and habit.
Grammar is simply a rather ponderous aid to correct
expression.
It is impossible to make a book such as the Century
Handbook function if you do not know what the errors are.
Nobody can have critical ability of composition with-
out a technical knowledge of grammar. You simply cannot
distinguish your right hand from your left.
A study of grammar has a specific benefit similar
to mathematics: It requires close reasoning and accuracy.
Different Classes of Words.
Words are not the expression of thoughts — they are
thoughts which mean that nobody can really think without
using words. Thinking implies that this is the cause and
that is the effect. The primrose by the river's brim is
a vastly different primrose from the one that Peter picks
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up and Bays: "This ie a primrose."
There are three vocabularies: the bread and butter,
the technical, and the vocabulary of the intelligensia
(of thought).
Words being the expression of thought are very human
and hence can be classified as human beings. They are
divided into classes: (1) Upper Class; (£) Upper Middle
Class; (3) Lower Middle Class; (4) Outcasts (traap);
(5) Criminal Class.
(1) Illustration of Upper Class Words ;
Orientation — a thing means something in relation
to the things around it.
Meditation — a word not likely to be used.
Effulgence — an exaonple of the use of this word
was in the poem about Robert of
Sicily (when he rode as an ape) —
Longfellow,
It might well be used by Bunyan
describing the Gates of Heaven,
A high-class word such as "effulgence" has a large mean-
ing that can be comprehended only by much thought.
We are inclined to kill midgets with sledge-hammers,
(2) Upper Middle Class Words .
The Upper Middle Class may be made to perform
everything of the three mentioned above.
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(3) The Lower Middle Olase is usually beyond ques-
tion, especially unquestioned by itself,
(4) The Poor Word will be with us always. A word
is a poor word that does not conform to the three canons
of usage (must be present, national, and reputable).
quoth — is not in present usage.
aint — is not reputable.
galoshes — is not national.
Tramp ^'ords — most slang words ought to belong under
this classification,
lords are human — die, grow old, become nationalized,
give up their nationalization papers, etc,
perchance — gone out of usage.
maybe —• seldom used.
perhaps — in common use.
Pages 93 to 107 compiled from Olass Notes taken in
course of English of Secondary Schools (Ed - 24) — given by
Prof. Roy Davis.
I
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Mr, Alfred M, Hitchcock,* formerly of the Hartford
Public High School, suggests four steps in the correcting
of class sentence errors. This method is very apropos
for the class in Business English, They are:
1, Placing on the board type sentences to be punctuated
by volunteers, the other members of the class serving as
critics.
2, Placing correctly punctuated sentences on the board
and calling for justification of each point,
3. Calling for the invention of sentences containing
points used in a specified way, the sentences to be placed
on the board and subjected to criticism,
4. Challenging the class to bring in a sentence which
you cannot punctuate to their satisfaction or else prove
that its construction is so faulty that no skill in point-
ing can make it acceptable.
The Blackboard, an address by Alfred M, Hitchcock,
presented before the California Teachers Association (South-
ern Section), December, 1924,
1
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"In meeting a class for the first time it is a good
plan, after properly selling the subject, to assign a letter
of application to be written by each member of the class.
Have each student make application for a position which he
feels he can fill, embodying in his letter his own qualifi-
cations. Any teacher by looking over such letters may get
a splendid idea of the personnel of the class.
Business English and Correspondence. By S. B. Carkin.
P, 201, in the Volume, Teaching Business Subjects in the
Secondary School. The Ronald Press Co. 1924.
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A Suggestive Problem for a Tactful Letter for the Business
English Class .
Assume the following to be true: Mr. A, J, Block,
druggist, Utica, New York, has asked for jobbers' prices on
quantity shipments of high grade confectionery. As manager
of the Adjustment Department of the Miller Candy Company,
New York, you caught this letter before it was mailed.
Rewrite the letter.
In taking up this correspondence problem, which might
well be an actual occurrence, suggest to the class that
they want to win the man by explaining to him that it isn't
to his advantage for him to buy in too large job lots —
especially for candy. The druggist is a little vain in
expecting that his business has grown so that he might ex-
pect the jobbers' prices.
Suggest a beginning sentence, as:
lo We are pleased to receive your letter of July 8 be-
cause it gives us an opportunity to
2. larger profits on small shipments, etc.
Note; Much as we should like to meet your wishes —
is a good way to express a negative.
A plan of this letter might be outlined by the teacher
to demonstrate how the pupils should analyze future letters:
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Low Price — quality considered , single
price (standardized price —
•
no price-cutting possible)
Willingness to coftperate
(If our policy allowed dis-
counts, you would be one of
the first to receive them).
Fresh Stock
Prompt service — delivery .
( Larger profits on small shipments
( because of large r volume of busine ss.
)
Note
;
Price variations are very slight on any standard
line of goods.
After a plan for unity has been worked out, then have
pupils arrange the material to maintain coherence. Emphasis
should then be established at the proper place. It is pos-
sible to gain emphasis by giving more space to your material.
It is not always gained by position.
In taking up such a letter with your class, explain
to them that the writer can always take refuge behind store
policy — long established.
The business letters produced by the pupils must be
interesting as well as written clearly. Clearness is not a
Contributing (
Factors (
I
Unity
j
Interest
is
stressed on
this point.
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principle; neither is interest. They are ideals. Princi-
ples are natural — universally applicable. Everything in
the letter should focus on the central idea.
Since every letter written is to be a sales letter,
stress to the class that the policy of a business house
ought to be: "Nothing that you hev§ except service is
larger than the customer's mind."
Teach the class that the style of the letter is the man
it reflects the individuality. A striking illustration to
use is of the dictator sitting at his desk dictating to his
stenographer. The shadow of the one who is to receive the
letter is beside your desk. The pupil should, therefore,
develop the ability to "other yourself."
These three aims in class work would better the quality
of the letters submitted by the pupils:
1. Clearness.
2. Correctness — the mechanical detail involved in
letter-writing.
A, Grammar, etc.
,
— the cutaneous diseases of
correspondence.
B, Simplicity of language is the most important
step towards making a letter clear,
3. Conciseness. (Brevity has reference to mere lengt
Your conciseness is always in relation to the person who re-
ceives your letters.
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Tact in a letter ie always a much weaker quality than
courtesy. Courtesy and character, though, play upon the
emotions.
Suggest to your class that they do not follow the
"corner grocery" style as a model for the mechanical make-up
of their letter. The leading authorities, such as the
writer has included in his thesis, are the houses having the
highest standing in the business world.
Various styles of set-up for the letter should be pre-
sented, but stress made on the block system. It is, after
all, considered better by many authorities, because of its
attractiveness, the feature of its squaring off the letter
and more speed being facilitated in the typing. The text-
book, in this connection, should reflect conventionalism.
The Margin of the Reader's consciousness may be graph-
icelly portrayed on the blackboerd.
From the center of consciousness you proceed as follows:
Center of Consciousness
Direct
Clause
Phrase (farthest from reader's conscious-
ness).
It is not possible to have a thought until you have a
sentence.
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I. Direct.
Illustrations:
1. Play square with your boy.
2. Give him the American Boy to read.
3. Notice what articles interest him most.
4. You may discover just where his bent lies.
II. Subordination.
lo You are playing square with your boy if you give
him the American Boy to read.
2, By noticing what articles interest him most you
may discover where his bent lies. (The idea has been
telescoped. Submerged idea.)
When a correspondent takes a new position, present to
the class the requisite steps he should take in qualifying
himself. They are:
1. He should familiarize himself with the product.
A good plan is to get into the factory for the first few
days of his employ as a correspondent.
2. He should know hie reader.
3. He should establish a connection between the two.
In order to do this, he must gather sufficient data to
enable him to do this.
Take, for example, in writing an adjustment letter —
the correspondent should know his product, his prospect,
and then harmonize the two.
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Special problems in a particular type of letter help
to give the pupils a clearer insight into business and of
the actual problems that might arise in everyday affairs.
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CREDIT LETTERS, presentation of.
Let us consider the presentation of this Credit letter
problem to the senior class in Business English:
Assume that you are the sales manager of the Fifth
Avenue Candy Company, manufacturer of high-priced candies.
Today, July 16, you receive the following letter:
Please ship us immediately the following order:
4 doz, 1 lb. assorted chocolates
1 doz. 2 lb. boxes assorted chocolates (round boxes)
6 doz. assorted caramels
6 doz. 1/2 lb, assorted caramels
Please send us any advertising display material that
you may have.
We refer you for our credit standing to the following:
Eastern Drug Co, , Boston,
Puffer Mfg. Co,, New York City.
Samoset Chocolate Co, , Boston.
Yours very truly,
ACME DRUG COMPANY
F. M. Grates
Information to be given to the class:
Have the class write a letter to the Acme Drug Company
thanking them for their order, complimenting them on their
credit standing, but declining to accept the order on the
ground that you already have an exclusive agency in the town.
You might also say that you will keep their inquiry on file
in case you later decide to make any changes. Bear in mind
T ['
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that it is good businese to retain the good-will of the Acme
Drug Company.
Merchandising policy of your company includes the grant-
ing of an exclusive agency for the sale of your products to
one store in towns having a population of 50,000 or under.
Your contract for this exclusive right remains in force so
long as the volume of business from that agency is satisfac-
tory to you. Inasmuch as you already have an agency in
Appleton, Wi8» (population under 50,000), you are unable to
accept the order of the Acme Drug Co,
You have investigated the credit references of the
Acme Drug Company and these references have made favorable
reports on the credit standing for your prospective customer.
Have the class treat this letter as a selling letter.
Have them aim to keep the good-will.
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Pupils' sentences and suggestions
for correction by the teacher
1, Tllfe assure you that we have a uniform price so that
there can be no cut-rate competition, thus your profits are
inourod»
assured.
Break up the above into two sentences.
Use a paragraph for a unified thought group.
2. In your experience you have no doubt found this to
be true so that you know the selling advantage of a strictly
fresh stock of candies.
These thoughts belong to the same sentence but are not
properly knit.
3, ^When the matter ^is called to your attention, we
are sure that you will be willing to coftperate,
^as soon as
^tense? — has been called
4. -^We trust that you ^see our point of view "^in the
situation . Write us at any time and we shall be only too
glad to give any information.
•^feel certain or sure
^vague — use understand
'^colorless
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In these few illuetratione the clearness and style
can be improved:
5. We hope that your customers will note the high
quality of our goods.
Use "are confident", "are sure", "are certain", "know",
as a substitute for "hope,"
A suggested beginning: The experiences of other re-
tailers make us confident that
.
Always use "hope" with discretion.
6. Our credit and service departments will -^arrange
(everything) all details for promoting sales for you,
^ plan
develop
work out
7. Thank you for your check for |9S.10 (to the amount
of, amounting to).
8. We ^will send the ordered goods 2at once by express.
^ shall or are sending
^ today.
We are indeed glad to have your letter of July 11, ^and
we are grateful for the opportunity you have given us to ex-
plain our policy regarding discounts,
^ because
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To indicate cause;
(1) because )
( arranged in order
(2) as )
{ of preference
(3) since )
Attitude: over-stressed.
Atmosphere of loop-hole that the writer has left open.
A great voliome of business results from handling
^nothing but fresh stock.
^negative approach
"^ It is with pleasure ^ that we acknowledge '^the receipt of
your letter of July 7,
•^superfluous
^omit
'^omit
Revision: We acknowledge with pleasure your letter of
July 7.
It is not to your advantage to buy in "^large job lots,
^superfluous
All our dealers are pleased with our service -^to them,
^orait.
By buying candy in job lots, we do not believe you
would be satisfied.
Revision: By buying candy in job lots you would not,
we are certain, be satisfied.
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We are glad that you have chosen ue as your "^manufactures,
•^wrong use of word.
The fact that the present tense is always stronger than
"will" and "would" should be stressed. The indicative mode
should be used to express a fact.
Illus. It is^ to your advantage (stronger).
It would be to your advantage (doubt expressed).
Don't have your class u8e"have" if they can find a
stronger verb,
"We shall" denotes simple futurity. When in doubt
use "shall."
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COLLECTION LETTERS
.
presentation of .
When the class is studying collection letters, a typical
problem would be: Have them write a letter to Mrs. Alexander
(a gilt-edge customer), Madison Avenue, New York, to try to
collect the account. Picture to the class the type of woman
that Mrs, Alexander is. After the class has visualized
the recipient of the letter, tell them that in actual business
such data could be obtained through the travelling salesmen
and certain information frcsm the files. It ie most impor-
tant to know the territory of your customer. Is it Fifth
Avenue or Third Avenue? The letter should be adapted to
the locality. A suggested opening sentence for Mrs. Alex-
ander's letter: "Will you kindly allow us to call your
attention to the enclosed account?"
The class should consider these questions: When does
Mrs. Alexander date her purchase of goods from? Was there
a wrong shipment? Did she return any goods? Have them
appeal to Mrs. Alexander's self-interest and make it clear
in their letter to her that prices would have to be much
higher if customers were delinquent. The letter should
conciliate her. An illustration of the Franklin Automo-
bile advertising with the economy appeal might be made here.
(The Wealthy class is as interested in this appeal as any
other group,)
The classification of customers may be presented as:
Gilt-edge, Fair, and Poor,
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The elements of a collection system to consider with
the class are
;
(1) Time.
(2) Number of notices,
(3) Class of customer.
(4) Tone used.
The class should have practice at writing letters with
the various appeals, such as: Honor, self-interest, business
pride, fairness. See sample series of collection letters
at the end of Part I.
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ADJUSTMENT LETTERS, presentation of.
Present to your class the slogan: Settle the trouble,
but keep the customer.
It is necessary to forget about abstract justice. A
complete system of filing will facilitate adjustments.
A preference should be given to the name of "Adjustment
Department" rather than "Complaint Department."
The length of an Adjustment letter is variable, but
should be long enough to solve the problem you assign to
the class. The pupils should consider whether the customer
is a valuable one or not. He should, however, be treated
as a friend of the house.
A few General Suggestions regarding length:
Wholesale Adjustment Letter — as concise as possible.
Retail " " — an extra paragraph or two.
Slight " — less explanation.
Serious " •* — more •*
These principles should be outlined for the class:
I. Sympathize with your customer — always. Never
apologize; it isn't necessary. Thank customer for calling
attention to the matter.
IIo Appeal to fair play. Cause of dissatisfaction.
While you are doing that, be looking forward. You are pre-
paring him for the action you are going to take.
III. Satisfy him by settling claim gladly and positively.
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IV, Reassure him by stressing your ability to give ade-
quate service and remove future dissatisfaction.
Gardner suggests a few "dangerous phrases" as:
We are at a loss.
Will never happen again.
Records. (This is dangerous unless used wisely. Use
freely when evidence is to be brought forward only.)
Which you say — implies the recipient does not believe
the writer. Use "you report."
A suggested problem follows: Have the class write a
letter to Marks Bros. , a valuable customer. They subse-
quently cut down their order $5000 or one twentieth in
size. The firm is to bill MarteBros, at cost. The customer
feels he has been overcharged to the amount of $65.00. The
pupils should make plain that it was merely an accommodation.
The firm granting this concession could write off the $65.00
to advertising. The letter should make the customer feel
that the pupil (the firm) was justified in asking the original
price. The concession should be offered due to the fact
that Marks Bros, is an old customer. A wise plan is to
have the class prepaure a data sheet so as to have their ideas
for the letter lined up.
Always enforce the idea that good-will should never be
neglected. Another important thing for the pupil to remember
is that every letter that comes into a business house offers
an opportunity for sales.
.
fi
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A typical problem, such as sending in an order in
response to being "sold" through an advertisement might be
evolved from the following:
Gentlemen:
Enclosed is my check for |4.50, for which I wish
you to send me the electric flat-iron you have been advertis-
ing in the Saturday Evening Post,
The reply:
In reply to your favor of the 10th instant would beg to
advise you that we do not carry on a retail business. We
are sure that you will find several dealers in your city
who will supply you.
We are returning your check,
( Note : Actual letter; no attempt to revise).
Mrs. Ralph H. French, 21 Water Street, Buffalo, N, Y.
,
writes to the Electric Flat Iron Corporation.
Information to be given to the class so that they may
write an appropriate reply to Mrs, French.
Assume that you are in charge of the Order Department,
You sell only through retailers. Received the letter today
that will correctly handle the situation. The policy
is to refer directly to a dealer where there is only one
in a town handling products. In Buffalo, there are four.
The customer should choose. Show customer why it is to
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her benefit to trade with dealer, — immediate delivery, de-
monstration, and wider selection.
Clearness and Interest are the ideals in business letter-
writing. In this problem these three things should be kept
in mind: (1) Express pleasure in granting the request;
(2) State the information; (3) Offer further assistance.
Present a model opening for an Adjustment Letter, such
as this, to your class: "After examining the tennis shoes
you mention in your letter of July 25, we can understand how
annoyed you must have been at their lack of durability."
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FORM LETTERS, presentation of.
A few form letters should be prepared before the com-
pletion of the course.
A Form Letter (used to circularize) is:
(1) Inexpensive.
(2) Well worded.
(3) Reaches more customers.
(4) Has intelligent attention.
The officials of a company should cofiperate in the prepara-
tion of form letters. If not, an expert should be called in.
The letters should be written in conference with the managers.
The expert sho^ald study the files to ascertain the character
of the house.
Portray to the class that if one of them had secured a
position with the U. So Rubber Co. and was told to report on
the first day of September, it would be necessary before that
date to: (1) Find out all you can about the company; (2) Get
acquainted with the office; (3) Study the files.
In comparing the low cost of form letters with those
that are individually dictated. Professor Hotchkiss has said:
"An individually dictated letter runs as high as 80^."
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SALES LETTERS, presentation of.
Every good sales letter must:
(1) Attract attention.
(2) Arouse desire.
(3) Convince.
(4) Stimulate«
In assigning Sales Letters to be written by the pupils,
have them write about some product of which they know some-
thing. It is necessary in sending out sales letters to
know both your product and your reader. In knowing your
product, it is necessary to develop a certain amount of en-
thusiasm.
Second, it is necessary to know your reader (prospect).
The appeal should be directed to an individual or individual
class. Have the pupils try to visualize the prospect or
the group and even visualize their man in his surroundings.
Suggestions for knowing your prospect:
1. Study the correspondence files,
2. Study Information Cards, Supplement by talks with
salesmen.
3. A sales correspondent makes it a point to go on the
road for one month out of twelve, so as to come in contact
with those to whom he has been writing.
A graphic portrayal on the blackboard of the following
tabulation will be of assistance to the class in understand-
ing why a copy of the same sales letter could, not be sent
TC
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out to all classes of prospectSo
Table of Differentia
Prospect Desire Appeal
Physical
Make-up Length Tone
Women
style
( appear-
ance)
emotion-
al
oersonal
moder-
ately digni-
long fied
Farmer utility
matter
of fact
conserva-
tive long frank
Dealer profits turnover
business-
like short
spirit
ed
Language Conviction
Women correct
vivid sug-
gestion
of values
Farmer plain
substanti-
ated facts
Dealer crisp
seller '
8
cooperation
Basic for all of these are: Quality, Price, Satisfaction,
Cheerfulness, Courtesy.
The pupil must remember in his sales letter work that
there are seven things that stand in the way of the consumer:
II
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Writing the letter, signing it, enclosing it in an envelope,
addressing the envelope, sealing the letter, stamping the
envelope, and mailing the letter.
See Sample Sales Letters at the end of Part I.
.1 J
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Letter of Application
The highest type of a selling letter is, after all,
selling your services. The pupils should have a sufficient
drill in writing several of these letters at the end of the
year, for it is just about that time that they will undoubt-
edly have to put such knowledge into immediate execution.
The style is the man. It is an ideal to be yourself
in a letter of application. It should be honest and genuine.
The pupils should select the points which focus directly and
unmistakably on the needs of the position. It is not neces-
sary for the applicant to follow the order of qualifications
as given in the advertisement. Neither should salary be
mentioned unless the advertiser specifies for you to do so.
During the progress of the course in Business Corres-
pondence offer such letters to the class for consideration
as Doctor Johnson's letter to McPherson, a Chesterfield
letter, Abraham Lincoln* s letter to Mrs. Bixby (a literary
gem — to be classed with the Gettysburg Address) , Abraham
Lincoln's Official Letters (beautifully expressed, carry
conviction, and have a soul), Wm, Dean Howells's Letters,
Longfellow's Letters, Theodore Roosevelt's Letters, etc.
Every letter is an extension of the personality of
the man who sends it. This is especially true in a letter
of application.

Suggested Outline for a Course in Business English to
be Offered in the Fourth Year of the Senior High School.
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II o A Suggested Outline for a Oourse in Business Englieh to
be Offered in the Fourth Year of the Senior High School.
A« A review of grammar — only what is necessary
for correct punctuation, capitalization, and
sentence structure.
B« Word analysis.
Co Word derivation.
0« Differences in meaning of closely-related words,
E, Vocabulary building.
F, Frequent twenty-five word spelling tests.
Gr, Correction of sentences for various parts of
A, Sales talks.
B« Current events,
C* Humorous event.
0. Description of a cartoon.
III. Composition.
A, The four essential qualities.
I. Word Study and Grrammar.
speech.
II. Oral English.
Ic Unity.
Coherence.
3. Emphasis.
4. Euphony.
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IV, The four forms of discourse.
A» Narration.
B, Description.
C« Exposition.
D» Argument.
V, Literature,
Ao Required reading,
lo Hitchcock's Rhetoric and the Study of
Literature,
2. Shakespeare's Macbeth,
3, Scott's Kenilworth.
4. Palgrave's Golden Treasury.
5, Typical Short Stories.
a. Poe
,
Stevenson, etc.
6<» A modern play (preferably one with a
background of modern business).
a. Hackett & Megrue's It Pays to Ad-
vertise.
bo Kelly's The Show-Off.
7e A Message to Garcia, Elbert Hubbard.
8, Magazine assignments in the Library.
a. Printers' Ink.
b, Miscellaneoiis business and inspira-
tional articles.
Bo Outside reading.
1. Book report — once a month.
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a« Based on
(1) The Hartford Reading Lists, 1928,
Henry Holt & Co.
(2) What to Read, compiled by Curtiss
& Bickford of Bridgeport, Conn,
Henry Holt & Co.
Oanmercial correspondence
.
A. Technique.
Bo Punctuation.
C, Over-worked and stilted phrases and expressions.
D« Form of the letter.
E« Different types of business letters.
1. Credit letters,
2. Collection letters.
3. Adjustment letters.
4. Sales letters.
a. Follow-up letters.
b. Form letters,
5. Letter of application.
6. Miscellaneous types,
a. Letter of recommendation.
b. Letter of admonition,
F. Writing of telegrams.
Advertising,
A« Slogans.
B, Planning the advertisement.
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C» Lay-out.
D. Copy.
E. Head-lines.
F. House organs; such as,
Tick-Talk (Westclox); The Gillette Blade
(Gillette Safety Razor Co.); The Optimist
(Campbell Soup Co.)o
VIII. Journalism,
A. The school paper.
B. Reporting.
C. Writing short news items.
IX. Business Ethics.
A. Correspondence problems of an ethical character.
X« Special projects.
A. A criticism of twenty business letters — ten
good and ten poor specimens.
B. A secretary's daily report of the class in
Business English.
C. The most interesting news item brought to class
daily and commented on by a member of the
class.
1. Scrap book for clippings,
XI. English test.
A. The Inglis Tests of English Vocabulary. Pub-
lished by Ginn & Co. (See Appendix),
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B* Special Teste for Composition, Grrammar, Language,
Literature, Punctuation, Reading, Spelling,
and Vocabulary.

Typical Assignments for the Commercial Correspondence
Class.
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III. Typicsl Assignment e for the Commercial Correspondence Class .
( Based on Actual Business Correspondence by P. H. Deffendall )
Copy the following letter, properly arranging and placing
the different parts. Insert also the necessary punctuation:
Mro Walter Ca Hammon, 450 Vine Street, Moberly, Missouri,
to the Midland Publishing Company, 800-310 Pine St., St. Louis,
Missouri, Advertising Department, Attention of Mr* Arch S.
Merrifield, Gentlemen: If the price of the 1924 edition of
the Tractor and Implement Blue Book is the same as that of
the 1923 edition, you may send me a copy when it is ready for
distribution. If it is not too late to have advertising
matter inserted, you may repeat my ad of 1923, I trust the
same handy, compact, pocket size will be continued in the
new edition. Yours very truly.
* * * *
Rewrite the following letter with whatever changes are
necessary to make it interesting. Do not hesita.te to change
completely entire sentences whenever you can thereby show
improvement
:
Dear Sir:
In reply to your kind favor of the 30th ult. , I beg to
advise that the reason I did not send you a check for #250
was that I lost |300 during July and August.
Now, I am very anxious to pay said indebtedness and hope
to be able to do so soon, but I would state that I can't
do so now. At the present writing I am selling more goods,
however, and will advise you in a few days just when I can
send you a check covering the said debt. If I can't pay you
all of same, I will send check for part.
Please advise me whether this is satisfactory, and oblige
Your obedient servant
,
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Anewer the following letter of inquiry:
Poplar Bluff, Missouri,
March 30, 19 .
Parker Manufacturing Co.
,
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen:
We are interested in adding a line of hay presses for
the local trade and understand that Parker Champion Hay
Presses are all solid steel-belt power presses. Is this
correct? Are they regularly equipped with friction clutch
pulleys?
We want a medium weight press to make bales weighing
sixty to eighty pounds. It must be easy to transport over
poor roads.
Please give us further information about your presses,
mentioning prices and discounts.
Yours truly,
THE BECKER IMPLEMENT CO.
Write the First National Bank, Lake Village, Arkansas,
requesting them to give you an opinion as to whether the
Parker Manufacturing Company would be justified in trying
to secure a local dealer for their farm implements in that
locality. State that if there are already two local dealers
handling the goods of other companies, you do not wish to
undertake the work. Inquire whether a new firm would
probably succeed.
******
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Write the Hampeliire Paper Company, South Hadley Falls,
Massachusetts, ordering the following: 20 reams 17 x 38,
36-lb. Old Hampshire Bond and 25 reams 8 1/2 x 11 White Laid
Mimeograph. Ask that the goods be shipped by freight.
m « « * IP
Acknowledge the following order. Ask for further
information, but be careful to exercise the utmost courtesy
in informing him that his order is not sufficiently clear.
Petersburg, Illinois,
March 2, 1924.
The Parker Manufacturing Co.
,
Wabash and Washington Sts.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen:
When your salessan called on me in February, I thought
my stock of goods was large enough, but I now find that I
will need to order several additional implements.
Please send me by freight the following:
5 plows
3 wood-frame harrows
2 hay rakee
6 corn planters
As these implements will be in demand during March and
April, I shall appreciate it if you will ship them at once.
Yours truly,
HARRY RUSK
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Frank Arnold, a succeeeful accountant in the bank, ie
forced to give up his work on account of ill health. He
wishes to go to Denver, Colorado, and asks the bank for a
letter of introduction, which he may use in seeking work
in the Denver Trust and Savings Bank. Write the letter.
« * * * •
Your firm bought 5 M shipping tags of the Hayes Mfg.
Company, Salem, Massachusetts, but actually received only 4 M.
Apparently a mistake was made in filling the order. Write a
suitable letter of claim.
• * * * >t> »
Yokum & Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana, complain of a
shortage of 25 yards of black taffeta in their order No<. 6182.
Write them stating that the goods were carefully checked twice
by competent packers before shipment was made. Suggest the
possibility that some one at their end of the line may have
removed the goods carelessly without checking them against
the invoice. Tell them that in the meantime you will search
for the goods and ask them to write you in case they find
them.
# * 4i « « i»
The Columbia Clothing Company, Evansville, Indiana,
have returned for credit a shipment of French kid gloves
stating no other reason than that they will be unable to
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use them. Your house does not accept the return of goods
shipped in accordance with its contract unless defective.
You have gone to your records and found that the order was
properly filled and the goods carefully inspected. Write a
letter refusing to allow credit,
• • * * *
The Porter Clothing Store, Danville, Indiana, write
the house complaining that on their order of November 4 they
received an inferior grade of ribbon, not at all what they
had specified. Write a suitable adjustment letter.
Joseph Conrad, a dealer in Berkeley , California, sent
you an order for merchandise amounting to $15,000. Your
files show that your house has not had previous dealings
with him, and the commercial agencies are unable to make
report. Write him for the names of his principal creditors.
• « 4i * » «
The Acme Drug Company, Pasadena, California, bought an
order of stationers' boxes amounting to |76,on August 27,
This firm has been doing business with you for a number of
years and has received many favors from the Tellson Paper
Products Company. It has previously paid all bills when
they fell due. Business, however, has become dull and it
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can no longer pay promptly. The account is now 60 days
overdue, and you have written. Write them 3 letters,
each a follow-up of the preceding one, threatening to
place the account in the hands of a collection agency.
« * * * * 4>
Prepare a complete sales letter designed to sell
Christmas cards. Copies of it are to be mailed to a list
of names. Call attention to samples enclosed, point out
the beautiful colors and designs, and mention also quoted
verses.
******
Write a letter of application for the kind of position
you would like to have and for which you believe you have
the qualifications.
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Exeroiees in Commercial Correspondence.
You are (let ue suppose) business manager of the
Tradesman , You have an oral agreement with Mr, Oasabena
of the Chelsea Press to pay $5. a page for printing the
paper. You agreed that no issue should contain fewer than
32 pages; Mr. Casabene » on his part, suggested that in case
an issue exceeded that number of pages, the cost per page
might be less. For the final issue of the year (40 pages)
you receive a bill for |225. Write the appropriate letter
to the Chelsea Press, 516 Lime Avenue, Chelsea,
* * * « •
Regard yourself as the manager of the Kraft Pieno
Company. Mrs. Lemuel Chins of 62 Calico Street, Brookline,
has written that the piano costing #800 which has just been
delivered has on the side a long scratch. She wants the
piano taken back and another substituted for it. Write
the letter which you think should be sent.
* * * * *
You are a wholesale butter-cnd-egg man. Mr. Morris
Schneider, a retailer who has the reputation of being some-
what slow pay, owes you the sum of |279.50. He is only
an occasional customer, but in the past he has always paid
his bills on time. His present account is thirty days
overdue. You have sent several routine notices which have
evoked no response. Write him a personal letter.
(Taken from Notes of William H, Cunningham, Head of English
Department of Jamaica Plain High School, in hie Business
English classes at the High School of Commerce, Boston.)
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An educated, experienced, refined American young lady
stenographer and general office aeeietant wanted in editorial
office; an unusual opening for capable person; salary small
at the start; applications must be in own handwriting, stat-
ing age, education, experience, references, and salary ex-
pected. Address V,G,No Springfield Republicano
— From CoB«A. Examination in Business English,
Jan. 14, 1918.
A good accountant with some knowledge of stenography
wanted to assist secretary of Cleveland Chamber of Commerce
for three months with promise of permanent position if
satisfactory; young man of good appearance, inclined to
work, with business office or newspaper experience preferred;
should be able to meet city men of prominence; reply in own
handwriting, stating age, pay wanted, education; enclose
references; give details; all letters confidential. Address
ZoY.Xe Cleveland Plain Dealer.
— From C«B.A. Examination in Business English,
Jan. 14, 1918.
(a) Write & letter to Edward Collins, publisher. New
York City, complaining that in a shipment of books which you
have iust received there are three defective copies.
(b) Write the reply dictated by Edward Collins, who
recognizes your name as that of a valued customer.
— From C.B»A, Exaiiaination in Commercial Cor-
respondence, May 6, 1918.
Charles W, Johnston of Chattanooga, Tenn. , sold to Mrs,
W, L, Pike of Louisville, Ky. , a bill of goods amounting to
$175. State what you suppose to be the general policy of
Mr. Johnston in collecting his bills and write a series of
three collection letters to be sent to Mrs. Pike in accor-
diince with Mr, Johnston's collection policy.
— From C.B,A. Examination in Commercial Cor-
respondence, May 6, 1918.

IV, Summary,
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IV Summary
o
A comprehensive course in Business English to meet
the demands of modern business should include as wide a
range of material as possible in order to equip the pupil
who is not going on to a college of business administra-
tion.
The early part of a course ought to give the class
considerable drill in Word Study and Grammar. These
fundamentals prove most helpful in analyzing actual letters
sent out by business houses and in writing original ones.
Oral expression is of utmost importance in commercial
affairs. Imagine the salesman without hie "sales talk"
and the modern office without a telephone! It is of para-
mount importance that the commercial pupil develop his
power of speech for his future advancement in business.
Composition and its special adaptation to business writing
is applicable to almost every branch of business. The
pupil, while in high school, should try to eliminate all
common errors and develop a direct and clear-cut style
of business writing.
The literature of the Business English Class is an
important phase of the course. The pupil develops his
style from a well-planned course in required and collateral
reading. To supplement the prescribed course in reading,
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the pupil should read as broadly as possible.
A most important feature of the Business English course
is the practice in letter-writing. The mechanics and style
of a business letter ought to be studied throughout the year.
According to the time remaining at the end of the year would
pend how extensively the teacher could present the related
subjects of Advertising and Journalism,
. , .0 'A- -
Conclusions.
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V« ConclueionB.
Business English is offered by some of the Massachusetts
high schools in the senior year. That is the ideal place
for it in the curriciilum. After a pupil has had a basic
training for three years, the same as given in the college
preparatory course, the pupils in the commercial course
would then have the more direct application of their English
to business which would immediately precede their entrance
into commerce and industry. These pupils receive during
their senior year such training as will be highly beneficial
to them. The first three years of regular English offer a
relief from the commercial career that is to follow. The
course takes the pupils into a more classical realm. The
course for the first three years, then, is an offset for
the Business English course which is to follow.
The writer maintains, though, that there is no short-
cut. An individual should have a sufficient training
as a background and from which to make the adaptation to
Business English.
Many more high schools in Massachusetts ought to be offer-
ing specific courses in Business English than are doing so
at the present time.
One of the chief difficulties in offering Business Eng-
lish courses in the Senior High School is a lack of teachers
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who are properly qualified to handle the subject. It ie not
at all difficult to find a teacher of classical English, ioC.
,
of college preparatory English. But when a high school
wishes to engage the services of a man to teach Business
English it has no easy task to find one who has had the
proper training and experience to give the course success-
fully.
"During the war period a torrent of books on Business
English, for college as well as high school, burst upon
the teachers. This stream has steadily increased in volume
until at present there are approximately a hundred books on
the subject. These books discuss it from all angles. The
range from very good to very bad is covered in the quality
of the presentation,
By way of prophecy the writer suggests that about
twenty-five years hence the senior high schools of Massa-
chusetts, as well as elsewhere, will remedy this error
in the commercial curriculum and establish a requ ired
course of at least one year of Business English. The defi-
nite value of Business English in the curriculum will then
be realized.
• Business English, Chapter VI, p. 100. By Prof. Roy
Davis. Commercial Education in Secondary Schools. 1929,

VI » Bibliography.
I
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Appendix,

a.
A List of Marks to be Used in Correcting Class Exercises in
Business Correspondence .
amb ambiguous
cl not clear
cap capital
gr grammar
ink use ink
k awkward
Ic no capital (lower case)
p punctuation
pen penmanship not satisfactory
r repetition
sp spelling
u unity
w wrong use of word
T truth of the statement is questioned
new paragraph
nff no paragraph
_J indent
careless
—^ transpose
A insert

One Hundred Words Commonly Misspelled
siccepX hoping receive
accommodate hopping recommend
Riiect immediately re fer
all right judgment re ferred
already laboratory seize
angel lead separate
angle led shepherd
axnie ii ICS loose siege
believe lose Similar
Dene i i
u
los xng s uax 1onary
Dusine S6 nece SBary s a b 1 one ry
calendar niece sxoppea.
^ AvnvM { ^ ^ A Ac Ouiin X b tc 6 buuying
comp±emenii occasion
compj-imen b occurreu + VlA 4 V
aescri ue VNO WOil A Iparaxxcx bO
CLXu Fax 1. XaJuKSU w
CLine + rt
dine r 4 A ApXcCc bx u.xy
axuxng
dinner v% 1 Qm Apxane Uii b X X
disappear planed village
disappoint planned villain
effect precede weather
eighth prejudice weird
equal preparation where
equation principal whether
except principle which
forty privilege whose
forty-five proceed writ
fourth professor write
gove rnment quiet writer
grammar quite writing
written

Overworked Expressions in Business Letters *
advise
agreeable to
are in receipt of
as per (mongrel word)
at hand
attached hereto (nust attached)
at this time (now)
beg to acknowledge )
beg to assure you (
communication (note or letter)
conforming to (according to)
contents noted (naturally the contents are noted)
desire (wish or want)
due to the fact (because)
favor valued )
esteemed ((letter)
welcome )
herewith (leave out)
inclosed find (just inclosed)
inclosed herewith (just inclosed)
inst. (never use)
of even date (repeat date)
of the above date (repeat date)
party (say person)
patron (say customer)
per (a Latin word)
prox, (never use)
same (for it) (use it)
state (saying assert, declare)
take this opportunity (unnecessary)
thanking you in advance (never thank any one in advance)
to hand (same as "at hand")
trusting that (participle phrase)
ult. (never use)
valued (never)
via (by way of)
we remain (always omit)
would suggest (always omit)
would be glad ( " " )
would be sorry ( " " )
beg to decline
beg to inform
beg to inquire
beg to state
(never beg)
Taken from Notes used by Mr. William H. Cunningham, Head
of English Department of Jamaica Plain High School, in his Bus-
iness English classes at the High School of Commerce, Boston,)

d.
A Sample List of Words One is Likely to Confuse as to Mean-
ing. Have the Class, from Time to Time, Differentiate as
to their Si g:nifi canoe .*
ability - capacity
accept - except
accredit - credit
alright - all right
alleviate - relieve
alone - only
among - between
as - like
assertion - statement
average - ordinary
balance - rest - remainder
begin - initiate
between - among
character - reputation
chose - choose
commercial - mercantile
compare - contrast
compliment - complement
converse - reverse
corporation - co-operation
correspondence - correspondents
council - counsel - consul
criticism - censure
date - engagement - appointment
deal - transaction
Writing Good Business Letters. By Marion G, Fottler.
Graduate thesis to be published by the Ronald Press Co.

eIllustrative Material to be used in Class Work for Precis
Writing
Give in your own words (not more than forty) the gist
of this passage:
In the ancient Orient, where the feverish fertility of
man has outrun the patient bounty of the soil, and the soul
is broken with hardship and dwarfed by the engulfing crowd,
the primitive belief in will tends to disaooear from religion
as well as from philosophy; happiness is conceived as the
cessation of desire and the bliss of suriendered personality,
and a somber fatalism envelops priest and sage. In those
seething cauldrons of humanity the individual can have no
fundamental value or significance; against this background
of an endless and tragic past he sees himself a futile atom
projected unasked, out of nothing, struggling pretentiously
for a while, and then drawn down irresistibly into the dark
as by some unreasoning enemy.
Give in your own words (not more than forty-five) the
gist of this passage:
Now the principal reason why I am led to admire Oxford
is that the place is little touched as yet by the measuring
of results, and this passion for visible and provable
"efficiency". The whole system at Oxford is sucn as to
put a premium on genius and to let mediocrity and dullness
go their way. On the dull student Oxford, after a proper
lapse of time, confers a degree which means nothing more
than that he lived and breathed at Oxford and kept out of
jail. This for many students is as much as society can
expect. But for the gifted student Oxford offers great
opportunities. There is no question of his hanging back
till the last sheep has jumped over the fence. He need
welt for no one. He may move forward as fast as he likes,
following the bent of his genius.
Put in one sentence the gist of this passage:
no feature of scientific inquiry is more marked
than the dependence of each step forward on other steps
which have been made before. The man of science cannot
sit by himself in his own cave, weaving out results by his
"Reproduce in brief form" would be preferable to
"precis writing" in the Business English class.

fown efforts, unaided by others, heedless of what others
have done, and are doing. He is but a bit of a great syetem,
a joint in a great machine, and he can only work aright when
he is in due touch with his fellow workers. If his labor
is to be what it ought to be , and is to have the weight
which it ought to have, he must know what is being done,
not by himself, but by others, and by others not of his own
land and speaking his tongue only, but also of other lands
and of other speech. Hence it comes about that to the
men of science the barriers of manners and of speech which
pen men into nations become more and more unreal and in-
distinct. He recognizes his fellow worker, wherever he may
live, and whatever tongue he may speak, as one who is push-
ing forward shoulder to shoulder with him towards a common
goal, as one whom he is helping, and who is helping him.
The touch of science makes the whole world kin Sir Michael
Foster — Growth of Science.
(Taken from Notes used by Mr. William H, Cunningham, Head of
English Department of Jamaica Plain High School, in his Bus-
iness English classes at the High School of Commerce, Boston.)

g.
Illustrations of 8tyle to be used in the High School Businc BS
English Olase*
Rolling Style .
As Socrates was passing through the fair at Athene, and
casting his eye over the shops and customers, "How many things
are here," says he, "that I do not wantl" The same sentiment
is every moment rising in the mind of him that walks the streets
of London, however inferior in philosophy to Socrates; he be-
holds a thousand shops crowded with goods, of which he can
scarcely tell the use, and which, therefore, he ie apt to con-
sider of no value; and indeed many of the arts by which fam-
ilies are supported, and wealth is heaped together, are of that
minute and superfluous kind which nothing but experience could
evince possible to be prosecuted with advantage, and which as
the world might easily want, it could scarcely be expected
to encourage.
But so it is, that custom, curiosity, or wantonness,
supplies every art with patrons, and finds purchasers for every
manufacture; the world is so adjusted, that not only bread, but
riches may be obtained without great abilities or arduous per-
formances; the most unskillful hand end unenlightened mind have
sufficent incitements to industry; for he that is resolutely
busy can scarcely be in want. There is, indeed, no employment,
however despicable, from which a man may not promise himself
more than competence, when he sees thousands and myriads raised
to dignity, by no other merit than that of contributing to sup-
ply their neighbors with the means of sucking smoke through a
tube of clay; and others raising contributions upon those whose
elegance disdains the grossness of smoky luxury, by grinding
the same materials into a powder that aay at once gratify and
impair the smell,
« « « * * »
Ornate Style
When I look around on those who are thus avariciously
exercising their qualifications, I cannot but admire the
secret concatenation of society that links together the great
and the mean, the illustrious and the obscure; and consider
with benevolent satisfaction, that no man, unless his body
or mind be totally disabled, has the need to suffer the mor-
tification of seeing himself useless or burdensome to the
community; he that will diligently labor, in whatever occu-
pation, will deserve the sustenance which he obtains, and
the protection which he enjoys; and may lie down every night
with the pleasing consciousness of having contributed something
to the happiness of life.
— Johnson, the Adventure,

Illustrations of Descriptive Paragraphs to be used in Business
English Classes .
For, first, the storm that I had foreseen was now ad-
vancing with almost tropical rapidity. The whole surface
of the sea had been dulled from its conspicuous brightness
to an ugly hue of corrugated lead; already in the distance
the white waves, the "Skipper's daughters , "had begun to flee
before a breeze that was still insensible on Arcs; and al-
ready along tte curve of Sandag Bay there was a splashing
run of sea that I could hear from where I stood. The
change upon the sky was even more remarkable. There had
begun to arise out of the south-west a huge and solid conti-
nent of scowling cloud; here and there through rents in its
contexture, the sun still poured a sheaf of spreading rays;
and here and there from all its edges vast inky streamers lay
forth along the yet unclouded sky. The menace was express
and imminent. Even as I gazed, the sun was blotted out.
At any moment the tempest might fall upon Aros in its might.
Stevenson — The Merry Men.
And this is how I see the East. I have seen its secret
pieces and have looked into its very soul; but now I see it
always from a small boat, a high outline of mountains, blue
and afar in the morning; like faint mist at noon; a jagged
wall of purple at sunset. I have the feel of the oar in
my hand, the vision of a scorching blue sea in my eyes.
And I see a bay, a wide bay, smooth as glass and polished
like ice, shimmering in the dark. A red light burns far
off upon the gloom of the land, and the night is soft and
warm. We drag at the oars with aching arms, and suddenly
a puff of wind, a puff faint and tepid and laden with strange
odors of blossoms, of aromatic wood, comes out of the still
night — the first sigh of the East on my face. That I can
never forget. It was impalpable and enslaving, like a charm,
a whispered promise of mysterious delight.
Conrad — Youth.
The monarch is a little, keen, fresh-coloured old man,
with very protruding eyes, attired in plain, old-fashioned,
snuff-coloured clothes and brown stockings, his only orna-
ment the blue ribbon of his Order of the Garter. He speaks
with a German accent, but with ease, shrewdness, and simplicity.
Thackeray — The Virginians.
(Taken from Notes used by Mr, William H. Cunningham, Head of
English Department of Jamaica Plain High School, in his Business
English classes at the High School of Commerce, Boston.)

i.
I did not feel, at first, that I knew him as well ae
he knew me, because he had never corae to our house since the
night I was born, and naturally he had the advantage of me.
He was, now, a huge, strong fellow, six feet high, broad in
proportion, and round-shouldered; but with a simpering boy's
face and curly light hair that gave him a sheepish look. But
our intimacy was much advanced by his taking me on his back
to carry me home. And you could^n't so properly have said
he wore a hat, as that he was covered in a-top, like an old
building, with something pitchy. Ham wae waiting for us at
the public-house; and asked how I found myself like an old
acquaintance. He was dressed in a canvas jacket, and a pair
of such very stiff trousers that they would have stood quite
as well alone, without any legs in them.
Dickens — David Copperfield.

Illu8tratione of Sxpoaitory Paragraphs to be used in Business
English Classes .
The vast results obtained by science are won by no mystical
faculties, by no mental processes other than those which are
practised by every one of us in the humblest and meanest affairs
of life. A detective policeman discovers a burglar from the
marks made by his shoe, by a mental process identical with that
by which Cuvier restored the extinct animals of liontmartre from
fragments of their bones. Nor does that process of induction
and deduction by which a lady, finding a stain of a peculiar
kind upon her dress, concludes that somebody has upset the
inkstand thereon, differ in any way, in kind, from that by
which Adams and Le Verrier discovered a new planet. The man
of science, in fact, simply uses with scrupulous exactness
the methods which we all habitually and at every moment use
carelessly.
Huxley — Lay Sermons.
There is nothing so horrible as languid study; when you
sit looking at the clock, wishing the time was over, or that
somebody would call on you and put you out of your misery.
The only way to read with any efficacy is to read so heartily
that dinner-time comes two hours before you expected it.
To sit with your Livy before you, and hear the geese cackling
that saved the capitol, and to see with your own eyes the
Carthaginian sutlers gathering up the rings of the Roman
knights after the battle of Cannae, and heaping them in bushels;
and to be to intimately present at the actions you are reading of
that when anybody knocks at the door, it will take you two or
three seconds to determine whether you are in your study or
in the plains of Lombardy, looking at Hannibal's weather-
beaten face, and admiring the splendor of his single eye;
—
this is the only kind of study which is not tiresome; and
almost the only kind which is not useless; this is the knowl-
edge which gets into the system, and which a man carries about
and uses like his limbs, without perceiving that it is extran-
eous, weighty, or inconvenient.
Smith -- Lectures.
Those who would get a clear idea of the battle of Waterloo
have only to lay down upon the ground in their mind a capital A.
The left stroke of the A is the road to Nivelles, the right
stroke is the road from Genappe, the cross of the A is the sunken
road from Chain to Braine I'Alleud. The top of the A is Mont
Saint Jean, Wellington is there; the left-hand lower point is
Hougomont, Reille is there with Jerome Bonaparte; the right
hand lower point is La Belle Alliance, Napoleon is there.
A little below the point where the cross of the A meets and
cuts the right stroke, is La Haie Sainte. At the middle of

thie cross is the precise point where the final battle word
was spoken. There the lion is placed, the involuntary symbol
of the supreme heroism of the Imperial Ouard. The triangle
contained at the top of the A, between the two strokes and
the cross, is the plateau of Saint Joan. The struggle for
this plateau was the whole of the battle.
Hugo — Les Miserable 8.
(Taken from Notes used by Mr, William H« Cunningham, Head of
English Department of Jamaica Plain High School, in his Busineas
English classes at the High School of Commerce, Boston.)
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June 7, 1923.
When a Form Letter Is Not a Form Letter. Harrison MoJohnstoa.
June 28, 1923.
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Choose Unusual Words in Writing Sales Letters. Ralph Orothers.
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Sept. 4, 1924.
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Surrey. Dec. 4, 1924.
The Time and Place for Inspirational Letters. Walter Hines.
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Feb. 5, 1925.
How, When and Where to Use Humor in Sales Letters. Maxwell
Droke. Feb, 12, 1925.
Letters That Get Orders When Salesmen Cannot Call. Charles A.
Emley. Mar. 5, 1925.
A Delicate Letter Problem. A. Rowden King. Mar. 5, 1925.
Your Answers to My Complaint Letters. Arthur H. Van Voris.
Apr. 16, 1925.
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The Open-Letter Idea Gets a New Lease on Life. James True.
Apr. 23, 1925.
"
How Export Letters Are Keyed. Apr. 23, 1925.
Who Should Sign Letters — Company or Dictator? June 4, 1925.
Collection Letters That Leave No Sting. July 16, 1925.
Nothing Wrong with "Dear Sir" and "Very Truly Yours."
E. P. Corbett. Aug. 13, 1925.
Letters Should fie Good to the Last Line. John K. Hlldebrand.
Nov. 19, 1925.
Ten Letters to Collect One Account. Frank M. Barber, Dec. 17,
1925.
When Long Letters Lead to Sales. Powel Crosley, Jr. Dec. 31,
1925.
Why Rytt Discontinued His "Architectural Love Letters."
I. Arthur Rollins. Jan. 14, 1926.
Third-Class Pre-Cancelled Mail Out-Pulls First-Class. Jan. 21,
1926.
Every Letter Deserves an Answer. Roy Dickinson. Feb. 11, 1926.
Should a Letter Begin with a Question? CP. Russell. Feb. 11,
1926.
How Would You Write a Salesman — B. J. Williams. Feb, 25, 1926.
Letters That Say Something. John K, Hildebrand. Mar. 11, 1926.
How to Check Returns on Sales Letters. Apr. 8, 1926.
Putting a Handshake in Letters. W« J. Marra. Apr. 15, 1926.
Nothing Short of a Long Letter Would Do These Things. Charles A.
Emley. Nov. 25, 1926.
An Enclosure Makes This Letter Effective. Jan. 20, 1927.
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Do Tou Adopt the "You Attitude" When Writing Sales Letters?
Frank B. Mahon. Feb. 10, 1927.
Letters That Should Sever Be Written. Amos Bradbury,
June 23, 1927.
Letters That Get Under the Prospect's Skin. Thomas L. Craw-
ford. June 30, 1927.
Don*t Write City Slicker Letters to Small Town Dealers.
Ed Wolff. July 14, 1927.
Eliminating Paragraphs Saves 1«24 Cents per Letter. J. B.
Blanton. Aug. 4, 1927.
Why Worry about 1.24 Cents if the Letter Gets Results? Ed.
Wolff. Aug. 11, 1927.
Make That Letter Talk. Harrison McJohnston. Aug. 18, 1927.
Uake the Beginning of Your Letter Get Good-Will, Harrison
McJohnston. Sept. 1, 1927.
That 1,24 Cents Paragraph May be Worth a Dollar. S, Roland
Hall. Sept. 8, 1927.
Give Yourself a Fair Chance to Write a Good Letter. Harrison
McJohnston. Sept. 15, 1927.
Overdoing the Personal Touch in Correspondence. A. Meyer.
Nov. 17, 1927.
Informal Letter Conferences Make Better Letter Writers.
Nov. 29, 1928.
What Shall We Write to Debtors Who Abuse Time Extensions?
By a Collection Manager. Jan. 10, 1929.
How a Credit Department Sold $100,000 in Six Weeks. Jan. 17,
1929. (Interview with G. L, Davis by Roland Cole).

1. Do not abandon me.
2. He was granted absolution.
3. He was accorded privileges.
4. An acrimonious answer.
5. An admirable person.
6. He afrouted me.
7. You allay my fears.
8. He ameliorated conditions.
9. An ancillary committee.
10. A marked antithesis.
11. He appraised the estate.
12. He is noted for arrogance.
13. His associates fear him.
14. An atypical Scotchman.
15. An autonomous people.
16. They baffled our plans.
17. A basic truth.
18. He beseeches aid.
19. The shore looks bleak.
20. He escaped with his booty.
21. He braved the storm.
22. The buccal cavity.
23. A buxom widow.
24. He was a victim of calumny.
25. These are capillary tubes.
26. Catalogue those books.
27. The life of a celibate.
28. They advocated chastisement.
29. The clamor ceased.
30. It is a result of collusion.
31. With a complacent smile.
32. Condign punishment.
33. Congruence of materials.
34. His plan was consummated.
35. I am conversant with art.
36. A coy maiden.
37. A cumbersome package.
38. He is a dastard.
39. His defalcation was detected.
40. He believes in democracy.
41. Fallen into desuetude.
42. He makes them with a die.
43. Disdainful of our kindness.
44. He was distrait.
45. They doused the seniors.
46. That is his effigy.
47. Elucidate that statement.
48. The climate is enervating.
49. In an equivocal position.
50. His exchequer is low.
persecute desert mock irritate restrain
recognition^ authoritypermission forgiveness power
rendered refused assured promised deprived-of
discouraging friendly bitter slangy haughty
excellent tragic vain naval shrewd
amused faced addressed went-before insulted
justify calm arouse increase confirm
concealed approved stated improved studied
executive standing temporary newly-appointed subordinate
development copy dislike contrast symptom
set-a-value-on mortgaged bought sold developed
ignorance wickedness pride indifference foolishness
enemies employees colleagues pets relatives-by-marriage
witty literary canny unrepresentative genuine
rebellious self-governing mechanical oppressed art-loving
approved-of encouraged heard ridiculed foiled
obvious unknown powerful fundamental unpleasant
entreats grants spurns offers obtains
inviting habitable desolate rocky precipitous
life companion bargain plunder foot-covering
escaped described dared prophesied expected
lime-kiln false-heel mouth tooth yawning
flirtatious forlorn rustic thrifty plump
chance slander disease drugs prejudice
boiler inner elastic hair-like strong
cover list review pack-up advertise
hermit imbecile prisoner pleasure-lover unmarried-man
punishment classics morality coaching hunting
fighting shouting argument epidemic objections
bumping conflict kindness fraud lawlessness
sarcastic wistful benevolent motherly self-satisfied
extreme deferred inhuman remitted well-deserved
harmony poor-taste fashion shortage conspicuousness
visionary perfected brought-to-naught approved drawn-to-scale
unacquainted familiar disgusted bored gifted
pretty bold little modest deceitful
tiny valuable fragile well-wrapped unwieldy
illegitimate coward orphan boaster puppy
embezzlement impurity crime flight secret
common-people party-politics popular-government citizenship progress
disuse doubt contempt ruin disgrace
reservation stamp formula flourish knife
scornful suspicious abusive partaking unworthy
traitorous hanged seized absent-minded afflicted
serenaded received entertained honored ducked
wife assistant carriage image lantern
reconsider explain condense answer confirm
soothing exciting distressing invigorating weakening
ambiguous horse-like restful ludicrous precarious
vitality aim stock money-supply voice-range
51. Expunge that sentence. explain learn erase add rewrite
62. Fantastic proposals. fanciful timely hospitable insulting far-reaching
53. Fetid swamps. deep dangerous stinking disease-breeding drained
54. A flitch of bacon. plate side taste stolen-piece sample
55. A fretful patient. thoughtful disagreeable querulous discouraged hopeful
56. We shot a gander. duck tramp she-quail male-goose he-gull
57. A glen girded by trees. guarded encircled shaded darkened overgrown
58. A gross error. flagrant clerical slight expensive frequent
59. A restful hamlet. couch color-scheme island village forest
60. A heterogeneous collection. unorthodox botanical queer miscellaneous sacred
61. Howbeit, it is correct. perhaps assuredly nevertheless then furthermore
62. An optical illusion. deception ailment instrument view reference
63. An imperturbable official. honest calm eflicient excitable reliable
64. Do not impute faults to him. reveal excuse impugn exaggerate ascribe
65. His arguments are incontrovertible, unsound ignored fertile pointed indisputable
66. Indued with righteousness. ermobled tinctured acquainted clothed satisfied
67. An infirmity of noble minds. infirmary oddity uniformity decision weakness
68. The tea is insipid. tasteless sweet weak cold poured
69. An intransigent person. helpless dangerous prejudiced irreconcilable energetic
70. I was inveigled into doing it. enticed frightened bribed forced hurried
71. He has a jaunty appearance. bilious nautical sturdy gay tourist
72. They are no kin of mine. children dogs relatives cows live-stock
73. Largesse 1 gallant knight! forward on-guard gifts victory good-health
74. A lenient law. alien forgotten severe mild civil
75. She loathed the child. detested neglected coaxed liked appreciated
76. It shows magnanimity. learning low-morality noble-generosity eflSciency selfishness
77. Martial music was played. classical war-like spring popular doleful
78. The menace of war. fortune threat result fear cost
79. She wrote a monograph. soliloquy sonnet treatise epitaph comedy
80. Skill in natation. numbers heraldry seamanship politics swimming
81. That law was nugatory. ineffectual proposed disobeyed annulled amended
82. His manner was obsequious. dignified insulting appealing attractive servile
83. An onerous task. ignoble honorable burdensome questionable monotonous
84. He was ostracized. operated-on banished initiated convicted criticized
85. A paragon of beauty. model geometric-figure statue sunshade plaster-cast
86. They are peasants. citizens rustic-laborers game-birds artisans rebels
87. A peremptory tone. persuasive uncertain decisive pleasant angry f
88. A pertinacious attitude. helpful persistent sullen rebellious contemptuous
89. The lofty pinnacle. mountain mast temple tree peak
90. He is pledged to us. rude kind related promised indebted
91. He is a polyglot. immigrant linguist mute represser-of-vice glutton
92. A pleasant potion. power drink dessert smile task
93. I know his predilection. limitations prophesy former-life ancestry preference
94. A man of fine presence. ambition spirit ideals bearing generosity
95. A privy purse. private leather patented silken generous
96. It was prohibited. urged ordered forbidden passed-by-law promised
97. He propitiated them. evicted assisted praised appeased angered
98. To protract the conference. prolong authorize keep-secret postpone disturb
99. Pulsating with excitement. shouting laughing burning stuttering throbbing
100. They quail before the enemy. attack arrive parade cower retreat
101. The quiescent crowd.
102. The wires ramify.
103. The village was razed.
104. Commendable rectitude.
105. A refulgent smile.
106. The argument lacks relevancy.
107. We repaired to the parlor.
108. A repulsive sight.
109. He resolves to act.
110. He retracts his criticism.
111. A revolving fan.
112. She has ruddy cheeks.
113. Sacerdotal rites.
114. We saw a samovar.
115. He has many schemes.
116. Scrupulous in all things.
117. The water seethes.
118. He severed the cord.
119. He shuffled along.
120. A skittish mare.
121. His manner was solemn.
122. A scurrilous rogue.
123. A spiritual nature.
124. His stature is noteworthy.
125. A stilted manner.
126. A soldier straggled by.
127. We stress this point.
128. He fell into a stupor.
129. My statement was substantiated.
130. It sullies your reputation.
131. He supplanted his friend.
132. He survived his brother.
133. Synchronous events.
134. A tantalizing problem.
135. A temerarious person.
136. She has a life tenure.
137. They managed thriftily.
138. A titanic force.
139. A torrid day.
140. It transcends description.
141. Transports of joy.
142. A triplicate copy.
143. He twiddled his thumbs.
144. An unbridled temper.
145. An unfailing friend.
146. They spoke in unison.
147. An unsophisticated youth.
148. He uttered the document.
149. A position of vantage.
150. He vented his wrath.
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repellent mischievous flattering very-bright sour
justice support vigor applicability importance
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delays determines hesitates wishes declines
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priestly legal annual blasphemous usual
open-fire Indian-holy-man tea-kettle altar legal-officer
interests doubts plans difficulties wild-ideas
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tied selected twisted spliced cut
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select attack emphasize critici/p
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distrusted excelled outlived followed disappointed
simultaneous peculiar timely alarming prophetic
serious teasing important mythical algebraic
rash cowardly treacherous ambitious moderate
sentence hold insurance mission income
skillfully imprudently generously economically honestly
fairy gigantic troublesome artistic naval
clear humid hot nasty rainy
requires invites lacks belies surpasses
realms raptures trances ships descriptions
typewritten threefold counterfeit genuine bound
sprained broke sucked twirled hammered
uncertain erratic even wicked uncontrolled
dependable false unreliable insolvent cordial
favor anger concert peace sequence
ingenuous wasted unknown spoiled college
wrote read recited discovered published
danger responsibility honor advantage disgrace
restrained provoked poured-forth regretted excused
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DIRECTIONS SCORE
This is an exercise designed to test the extent of your English vocabu-
lary. On the following pages are given certain sentences and expressions.
In each case one word is in italics. Following each sentence or expression
are five words. In each case select that one of the five words which most
nearly corresponds in meaning to the word italicized in the sample sentence
or expression. Draw a line under the word thus selected. The word to be
selected and underlined will not always be a close synonym, but it will
always correspond nearly to the word in the example. Compound words
or words joined by a hyphen count as one word.
If you underline a word by mistake and wish to correct the error, cross
out entirely the word wrongly underlined and underline the word you con-
sider correct. If you are sure you do not know which word to underline,
place a cross ( x ) at the end of the line ; however, do not be afraid to
underline a word which you think is nearest the meaning required.
Words right, page 2
Words right, page 3
Words right, page 4
Total words right
Percentile Score
f

RE; IMPRINTED CIBCULARS.
We are glad to conform with your request
for a generous quantity of our illustrated folders
of the NEW lUFROVED GILLETTE, Patented January 13,
1920, imprinted with your name and address. All of
our NEW IMPROVED SETS are excellently illustrated and
described in this new folder.
If you keep a supply of these attractive and
distinctive folders displayed so that your customers will
see them, they will be a factor towards increasing your
sales. '
Please write us whenever you desire a renewal
of your supply.
Yours very truly,
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY.
CKU Advertising Department.
88
Photostat copy of a form sales letter composed by
the writer when affiliated with the advertising
department of the Gillette Safety Razor Company,
Boston.
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